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A review of the top news stories affecting
Greater Portllllld: November 19 through 2S, 1991.

Richardson: Use turnpike
dollars for local roads
Democratic state Representative Fred Richardson of Portland
came up with a way to plug local potholes with state quarters
and nickels. But the Maine Turnpike Authority quickly acted to
block the plan.
Richardson's proposal would use funds raised for the
expansion of the Maine Turnpike to cover the cost of fixing local
roads. In the wake of the Nov. 6 defeat of the widening referendum, Richardson said the $15 million that would have been
spent next year for widening should be used instead as an
emergency local roads fund . His proposal would give towns
and cities the option of transferring all "routine maintenance
and capital costs" to the Maine Department of Transportation
through June 1993.
.
''This is onl y a stopgap measure, not a roads sl ush fund,"
said Richardson. "Local road money's going to be cut deeply
this year. This is an intelligent use of the people's money."
Maine Turnpike Authority director Paul Violette, however,
questioned using all $15 million for local roads. He said only
about $3 million would actually be available for Richardson's
plan.
"! think there's considerably more than $3 million there,"
responded Richardson. "There needs to be some close scrutiny
done of the Maine Turnpike Authority's expenditures over the
next year."
Richardson's plan would also reduce or eliminate certain
sales tax exemptions on gasoline. In Pqrtland alone, said
Richardson, the plan could relieve taxpayers oE 54.4 million
worth of road expenditures.

Payson art colledlon divvied up
The Portland Museum of Art, Westbrook College and Colby
College have finally agreed how they will divide the Joan
Whitney Payson art collection.
Under the deal, Portland Museum of Art (PMA) will receive
12 paintings by artists including Picasso, Renoir and Degas,
worth about $50 million. Thirteen other paintings, including
works by Winslow Homer and Andrew Wyeth, will be on longterm loan to PMA. The museum will loan this collection to
Colby College in Waterville one semester every two years.
PMA also paid Westbrook College $1 million for a Maurice
Prendergast painting. Some of the proceeds will be used to
endow the Maine Women Writers Collection at Westbrook
College. Westbrook College will also receive lecturers and
courses from both Colby and the museum. "Everybody's
satisfied with this," said Bob Stein of Westbrook College's
external affairs office.
The collection had resided at Westbrook College from 1977
until this year, when son John Payson decided the collection
should be made more accessible to the public (CBW 4.4.91).

A CHAMBER
presented by

qfrChor{ytrt Society
Robert Russell, Music Director

Sunday, December 15 1991
I

3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
IMMANUEL BAPTIST·CHURCH, 156 HIGH ST., PORTLAND
Admission: $12 (senior/student $8, children $4)
Tickets available at Gallery Music and Amadeus Music in Portland
Telephone 773-8 191
(No refunds)

Maine Bank & Trust opens for biz
Maine Bank & Trust, which opened Nov. 20 in Portland, will
be a conservative lender and will try to win customers with its
service, bank executives said.
"My biggest concern is that we'll have people who will see
us as their salvation," said Wayne C. M((;arvey, Maine Bank &
Trust preSident and chief executive officer. "Well, we're not
going to be everybody'S solution."
The bank's caution in lending will be similar to that of Maine
National Bank before it became part of Bank of New England in
Boston, said MtCarvey, the former president of Maine National.
He stressed the new bank won't be a price leader in checking
accounts and deposit interest rates, but will compete by offering
superior service.
'1f you're looking for the absolute cheapest way to do your
banking, we're probably not right for you," M((;arvey said.
A banking analyst predicts the newly formed Maine Bank &
Trust will profit from the past turmoil of the region's financial
industry.
"A lot of customers are just fed up with what they've seen in
the last 24 months, so they're looking for a new option," said
Gerard Cassidy of the brokerage firm Tucker Anthony Inc.
"Give them 12 months and they'll be profitable," he said.

Maine Bank & Trust was
hatched when Beet Bank of
Maine took over Maine
National last spring.
M((;arvey and others
decided then to start the new
bank, financed by an investment from Elizabeth B.
Noyce of Bremen.
The bank opened for
business with about $7
million in capital, 19 employees and an office on Congress
Street in portland.
M((;arvey said he hopes
the bank, which may open
other branches in Falmouth
and South Portland, will
grow to between $125 million
and $150 million in assets
over the next five years.

Aquarium makes
waves in court
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Appointments: (207) 775-1600
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In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
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Paul Gagnon, the manager of
costs, said Charles Jacobs, the
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.
the Augusta office of the
PUC's administrative
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director.
• Continued on page 4
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Smokeless inmates
fume about ban

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

A permanent ban on
smoking at the Cumberland
County Jail has inmates
fuming at prison administrators who instituted the policy
on Nov. 21, the day of the
Great American Smokeout.
"It's going very well," said
Police Sgt. Mary Sorrells. "As
we catch them smoking,
we're taking their cigarettes
and flushing them down the
toilet. It isn't as smoky in
here as it used to be."
But many inmates weren't
happy about the smoking
ban.
''You got guys in here
facing time," said inmate
Donald James, 28, who
usually smokes two packs a
day. "All they can do is
smoke." James said a majority of the 171 inmates at the
prison smoke.
''They're going to do
anything in their power to
fight this and fight the wrong
way," James said in a telephone interview. ''The people
will start lOSing their tempers_"
Capt. George Panenka said
the jail's administrator, Wade
Sanders, decided on the ban
to make the prison healthier.
Windows can't be left open in
cold weather and the jail has
no air fil tration system,
which means "we breathe the
same air over and over,"
Panenka said.
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A.H. BENOIT & CO.
188 Middle St .. In the Old Port· 773-6421
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Give someone a guitar
from Buckdancer's OIoice
for the Holiday Season.
They'll get an instrument
built to last a Hfetlme.
With the quality that only
comes from the finest
woods and craftsmen.
Every Buckdancer's
guitar sounds great and
plays easy. VISit us Dr
the kind of Instrument
that lasts a lifetime.

Student Guitars
from 59.00
Size Guitars
from 149.00
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BUCKDANCER'S
CHOICE
----MUSIC COMPANY---

Buy • SeD • Trade • Repair • Leuooa
Marlin Taylor

Gibson & Alvarez

Ii:tl

~rranty

Union Station Plaza • Exit 5A off I 295
270 St. John Street • Portland • 774-2219
80~734-2219 • Mon-Fri 10-8 • Sat 12-5 • Sun 12-5

The Maine Yankee
nuclear plant in WiS<asset
automatically shut down
Nov. 22 when a pump
maIfunctioned.
Plant officials said the
reactor shut down at about 10
a.m. when a condensate
pump malfunctioned on the
non-nuclear side of the plant.
Maine Yankee said in a
statement that there were no
injuries from the equipment
ma1function, and that all
plant systems had worked
properly in shutting the plant
down.
"We are analyzing the
cause of the malfunction of
the pump," spokesman
Marshall Murphy said_'We
expect the outage itself to be
of fairly short duration."
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Libertarians lose
ballot bid
A judge has denied the
libertarian party's bid to be
listed on Maine's 1991
income-tax forms as a
checkoff option for voluntary
contributions_ The Nov. 22
ruling saves the state hun-

FREE LAYAWAY FOR CHRIST~ • ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC GUITARS
• Continued on page 7

By AI Diamon

Dissension among the Democrats
liberal Democrats in Greater Portland are preparing to
attack their more conservative cousins. The liberals are angry at
Democratic legislators who voted against the gay rights bill
earlier this year, and are actively recruiting candidates to run
against them in next June's primary.
A leader of the dissident Democrats agreed to talk about
their efforts, but only if his name were not used. So we'll call
him "Carlos."
Carlos says it was "politically stupid" to vote against the gay
rights bill. But he insists the problem goes beyond a single vott;
on a particular issue. '1t's not ideological," Carlos says, "it's
energy, how much they care."
Carlos singles out state Representative Christopher Gurney,
the only member of the Portland delegation to oppose gay
rights. Carlos says Gurney "is not carrying his weight in the
Democratic Party as a legislator," and characterizes some of
Gurney's votes as "downright embarrassing."
Gurney, who did not return phone calls, has one of the
higher absentee rates in the Legislature. He's currently serving
his third term in the House, where he's a member of the
something-less-than-awesome Business Legislation Committee.
Due to family ties and years of stuffing envelopes for various
Democratic campaigns, Gurney has some political clout in his
district_ Republicans couldn't find a candidate to oppose him
last year. So far Carlos and company are having no better luck,
in spite of begging nearly every liberal Democrat without a
criminal record to run.
The liberal reformers have also targeted South Portland state
Representatives Harry Macomber and Sam DiPietro, two more
"no" votes on gay rights. Macomber is rumored to be considering retirement, but says he won't make up his mind until early
next year_ Carlos does not yet have a candidate to challenge
Macomber, but the faintest odor of an open seat generally
brings out swarms of politically-inexperienced-but-ambitious
office seekers. A challenger to DiPietro has already surfaced.
Lois Reckitt, executive director of the Family Crisis Shelter and
a former bigwig with the National Organization for Women,
says she's planning to run. Reckitt is a certified liberal with a
strong pro-gay rights background. Although she's been active
in the Democratic Party for years, Reckitt says she's getting
pressure from party leadership to stay out of the race. So she
may run as an Independent.
Carlos says it would be "absolutely disastrous" for Reckitt
and other potential liberals to leave the Democratic Party. He
fears non-party candidates would splinter the vote, and lead to
the election of conservative Republicans.
But the independence fever appears to be spreading. Former
gemocratic state Representative Gerald Talbot of Portland says
he's "toying with the idea" of returning to the Statehouse as an
Independent. Talbot is another certified liberal. He's considering a run against Democratic state Representative Harriet
Ketover of Portland.
Talbot says he may abandon the Democratic Party because
"both parties have let the people down."
Talbot's possible independent candidacy runs smack into
Carlos' plans to have Ketover opposed in the Democratic
primary by Steven Rowe, a lawyer at UNUM who'd be making
his first try for elected office. Rowe says he'll probably run
regardless of what Talbot does_
Ketover made Carlos' hit list even though she voted for the
gay rights bill. That's not surprising since she's annoyed
Democrats of all ideological stripes for years, most recently by
criticizing the darling of the liberals, Congressman Tom
Andrews, as being out of touch and unresponsive. Ketover
recently dropped plans to run against Andrews for the 1st
District seat next year.
But Carlos and company's real goal goes well beyond defeating the likes of Ketover. They're intent on unseating Greater
Portland's Democratic Party power structure, and replacing it
wi th more energetic, not to mention more leftist, leadership.

Political paraphernalia of the week
Somebody (this time I really don't know who) is distributing
genetically altered dollar bills around the Statehouse. Instead of
Washington's portrait these bills carry the worried visage of
state Finance Commissioner Sawin Millett. The bills are known,
of course, as "Sawbucks."

News of political doings, free booze and/or easy money are always
welcome. Contact this column care of Casco Bay Weekly, 551 A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, or call 775-6601 .
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arts college is drafting
policies requiring all departments to allow FrancoAmerican employees to
speak French anytime they
wish, said Harward.
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KATAHDIN

Portland, ME. A rather old remedy but becoming

1913

more popular, is how to make life more exciting
and fun. After years of investigations and elaborate
research we found the releif everybody was looking
for.
It doesn't require an ID nor a physical test, it is
simple, inexpensive, enjoyableJun and touches
• souls. Available witiwut prescription AT:
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Also Mt us at our .um rutaurant at tlw:
Scarborough Market Pku:e, U.s. Rte '1, Scarborough. 883·1462

EVERT ITEM IN THE

STORE DISCOUNTED
\'
SPECIALISTS IN
• \ SIZES 3 TO 24 1/2
" \ Cash. Charge. Layaway
\\
.,\ All Major Credit Cards Honored
-. Open Daily 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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492 CONGRESS ST. MONUMENT SQUARE INTOWN PORTLAND

490 CONGRESS 51, PORTlAND
207·775·4860

If you've been eating leftovers for the past few days, maybe
it's time to treat yourself to something new. We'd like to
remind you that our menu changes daily. We are always
coming across things so fresh and delicious that they become
dinner specials that very evening. For instance, the other
night we had Roast Duck Breast with a lemon, honey and
Jack Daniels sauce. Our Fresh Catch of the Day included
Bluefish pan seared with a mustard sauce, Atlantic Salmon
Filet grilled and topped with a creamy leek and Smoked
Salmon sauce, and Haddock Filet baked and stuffed with
Linda's Crab and topped with roasted almonds. We also
offered Beef Stew and Chicken Pot Pie on that particular
night. We made them from leftovers. Sounds more like home
all the time, doesn't it? Come give us a cry.
We have changed our minds. We have been talking about
brunch for months now. We will never mention it again.
After serving upwards of 200 dinners on Saturday night, to be
back down here at 7:00 Sunday morning is just too much. The
quality would suffer the rest of the week.. We were very proud
to do the Maine Health Foundation benefit, and hope to do
more from time to time. Sorry for any inconvenience.

774 .. 1740 kv..~& ))c~.
SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON.THURS 5PM· lOPM. FRI AND SAT 5PM ·IIPM
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We hope you had a good Thanksgiving. There's nothing
quite like a gathering with loved ones and sharing a
traditional home cooked meal. Aren't you glad that Portland
now has a restaurant where you can recreate that experience
any time you want to? When you dine at Katahdin you get
heaping portions of from-scratch food at very reasonable
prices. We've created a warm, comfortable atmosphere in
which you can relax and feel at ease. The service is friendly,
efficient, and attentive. Who knows· you may feel so much at
home that you'll forget where you are and offer to do the
dishes!
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Give Someone
You Love
a Dream
Catcher

One ofll
Ir.indgift to
cherish "fR,"ys
price $22.
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ALL OCCASION PARTY AND
SPECIAL HAPPENING
DRESSES AND GOWNS IN
GREAT VARIETY!
BEAUTIFULLY DETAILED
EXCITING MINIS TO ULTRA
FWOR LENGTHS.
CREPES· LACES· SHEERS
LEATHERS· ALL OVER SEQUINS
(INCLUDES ALL JESSICA
M,CllNTOCK DESIGNS)
COMPLEMENTING
SHOES - BAGS· JEWELRY·
HOSIERY· liNGERIE .
COVER UPS
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LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES
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(with cream cheese 95¢)
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(served all day)

grilledor toasted
sped416S~
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The Place
to be for
Breakfast

~..,,~ Mr. BaKel Balels

O'j.

• Continued from page 4

42 Elm St., Portland
1 Block from Ubrary
774-7228

RELIEF
@
SOUGHT FROM BOREDOM

raat;nl! Co., Inc.
,

Spread Holiday Cheer
f=;'\ To Those You
, . Hold Dear

Further Reductions!

30% 615%
..

:!~!.~::"N' ~~,~~~~
~,
Portland

Westbrook

774·5946

854.2518
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ofTour

original tickets

For more than a century, New England's most
discriminating jewelry buyers have shopped at
Carter Brothers.

CARTER
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dreds of thousands of dollars
in printing costs, and averts a
possible tax-revenue crisis.
'1 feel that the statutes are
crystal clear, and the Libertar·
ian Party is simply a year too
early," Kennebec County
Superior Court Justice Bruce
W. Chandler said after
listening to more than an
hour of oral arguments.
The Libertarians claim
several hundred members in
Maine, but the party scored a
major coup when Andrew
Adam identified himself with
it during last year's guberna·
torial race. Adam garnered 10
percent of the state vote,
twice the minimum required
for parties seeking official
Maine status.
However, state law also
requires new parties to hold
caucuses and conventions in
all 16 of Maine's counties,
said Deputy Attorney
General Cabanne Howard.
"At this point, they just
haven't met the requirement," he said.
If the Libertarians had
won their challenge, the state
would have scrapped nearly
one million state income tax
forms at a cost of $120,000.
New forms would have been
mailed out to taxpayers later
than planned. Later tax forms
could have meant later
payments, said state tax
assessor John LaFaver,
because more taxpayers
would have requested
extensions. That, said
LaFaver, could have sharply
reduced state revenues for
this fiscal year, which ends
June 30.

Bates: French on
the Job d'accord

Fre< parid"g at both locations.
All mo.jor CTtdil carris accepted 0" phoM ortkrs.

Now
Save

7

PM[ ALIN£...
773-5547

The president of Bates
College lifted a longstanding
practice of forbidding some
of its workers from speaking
French on the job after a
protest by students.
Administrators said they
were unaware of the unwritten rule that applied to
cafeteria and maintenance
workers, many of whom are
members of the city's French
community.
President Donald
Harward said the gag order
was not a policy of the
college.
"We are proud beneficiaries of a Franco culture and
language which has enriched
this community for generations," he said in a statement.
The prohibition against
speaking French had been in
effect at least 10 years
without the knowledge of
Bates officials, said James
Carignan, dean of the college.
The rule was apparently
initiated years ago as a
courtesy to English speakers
who did not understand
French.
Now the private liberal

,;

Homeless man
booked In library
Two homeless men set up
a comfy hideaway in the
crawl space of the Maine
State Library for two months,
pilfering tuna sandwiches, a
television and VCR, and
leaving apologetic notes for
workers.
Andre V. Jatho, 20, was
charged with burglary and
theft on Nov. 21 after security
guards found his little haven.
The other man had already
moved out.
The two men slept on mail
bags made into makeshift
hammocks. Their amenities
included a radio, a fan, a
Crock-Pot, an overhead
projector and books by such
authors as Charles Dickens,
Mark Twain and James Joyce.
"Quite unbelievable," said
Donald Suitter, chief of
Capitol Security, whose
officers arrested Jatho. "He
had everything you could
think of."
Library employees said
they had been puzzled since
mid-September by a series of
thefts at the state library,
which also houses the state
museum and archives.
Refrigerators were emptied
and video equipment
disappeared along with items
such as flashlights and
extension cords.
Jatho, who gave a Santa
Clara, Calif., address at his
arrest, said he had left
California because he
believed "financial affairs in
Maine were a little better."

Reported by Paul Karr,
Eric Hannelius and the
Associated Press.

weird news
.. A Biddeford man who
made his getaway in an
electric wheelchair was
charged with stealing two 12packs of beer from a supermarket, police said.
Robert J. Roderick, 45, a
regular customer at Super
Shop 'n Save, was videotaped
hiding a 12-pack of beer in a
bag and riding away without
paying on Nov. 9, police said.
He was stopped outside
the store when he returned
Friday morning and took
another 12-pack, police said.
A police report said
Roderick refused to cooperate
with store employees and
rode off again - this time
with employees in pursuit.
He was issued a summons
after being stopped by a
police officer.
Associated Press
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Ski Mount Bodacious

..

Northeastern New England's most very excellent ski area
Here's the deal. You're getting off the gondola at
Sugarloaf after a near-perfect run down Narrow
Gauge. You're full of confidence and vigor and you say
to yourself, ''Hey! Wouldn't it be, like, most excellent if
I could just barrel over the headwall at Tuckennan's
right now?"
Then you realize, well, no, you can't just do that
because Tuckennan's Ravine is, like, 70 miles away.
It's, like, in New Hampshire. Which is totally uncool,
given your keen state of mind just now. Geography,
you decide, can really bite.
Well, we at Casco Bay Weekly agree. And we've set
about to solve that chronic and often vexing inconvenience. The result? Welcome to wonderful Mount
Bodacious, home to the most very excellent trails in the
entire region.
We've scoured Maine and the Mount Washington
Valley from top to bottom, acquiring the best runs in
the land. Although our personal preference is for
narrow, crooked and ungroomed trails, it would be
churlish (and boring) if we limited our selection to
these. So we've brought in a whole mess of runs,
creating a most very balanced ski area as well. We've
got chutes, glades, cornices, bumps, slalom courses,
night skiing and even broad, easy cruising runs when
you need to work the knots out of your thighs. And
did we mention Alberta's at-the-summit lodge and
Three Dollar Dewey's at the base?
Mount Bodacious has only 10 trails, but don't worry
about crowding. First of all, we have high-speed
detachable quad chairlifts that flirt with the sound
barrier. (For those susceptible to nosebleed, we've also
revived the defunct Mt. Cranmore Skimobile, arguably
the funkiest ski lift in the world.) Second of all, skiing
is by reservation only and limited to people we like.
Most definitely, we don't like those people from Massachusetts who wear ski suits the color of urine after
vitamins.
Come to think of it, it's probably best that this ski
area doesn't really exist, because if it did, we would
charge you a lot of money to ski here. That may seem a
little mercenary and unbecoming, particularly for an
alternative newspaper with progreSSive values. But
you want to know what's even more unbecoming?
You would pay whatever we asked.
#1 Left Gully,
Tuckerman's Ravine
Tuckerman's Ravine is the
ur-Slope, the spiritual
wellspring of all extreme
skiing in New England.
Located on the southeast side
of Mount Washington, the
ravine is also where a right of
passage takes place every
spring among the talented
and the foolish. Hundreds
hike up the near-vertical
slope from within the deep
bowl, fasten their skis, then
plummet toward the bottom.
The talented end up exhilarated; the foolish end up on
stretchers.
Among the many routes

down the bowl, East Gully is
one of the most challenging,
particularly when the winds
and snow have shaped a nice
cornice from which to soar.
Skiers fly over the lip, then
find themselves in a virtual
free fall into the maw of a
menacing gulch. And that's
the easy part. Once your skis
make contact with the snow,
it's a fight to regain control
without leaving parts of your
anatomy on the flanking
rocks. The overall effect is of
falling down the garbage
chute of a 20-story building, a
feeling cherished by extreme
skiers everywhere.
Another plus: The East
Gully is more sheltered from

you make mistakes. Like a
masochistic drill sergeant, it
tells you when and where it
wants you to march. For
those who ignore the commands, a gibbeting in the
upper limbs awaits. In one
concession to human endurance, the trail flattens slightly
at the lower elevations,
offering a meager reward for
those who survive the
punishing upper segments.

view than other Tuckerman
slopes. More specifically, it's
less in view of Lunch Rocks,
an assortment of huge
boulders upon which the
multitudes perch and
consume vast picnic lunches.
The purpose of these people
is to cheer wildly at each
spectacular wipeout, much
like the Romans enjoying a
good mauling at the Colosseum. At Mount Bodacious,
we will invite these people to
eat soggy nachos in our
overpriced basement lounge
while they watch demolition
derbies on our wide-screen
television.

#3 Obsession,
Sunday River

#2 Bubble Cuffer,
Sugarloaf
Combining a demanding
bump run with. a challenging
narrow trail is like mixing
drugs and alcohol. It's one of
those ideas that seems great
at the time, but yields fatal
results. And in the perverse
psychology of the extreme
skier, that's precisely what
makes Bubble Cuffer such a
desirable trail.
Like most Sugarloaf
slopes, Bubble Cuffer borrows its name from the
lumberman's argot. The
Bubble Cuffer was a river
. driver who used to hop from
log to log across the river,
hoping that a hole wouldn't
open to swallow him up. And
that's basically what getting
down this slope involveshopping from bump to bump
and hoping that an abrupt
shift in course doesn't leave
you in the upper branches of
a yellow birch.
Bubble Cuffer is one of an
infamous quartet of radical
trails at Sugarloaf, and the
one many consider the most
challenging of the lot. The fall
line is relentlessly steep,
offering little respite to the
weary. Nor does the trail let

..
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Of course we thought
about acquiring White Heat,
Sunday River's widest,
steepest etc., etc. slope. Who
doesn't think about it, what
with Sunday River's shameless hyping of the thing?
Yeah, it's fun, and, yes,
everyone skis it. But pounding down White Heat is like
doing the Stairmaster in
reverse. And about as
interesting.
Try this: Instead of going
left off the White Heat
chairlift, head right and ski
the vastly underappreciated
Obsession, a wide, wonderfully winding slope with
exceptional variations in
pitch. One moment you're
free-falling down a steep
drop-off with your stomach
migrating mouthward. The
next you're on a flat run-out
regaining your composure,
putting your stomach where
it belongs, and readying
yourself for the slope's next
disappearing act.
Obsession is actually more
challenging than it first
appears, thanks to a couple of
neat tricks worked into it
during cutting and blasting a
couple of years ago. First of
all, the fall line deceives by
first leading one way, then
sharply deviating and cutting
back across the face. This
reqUires a bit of forethought

, .

and technical acumen to keep
yourself under control.
Second, it was designed
for people who are left-foot
dominant, which you
probably aren't. (Righthanders tend to be right-foot
dominant.) Which means
you're constantly forced to
rely on your weak side to get
down the slope in one piece.
It's a subtle difference, but
will help explain why you
feel so delightedly exhausted
when you reach the bottom.

#4 Seboomook,
Moosehead
Lift-serviced chute skiing
is something you just don't
find much in the East.
Geology hasn't been very
helpful, leaving New England with rounded
mountaintops and weathered
ridges. And when the
mountains do cooperate, ski
areas tend to avoid or destroy
the narrow drops between
boulders and ledges because
they're impossible to groom
and they make the lawyers
nervous. Trail managers
generally manage chute
skiing in the East with large
amounts of dynamite.
Not so at Moosehead
Resort, overlooking vast
Moosehead Lake in Maine's
north country. An oldfashioned mountain that has
survived several bouts with
'bankruptcy, the trails here
were obviously cut for skiing,
not grooming or anticipated
legal battles.
Amlimg the more challenging of the several chute trails
here is Seboomook, a relatively short but demanding
trail that picks its way
gingerly through ledges, icy
waterbars and the occasional
boulder. The twisting trail is
rarely wider than 20 feet, and
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Continued on page 10
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Trail #1: Skiers fly over the lip In a virtual free fall.
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#8 Roundabout,
Mount Abram

t ,..,. .... t
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Roundabout is one of
those trails you discover by
accident after a mistaken turn
off a more serious route.
"Damn!" you shout over
your shoulder to your skiing
companions, 'Wrong tum!
This is a weenie slope!" But
you're really thinking:
"Hallelujah! My thighs feel
like they've been massaged
with a ball peen hammer by a
guy named Bronson."
No ski area is complete
without a mellow cruising
run. It's the place where you
remember why you took up
skiing in the first place: gentle
hills, slick skis, controllable
speed. An afternoon detour
doWn a cruising hill is like
clearing the palate between
complex courses. You
appreciate it for what it's not
as much as for what it is.
Roundabout, at low-key
Mount Abram in Locke Mills,
is the quintessential archetype of the late-afternoon
cruising slope. First of all, it's
discreetly hidden - you
need to drop down an
obscure, often-icy lip to gain
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Whole grains
Flours
Tofu
Cheeses
Nuts
Beans
Herbs & spices
Sweeteners
Nut butters
Liquid soaps
Shampoos
Conditioners
Body lotions

Bring your own container
or buy one of ours.
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SALE
MOVIE
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LmRARYPASS
*81999 month
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• Only new releases
need to be returned
the next day.
• There is no hurry to
return older titles.
• Pick up two movies
after work and return
them when "you" want
to (catalog titles only).
• All movies are due
back on the day after
the expiration date.
'expires Dec. 20, '91.

505
Ocean Sl
(Rl77)
S. Portland

767-6500

by Bruce Winn
The finest in
Contemportary American Crafts
for your Holiday Giving
Nancy MargOlis Gallery
367 Fore St.
Portland. Maine 04101
207/775-3822
Hours: Man - Sat 10 am to 6 pm
Thursday, Friday evenings until 9 pm
Sunday 11 am to 5 pm
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Two Day
Turnaround
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Trail": The sky glow looks as If extraterrestrials have landed.

Ski Mount
Bodacious
visibili ty is almost nil, so you
deal with what's thrown at
you without much prior
planning.
The first thing thrown at
you is a hairpin turn, followed in quick succession by
two chutes. The first chute is
fairly short, but has a sizable
boulder dropped in the
middle that demands your
attention. Once you negotiate
your way through here,
there's little cause for celebration, as another chute with a
known appetite for feeble
skiers lies in wait.

#5 Wildcat Valley
Trail, White Mountain
National Forest

·.-

"CUP INSTALLATION"

~

Continued from page 11

155 Brackett Street, Portland
Open 7 days a week. 772-4937

15 miles away, the sky glow
looks as if extraterrestrials
have landed.) Slalom gates
are installed, and teams from
around the region face off in
heated after-work competition. Last year, some 650
people took part in the races.
Sched uled for Tuesday
through Thursday, the races
involve ski shop employees,
corporate teams, and just
local folks who've banded
together. Team size is limited
to 10 racers, and most
compete in slalom events
(although a highly modified
giant slalom is also run from
time to time). Afterwards, a
somewhat sudsy awards
ceremony takes place in the
Shawnee Peak lounge,
enabling skiers to show up at
work the next day not only
stiffer than sheet steel, but
also woefully hungover.

1I

We don't like our trails as
neatly groomed as Patrick .
Swayze. We prefer that
slovenly, irascible Jack
Nicholson quality. So Mount
Bodacious has acquired the
Wildcat Valley Trail, which
runs down the back side of
our mountain into untamed
terrain on a narrow, steep
and winding track.
For those not in the know,
the Wildcat Valley Trail is
one of the hidden
backcountry gems of New
England. Here's what you do:
Buy a one-ride gondola ticket
to the top of Wildcat Mountain, located just north of
Pinkham Notch. At the
summit, ignore the teenagers
dressed in pink and green
heading down the groomed
west side. Instead, point your
skis and your knobby,
knickered knees down the
east side of the ridge, where
you'll head off into the wild
White Mountain National
Forest. For the rest of the

afternoon you'll ski along a
challenging, 10-mile mountain trail leading to the
village of Jackson, an experience more Swiss than New
England. The accumulated
vertical drop is an impressive
3,245 feet.
Some have attempted this
run on downhill skis, but it
would be a strange person
indeed who would attempt
this twice. (The uphills and
flats are most vexing to the
fixed-heel skier.) Crosscountry skis are OK, but your
best bet are the sturd y, metaledged backcountry skis that
can better handle the often
. perilous conditions - windpacked snow, rocks, ice, etc.
The snowless winters of the
last two seasons have
rendered the trail virtually
impassable on all but a
handful of days. Check at the
Jackson Ski Touring Foundation office for conditions
before you set off. They can
also set you up with the ticket
you'll need ($5) to ski their
groomed trails from the edge
of the national forest back to
civilization.

#6 Mulesklnner,
Saddleback
Across the entrance to
Mount Bodacious you'll find
a handsome arched sign
reading, "Abandon All
Utigation, Ye Who Enter
Here." That's partly to scare

Trail *6: Dances with birches.

away the lawyers, and partly
because it's our motto. We
like risk and work it into all
our trails. We make you sign
a stack of waivers before you
ski, so don't even think about
suing us if you hurt yourself.
In fact, if you do get injured,
we're likely to sue you for
forcing us to interrupt our
day and listen to your
simpering while we snowplow slowly down the hill in
front of an orange sled.
With that in mind, we've
acquired Muleskinner from
Saddleback Mountain, which
offers up the only glade
skiing in Maine. Part of the
enchantment of this trail is
the languorous access route,
which runs along a lengthy
traverse with great views
across the Rangeley Lakes
and as far as Mount Washington on a clear day.
And then the descent
begins, first through spruce
nicely thinned for bobbing
and weaving, and then into
fir and birch islands at the
lower elevations. The pitches
are nicely varied along the
mile-long route, ranging from
abrupt drops to gentle
steppes. It's not as extreme as
most advanced trails in the
state, but the glades add an
element of speed and a
frisson of hazard as you
slalom your way through.
And it's not just a perception
of danger. White birches are
beautiful to all except those

who've parked their kisser on
one after an ill-timed turn.
Other advantages to a glade:
You can't groom it, and you
can't make that styrofoam
snow in it. This is the real
item.

#7 Lookout,
Camden Snow Bowl
Physical punishment isn't
the only thing we like about
skiing. We like the aesthetics
as well. And nowhere in the
region will you get an eyeful
as dazzling as on Lookout
Trail at Camden Snow Bowl.
You come off the lift in the
woods, ski down a gentle
decline through a forested
trail, then at the first bend,
Wham! All of Penobscot Bay
explodes out in front of you.
You can see across
Vinalhaven and North Haven
on a brittle, clear winter day.
And Camden Harbor lies at
your feet like a cute diorama
constructed by someone
exposed to too much Norman
Rockwell in his youth.
The effect is magical. The
shimmering, azure bay and
its knobby islands seem
strangely out of place in this
winter tableau. Water is
supposed to be frozen this
time of year - white and
hard and cold. That vast field
of blue view plays a subtle
trick on your brain. Or as one
veteran skier puts it, "It hurts
your mind."
Lookout offers the most
spectacular view, but many
of the other trails offer a
glimpse over the ocean blue.
A solid intermediate run,
Lookout is perfect for
cruising and relaxing. The
management has eveh been
so kind as to put a picnic
table at the lookout itself,
providing the perfect excuse
for whiling away an afternoon with a thermos of hot
chocolate and a couple of
rolls of Necco Wafers.

.......... ...... ......... .............. ....
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Market Street (next to the Oyster Club) Old Port, Portland·
8-6·
10-4

774·4455

Trail *4: Watch out for boulders.
entrance. It doesn't seem
promising at first: It starts out
as a narrow, twisting run
through hardwoods. But then
it opens suddenly at a broad
snowfield, with laudable
views across the Oxford
Hills. What follows is a
gentle, rippling slope, a
perfect place to regain your
confidence and form after a
punishing, inelegant midafternoon run down Bubble
Cuffer.

#9 Main Slope,
Shawnee Peak
Anything that will get
people out of the house and
away from "Roseanne" on
Tuesday nights we consider a
boon to SOciety. So we're
stealing Shawnee Peak's
Main Slope for nighttime ski
races. Three nights a week,
this ski resort (just an hour
from Portland) hosts races on
slopes until 10 p.m. Shawnee
Peak, in short, has done for
skiing what the twilight
leagues have done for
softball.
The Main Slope isn't all
that much to look at, if the
truth be told. It's about a halfmile and 250 feet wide, and
drops some SOO feet. It's
meticulously groomed all
season long. You'd likely ski
down it without a second
glance during the day.
But the real action starts
after the sun sets. A double
row of lights illuminates it
like an airport runway. (From

ideal spot for kids to show off
for each other under the .
chairlift, perform flips and
twists, and blithely collide
into one another.
Lost Valley slopes aren't
likely to put the fear of God
into Glen Plake. With only
240 feet in vertical drop, the
mountain is relatively gentle
at its most demanding. But
240 feet can look like a drop
into the abyss for novice
skiers on their way to
intermediate. And Bull
Moose offers a handful of
challenges, including some
moderate bumps that are
allowed to build from time to
time, and a steepish headwall
near the base. In short, it's a
scary trail for a little mountain. Plus, it's open nightly
until 11 p.m., more than
ample time for the little
bump rats to get their ya-yas
out and sleep soundly till
mom.
In fact, this slope is so
perfect for children that from
here on out we're banning
them from all other trails at
Mount Bodacious. This way
they won't get underfoot, or
worse yet, show up aging
skiers Qike us) who have
trouble enough maintaining
their dignity without some
smart-ass twelve-year-old
streaking by with better style
and grace.

Wayne Curtis is an irregular
contributor to Casco Bay Weekly.

Get mSCOUNT prices on the
WIDEST selecUon of nEW and
CLOSEOUT ski merchandise!

K2 CVC,TNC
&EXTREMES

MAINE'S ONLY DISCOUNT SKI SHOP'

RlllllJae, Freepart -885-9834
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Sunday River expands again with "magic formula
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DYNAMIC SKIS
VR17 Ceramic
$149.90 reg. $385

CBSKIWEAR
ALL
20% OFF

NORDICA 582
Men's & Ladies
$199.90 reg $270

MEDALIST
100% Cotton Turtlenecks
2 for $34.90 reg $21 ea.

TODDLER SKI SET
by Alpina
$39.90 reg $50

BOLLE GOGGLES
Vermillion
$19.90 reg $32
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1992 SKI PACKAGE SPECIALS
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SKI
BINDING
POLE

JUNIOR
Rossignol 3AT
Marker M8 Jr.
Exhibition Jr.

MOUNTING $159.90
INCLUDED reg. $269.

RECREATIONAL
Rossignol STS
Marker M38
Reflex Trapezoid

ADVANCE
Rossignol DV6C
Marker M48
Leki Sportline

$419.90
reg, $654

$599.90
reg. $ 808

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 10% OFF THESE PACKAGES
15% OFF BOOTS WITH ANY PACKAGE PURCHASE

"WE WON'T BE l l!\DERSOLD"
Freeport Outlet Route 1, Freeport • 865-0490

Can't Afford
a Laser
Printer?
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Check out the prices on HP's 300
dpi inkjet printers . Just $459 gets
you fast, quiet, laser-quality
output with a 3-year warranty to
boot. And they come in both
Mac and PC varieties.
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DeskJet 500 for the PC
DeskWriter for the Mac

$459
$459

Color Too
Expensive?
Not any more. HP now offers 300
dpi color inkjet printers for both
the Mac and Pc. And we've got
them on sale now for just $795.
DeskJet 500C for the PC
DeskWriter C for the Mac

800-322-5003
(207) 846-5143

·,
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$795
$795

SOLUfIONS
computer center

28 U,S. Route,One,
Yarmouth, ME 04096

and lOG-foot slope, Otten
guesses that nine out of 10
would opt for the wider one.
Aurora Peak's uniform main
trails are evidence of Otten's
conviction.
Note that not all skiers
agree with Otten's predilection for wider trails. Many
advanced skiers prefer
narrow, twisting routes that
force them into difficult
situations. They bemoan the
ever-widening slopes -like
Agony, which was widened
from 40 feet to 100 feet in
1987 - and say Sunday
Ri ver' s slopes are to skiing
what McDonald's is to
cuisine. One area ski shop
even talks of producing Tshirts this year proclaiming
''More Skiing, Less Otten."
Sunday River says that

Aurora Peak meets skiers' expectations
• Wayne Curtis

This Holiday Season Share
ASkiing Tradition Since 1936

"..·

ll

A dMSIOO of MafrM! 5urYcyon Savlce, Inc

Les Otten, the general
manager of Sunday River Ski
Resort, is scrambling about
the floor of his office, gesticulating at a hastily unrolled
map the size of a billboard.
It's a mess of swirling
contours with a few short,
straight lines overlaid here
and there, looking like
chopsticks dropped on a
room-sized platter of lomein.
This is the resort's master
plan, Otten explains, mapping out mountain topography, future ski lifts and
proposed trails.
Otten, who has become
something of a legend in the
ski industry, likes to think
big. And this colossal map,
with its expansion plans
conceived a few years ago, is
the battle plan for Sunday
River's seemingly inexorable
march toward the New
Hampshire border. Just about
in the center of all these
hypothetical ski slopes, Otten
points to one line across one
particularly sloppy pile of
lomein. "That," he says to a
visitor, "is Aurora Peak."
Aurora Peak is no longer
hypothetical. On Dec. 14,
Sunday River will host a
grand opening with the
appropriate fanfare. Skiers
venturing over the top of
North Peak and down the far
mountainside will feel as if
they've stumbled across a
remote, new ski area with
challenging runs through
hemlock and yellow birch.
With a vertical drop of 1,100
feet, Aurora Peak is roughly
the same height as nearby
Mount Abram Ski Area.
But Aurora Peak's slopes
represent more than just
good runs through the trees.
They're also the intersection
where technology, marketing
and experience meet. A
generation ago, ski slopes
were simply cut along the
contours down the mountain,
avoiding ledges and boulders
as needed. Today, that
approach no longer suffices.
Higher expectations among
skiers - combined with
emerging management
considerations - now have
, as much impact on the shape
and feel of the slopes as
geologic forces and glaciers.

Research and gut feel
"Trails are about 60
percent research and 40
percent gut feel," says Skip
King, communications
director at Sunday River.
And the research begins in
Otten's office, on maps with
contour lines in four-foot
increments.
The process goes something like this. Otten and his
staff first look at the master
plan, most recently revi~ in
1989. Staying reasonably
close to these proposed lift
lines will avoid possible
conflict with future development. After fine-tuning the

dream.
Even more Significant, the
advent of the "winch cat" has
made grooming these trails a
reality. Before these came
along about five years ago,
grooming was limited to
slopes that tractors could
climb without flipping over
backwards. With the arrival
of the winch cat - a grooming tractor that anchors itself
to the summit and winches
itself up on a cablesteepness ceased to be a
consideration. Like White
Heat,Aurora Peak's Vortex
will be groomed using winch
vehicles.
Although technology and
planning playa major role in
the feel and shape of the
slopes, there's still that "40
percent gut feel" that imbues
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...-------Cruise Discounts
J 1992 Sailings
For details call

COLPYrrSTRAVELCENTER
774-7836 • In Maine 1-80G-696-5393

CARNIVAL CRUISE LINES
- Up to $1 ()()() per cabin discount!
NORWECLUVCAlUBBEAN
- 50% discount for 2nd pen/onl
EPlROTlKl AMAZON CRUISES
- 2nd person cruises FREEl
Diacounta alao offered (or oailing. on CELEBRITY,
CHANDRIS, HOLLAND AMERICA, PRINCESS,
REGENCY & ROYAL CARIBBEAN LINES.
Re_s krsane wise lines must 00 mOOe 171 Dec. 31, 1001. All d~CWlIs areslbjed
10 avaI~ilya"ld vaid krsailingsa..1Ilru MardI, 1992.

Discounts also offered on Caribbean and Mexican
Charters for reservations made between 7 and 10
days prior to departure.

CALL COLPI'IT'S TRAVEL NOW!

Since 1971 abacus has been Maine's favorite
source for fine American crafts.
These works are lovingly crafted by some
of America's most talented designers.

Conical table lamp from the Mesa Series
by Gemma GLass

Apocalypse Snow: Trail crews Install a 11ft tower on
Sunday River's Aurora Peak during construction over
the summer of 1991. Photos courtesy of Sunday River Ski Resort.
master plan's Aurora Peak
lift line, Otten and his staff
first discuss possible trails
frol\,the summit to the base,
alon~ with the access trails to
other lift basins. Then they
sketch out in pencil the fall
lines -literall y, the direction
you would fall if you
stumbled - for each proposed trail.
Once the general idea is on
paper, Bob Harkins, director
of skier development, takes
to the woods. "1 must have
walked Aurora Peak a
hundred times," he says.
Taking compass readings off
the marked lift line, he flags
each trail's fall line, checking
for ledges, boulders or other
obstacles that should either
be avoided or removed
through blasting. After a few
more walk-throughs, he
marks the outer edges of each
trail with pink flagging tape
so the loggers know their
boundaries when they begin
clearing.
Just as architects have
notions and ideas before they
set to work on the blueprint,
Sunday River's planners
bring their notions of what
constitutes a good trail to the
drawing board. Aurora
Peak's basic configuration
follows what Otten calls
Sunday River's "magic
formula." That is, three trails,
each 150 feet wide, serviced
by a lift moving 1,800 skiers
per hour. This formula has
been applied elsewhere in the
resort with admirable
success. (Sunday River has
conSistently defied economics
by fattening in the midst of a

lean recession.)
Like most other slopes at
Sunday River, the three new
trails at Aurora Peak have a
relatively uniform widthabout 125 feet to 160 feet
wide. This reflects Sunday
River's current thinking on
what skiers seek. Had Aurora
Peak been designed 15 ago
years ago, says King, the
trails.most likely would have
looked very different. Instead
of three wide trails, the slopes
probably would have been
configured with a greater
number of narrower trails,
resulting in more crossover
trails and intersections.

Wide trails, Improved
confidence
Sunday River has moved
steadily away from that
approach. In fact, consistently
wide trails have become
something of a hallmark for
the area. This isn't just a
matter of happenstance, but a
calculated decision based on
observation and research.
First of all, Otten says, you
can put more skiers on one
l00-foot trail than on two SOfoot trails, since most skiers
maintain a fixed margin from
the trail's edge regardless of
width. A double-width trail,
therefore, eliminates half of
that margin and reduces
crowding.
Second, says Otten, skiers
prefer wider trails, since their
"skill level appears to go up."
Skiers simply feel greater
confidence when they have a
broad slope where they can
salvage missed turns. Given
the choice between a 50-foot

Sunday River's latest expansion Includes Aurora Peak's
three trails, at far right.
what's lost in variety of
width is gained in greater
variations in pitch, or
steepness. Two of the new
slopes at Aurora Peak are
good examples. Air Glow, an
advanced slope, was cut with
shifting fall lines, lending
some challenging yaw to its
pitch. Vortex, a double
diamond expert slope, relies
more on sheer pitch to
provide advanced skiers their
jollies.

•

Exceedingly steep pitches,
such as found on Vortex or
White Heat, have come about
in large part thanks to recent
advances in technology. Just
as Aurora Peak's slopes
would have been narrower
some years ago, they would
also have been much less
steep, cutting across the
contours rather than straight
down. Prior to 1985, the
nation's steepest slopes
tended to be in the West,
where heavy snowfalls
provide enough ground
cover to keep the slopes
skiable. In the East such
pitches were but a dream, not
only because of insufficient
snow, but also ):>ecause the ski
areas had no way to properly
. groom such extreme slopes.

Arrival of the "winch cat"
Several forms of technology have overtaken the
problem. For one, snowmaking efficiency has
improved dramatically,
making it cheaper than ever
to produce vast quantities of
man-made snow. Producing
enough cover for a precipitous slope like Vortex has of
late become economically
feasible, not just a pipe

the flavor determining
whether skiers return. Some
of that flavor is imparted
during the mapping phase,
but much of it comes during
the actual construction, when
the trees are cut and ledges
blasted. Harkins, a former
U.S. Ski Team coach, is on
hand during construction to
make last-minute decisions
about routing, ensuring that
the run will take on some life
and character.
A few skiers who've had a
pre-season look at Aurora
Peak say they like what they
see, and are eager for Dec 14
to ani ve to try firsthand. So
far, the only negative reviews
have come from local residents, who disapprove of its
name. The problem? Western
Mainers, whose vocabulary
lacks the letter "r," simply
can't pronounce the damn
thing.
Sunday River's ability to
recoup its $3.5 million
investment in Aurora Peak
will be determined in the end
by skiers this season and in
the future. H it generates
enough word of mouth to
boost ticket sales, Otten and
his crew will mark it as a
n1utnph. Then,perhaps
tinkering with the "magic
formula," perhaps not, they'll
start looking westward to
Jordon Bowl, the next
segment of the ridge slated
for development.

Wayne Curtis' "magic formula "
involves a bottIe of ouzo and
Dave's Sauna.

abacus
american crafts

44 Exchange Street • Portland. ME o.lJ7) 772-4880

Open Year Round
7 Days A Week!
9:30 am to 5:30 pm
l..oo~
FINE CRAFTS & GIFTS
ART GAllERY

Affordable Art
A Unique Gift Shop and Art Gallery
655-5060 • Route 302 • South Casco, Maine

featured
in the Gallery
now through
Christmas.

START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EARLY
at Saco River Outfitters
(and get a FREE T-shirt for Santa)··
• Thunderwear Gloves/Sea Mitt Pogies - $29.95 - $32.95
Don't quit paddling just because the temperature drops a little.
• Ritchie Sport Compass - $31.00
Find your way on a foggy day.
• Classic Ash Beavertail Paddles - $34.95
Made here in Maine, of course.
Maine's Largest Source of Yakima MultiSport/MultUse Car top systems
ANY LOAD, ANY ROAD

SACO RfVER

OIJ'l'I~I'I"I'I~IlS

127 MARGINAL WAY. PORTLAND· .'73-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS
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alpine skiing, you'll find the
level at which you're most
comfortable.

•

i··.

* You will meet new and

·.
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Trite but true. Telemark
skiers often run in packs and
they often stop and talk to
newcomers on the slopes. It's
like a small, secret fraternity
(and sorority) for which the
only entry requirement is a
pair of three-pin skis. This
year, Mount Abram near
Bethel has even formed a
telemark ski club; membership is free, and members
qualify for discounts on lift
tickets and invitations to
'ljocial events. Call 875-2601
for more information.
In addition, the North
American Telemark Organization (NATO) hosts an
annual New England
. Telefest, attracting novice
and experienced pinheads
alike. (It's scheduled for
March 7 and 8 at Sugarbush
Resort in Vermont.) Skiers
make the pilgrimage from all
over the East Coast to take
lessons, ski a great mountain
and talk tele.
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Invasion of the pinheads
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Go Shopping
On Your
Lunch Hour
Cross Jewelers
The Upswirs Jewelry Store

570 Congress Street, Portland
773-3107

to ITJITJY'S
'or gi,ts
WET
SUITS

and a
complete
line of

Snorkeling
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Scuba
Gear
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tommy,s
273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357
Open Mon-Sal 8 am-5 pm,
Thurs. 'til 8 m' SWI 8-5

Breakfast
6:30AM
Open daily till11:~0 PM,
Fri. & Sat. till midnight
Take Out or Eat In
;
I'
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Telemark skiing makes a comeback on steep trails and sloppy snow
• Peyton Higgisan

•

You're standing midway down a slope, surrounded by
moguls the size of garbage trucks, wondering how you got into
this situation and what to do next. Then, from above, comes the
faint sound of whisking and clicking. It grows louder. You look
up. Out of the glare emerges a pack of Ninja skiers flailing their
skis around with abandon, slicing their way through the bumps
like a Benihana chef working his way through a pile of vegetables. As they pass by, you note that their heels rise like crosscountry skiers, and their back knees drop down, practically
bouncing off the rear ski. They look as if they'll wipe out at any
minute but they never do.
Who are these people and why do they ski that way?
Welcome to the world of telemark skiing, a throwback to
skiing's past that's done on equipment as modem and sophisticated as any alpine gear. Although the telemark tum may seem
like something new and different, it's one of the older known
ways to tum a ski. Invented by Sandre Nordheim in Telemark,
Norway, in the 1850s, the tum involves pushing the outside ski
forward, raising the heel and bending the knee of the inside ski.
(Think of your position in bowling just after you've let the ball
go.) The result? A long, graceful, very stable tum called the
telemark.
The tele turn was lost for years, but rediscovered in the early
19705 when some Nordic enthusiasts mounted beefed-up crosscountry ski bindings on light downhill skis. They added threepin soles on sturdy, lace-up ski boots, which offered more
stability than cross-country gear. Thus eqUipped, they set out
with some old photographs of skiers executing telemark turns,
and through trial and error "reinvented" the maneuver. The new
turn caught on, first in the West then gradually in the East.
Although you often find telemark skiers at downhill areas, the
sport's spirit is in the backcountry, where skiers climb mountains
then tele back down. Telemark equipment allows mountaineers
to tackle steep trails and sloppy snow where thinner, lighterweight cross-country ski equipment would bog down.
Since the pioneers of the early '70s blazed the way, a number
of manufacturers have jumped on the bandwagon, producing
equipment specifically for telemark skiing, or "Nordic downhill," as it's more properly called. Today, the standard telemark
ski is of springy, single-camber construction (compared to the
stiffer, double-camber construction on cross-country skis), with
lots of side-cut and metal edges. Bindings are traditionally a
more sturdy version of the three-pin cross-country binding,

sometimes with a cable added around the heel to provide extra
support
As for boots, the top of the line is always changing, looking
more and more like alpine gear every year. The standard is still
the lace-up leather telemark boot, which resembles the classic,
old-time ski boot from 1960 or earlier. Alpine poles work fine,
but you'll find that a slightly shorter pole than that used for
alpine skiing will help you stay in a lower, more stable position.
Adjustable poles (such as those made by Choinard or Leki) can
be set low for the bumps or long for skiing the flats.
By now you may be thinking, why, yes, this is all very well
and good, but I know how to alpine ski. Why should I start all
over again? A few good reasons:

III Telemark skIIng Is probably the most graceful, fluid
skIIng there Is.
Compare alpine bindings and boots with tele gear. In alpine,
the boots have a stiff sole and you're kept firmly on your skis
with both toe and heel restraints. In tele skiing, the soles are
flexible and the bindings restrain you only at the toe.
To understand how this difference might affect your skiing,
try this: First do a deep knee bend keeping both feet flat on the
ground. With alpine gear that's about as close as you're going to
get to the ground without bending at the waist. Now try a knee
bend allowing your heels to lift. You should be able to go right
down to the ground. Not that you'd want to ski down the slope
in this position, but it should give you some idea of the flexibility of the telemark turn. Between this flexibility and the lighter
weight of telemark gear, you're rewarded with a grace and
freedom you never thought possible in skiing.

*Tele skiing will teach you balance,

Because of the technological advances in alpine ski equipment over the past few years, you can get away with stuff for
which you would have been punished a few years ago. You can
have miserable form, yet still manage to throw yourself through
your turns. But not in telemark. You have to be centered right
on top of your skis or you simply aren't going to make it. Take
up telemark skiing and you'll find your alpine technique will
improve as well.

* You
will work harder.
This might not be perceived as an advantage at first, but

consider the exercise benefits. Your upper legs, your lungs and
your heart are likely to get a workout two to three times as great
as in alpine skiing. Don't let this scare you away. My father-inlaw, now in his 70s, tele skis every winter, although he avoids
double black diamonds, bumps and serous air time. Just as in
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* It's
venallle.
Equipped with telemark

,

skis, you can parallel or
telemark. You can crosscountry. Or you can put on
climbing skins and head into
the backcountry to ski areas
inaccessible to most skiers.
While visiting Utah, my wife
and I waxed up our skis and
headed off to the back bowls.
On the lift-service slopes, it
was amazing how fast the
fresh snow was skied off,
even after a good storm. But
in the back bowls ... well, let's
just say you can ski all day
and not cross another track.
If you're interested in
trying out tele skiing, beginners have a number of
choices. 1.1. Bean rents
equipment for about $20 a
day. 1.1. Bean also offers
morning telemark lessons
twice monthly at Mount
Abram ($35 including an allday lift ticket); call 865-4761,
ext. 7800. Individual and
group tele lessons are
available days and evenings
at Lost Valley in Auburn; call
the ski area at 784-1561 for
more information. Although
NATO has no further events
scheduled for Maine this year
(there was a telemark primer
at Sunday River on Nov. 24),
several events are lined up
for New Hampshire and
Vermont. For a brochure,
write to NATO, Box 44,
Waitsfield, VT 05673.
If you're looking to buy
tele skis, be prepared for
sticker shock. The cost is
much higher than for crosscountry skis. Boots will run
from $250 upwards, as will
skis. Places to buy in the
Portland area include 1.1.
Bean and Allspeed Bike and
, Ski at 1041 Washington Ave.
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We have earned our reputation for uncrowded,
affordable skiing, a friendly atmosphere and
The Best Groomed Trail System in New Eng/and!

• 25 Trails-Longest 2 1/2 miles
• Skiing for the entire family
• 25 % easiest
• 50% more difficult
• 25% most difficult
• Top-to Bottom snowmaking
over 60% coverage

• Jack Frost Ski Shop
sales-rentals-service
• On Mountain Lodging
·2 Chairlifts. 3 T-Bars
• Day Care
• Jack Frost PSIA Ski School
• Cafeteria • Lounge

Childcare provided

A telemark skier goes where no ~ownhlll skier has gone before.

• Affordable Package Plans including family lodging, skiing and meals' Trailside lodging
• Two Cafeterias plus Trail's End Tavern for apres ski • learn to Ski Specials' Complete
Ski Rentals featuring the latest ski equipment· Supervised Nursery· Night Skiing
Tuesdays, Fridays, Saturdays and during vacation weeks' X·C Skiing and Rentals'
Snowboarding' Covered Ice Skating· Corporate and Group Discounts

SNOWPHONE:

95% Snowmaking ·16 Trails & Slopes· 4 Lifts

1-603-367·8896

ROUTE 153, EAST MADISON, NH 03849 1-800-367-8897

1------------------,
X-C Skiers & Snowshoers!

SKI ALL DAY
MIDWEEK
FOR ONLY
Monday - Friday

$16

e

WcckCDda' 81; Holiday.

AIL DAY HALF DAY AILDAY HALF DAY
$16
$16
$26
$21
ADULTS·
$16
$18
$14
JUNIORS·· $16

UNDER 6

FREE

FREE

'AGE65 81; OlDER -1/2PRICE
"JUNIORS AREAGEf>.12

FREE

FREE
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~~UNTAIN

P,O. Box 362
Dover-Foxcroft, ME 04426
(207) 564-2159

• Mixed forests, fields,
ponds & streams.
• Gentle & hilly terrain,
• Meet birds, deer, porcupine. otters
& a few friendly people,
• Spend the day ...
or
..,overnight in our cozy lodge,
farm cabin. or yurts.
• Children & nice dogs welcome!

ROUTE 26 • LOCKE MILLS • MAINE

Ca.sco Bay Weekly 91-92
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For Inrormation 207-875-2601· For Lodging 207-665-2226

This ad wMh one I... day pass or 510 df ovomlgh1sIay,

30% OFF STOREWIDE

TIMBERFRAME CONSTRUCTION

..J

NOW THROUGH DECEMBER 1st!

A timber frame is the second life of a tree.
Our company is committed to replenishing
those trees that we use, a conscientious cyde
that remembers tomorrow.
10 to 6
Sun·Wed

A
-,.1 1..,-.a

Factory Outlet • Freeport Fashion Mall
2 Depot Street, Freeport • 865-0462

Gift

Sent
Anywhere

Model

Importers and Disbibutors
Food and Wines

ROBe.
ebORRelL

10 to 9
Th, Fr& Sat

Balket.

Photo courtesy of North American TeJemark Organization
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Enjoy 10,000 acres of Maine's
central highlands on 25 miles of
groomed &semi-groomed trails.

I~
Peyton Higgison is a certified
telemark ski instructor at Lost
Valley Ski Area in Auburn.

EASTMADISON. NH03849

DEDICATED TO THE FAMILY WHO SKIS TOGETHER

1207) 772-8277

Rev. Ken Turley
Service: 1Dam Sunday
No Heavy Hymnals

KING PINE SKI AREA AT
Purity Spring Rsson

with us is ~
alwayslunl
Reasonable rates, ~ A
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~
trails and exciting winter
•
~
activities make our slopes the
lavorite place lor skiing families who want greal times together,
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From Around the World

113-115 Middle St., Portland' ME 04101-4104. (207) 774-3671
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Lost Valley downhill
lessons

Saturday ski at
Shawnee Peak

This program is designed
for the younger skier (second
through eighth grade). It's
offered seven Wednesday
nights, Jan. 8-Feb. 26, from
3:30-9. Participants take a
one-hour lesson and ski for 11/2 hours. Ski rentals
available. Cost $114, $164
with rentals. Add $10 for
snowboard lessons.

This seven-week program
is designed for youngsters
and teens (second through
12th grade) who have
mastered some skiing
techniques. Program runs
Jan. II-Feb. 29, from 7 a.m.-4
p.m. Ski time on the mountain is five hours. Rentals
av,ailable. Cost $134, $152
with rentals.

Shawnee Peak ski II
snowboard lessons
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On top of it all
at SugarloaflUSA
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273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357
Open Mon-Sat. 8 am-5 pm.
Thurs. 'til 8 pm • Sun 8-5
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The Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel
Early Season Specials

$ 60

per 'person per night double occupancy for
lodging and lifts thru December 19.

Stay right at the lifts and enjoy early season skiing
at special prices. And call soon for Christmas and peak
season reservations.

oro;;.

Programs premiere Frl. 7-1
and are
repeated Sat- Mon.1-1 & 7- Opm and
Tues., Wed" & TIiurs. 9am-noon.

For reservations or information from

u.s, and Canada call

1-800-527-9879

~

Cable Channel 37 In Portland. So. Port·
land. Cape Elizabeth. Falmouth. & Scarborough. Channel Ylnes In Gorllam.

Cross-country ski lessons
Basic instruction is offered
at Riverside Golf Course for
children ages 12 and older,
and adults. Classes will be
held on three consecutive
Saturdays, Jan. 11-25, from 911 a.m. Taught by instructors
from Eastern Mountain
Sports, which also offers
rentals. Cost: $ID. Registration deadline: Dec. 27.

'.

• IRELAND TODAY: Munloy
Hili 10 Saini Dominies (1 hr)
• SEBAGO MAGAZINE:
Trains In Maine (112 hr)
• MICHAEL DANAHY:
Coffee, Love and Anger
(112 hr)
• POWER,. STEELE ON
THEATER: A Review of
Local Thealer Producllons
(112 hr)
• SEBAGO MAGAZINE:
Living wllh AIDS (l12hr)

This program is designed
for sixth-graders through
high school seniors. It's
offered seven Friday nights,
Jan. 10-Feb. 28, from 3-10:45.
Participants take a one-hour
lesson and ski for 2-1 /2
hours. Cost $149, $174 with
rentals. Add $10 for
snowboard lessons.

Don't let lack of experience keep you Indoors this
season. Take up a new sport. Start here with
sledding, then turn to the following pages for
more Ideas:

Monday evening ski at
Shawnee Peak
Ski any three Monday
nights (Dec. 23-March 16),
from 5-10, for $40. Program
options include rentals and
one-hour ski lesson. Individuals must provide their
own transportation. Cost
$40, $15 extra for rentals, $15
for lesson. Snowboard
lessons also available. No
registration deadline.

*

DEC 1-3

PORTLAND

j,

SUN MATI, 3:15
SUN-TUES7, 9:15

PREMIERE

WOMEN AND SPIRITUALITY

Shawnee Peak has a halfpipe! This seven-week
program offers skiing and
snowboarding to children
ages 8-18. Participants take a
one-hour snowboard lesson
and then have use of the
rental board for the rest of the
afternoon, or the option of
skiing (rentals included in
price). Dates and times are
the same as the Saturday ski.
Cost $162, $197 with
snowboard rental.

Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel, Box 2299, Carrabassett Valley, ME 049.47
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Starting at
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price pip based dlol

Goddess
Remembered
148 High St.,
Portland, ME 774-8294

Reservations • Tickets • Anytime • Anywhere

Snowmaking softens the face of downhill skiing.

If you're lucky, sledding is one of those experiences you carry
with you from childhood - the final, scary preparations; the
growing anticipation as the sled rocks atop a slick precipice; the
release; and then the long. ecstatic, accelerating glide that seemingly never ends, That is, until o ne day the sled grinds nose-first
into a clump of brown grass . You blink. You' ve somehow become
an adult. And you wonder: Where have all those years gone?
Not as far as you might think. To get a taste of days gone by,
find (or better yet, create) one of these sleds:
The plastic sheet ($0-$5). Low-budget, but great fun on icy
slopes.
The flying saucer ($5). Great for tots,
The "boat" ($10-$15+). Ah, progress. Sing a requiem for the
late, lamented Flexible Flyer - a wonder of wood and metal
runners, descendant of the horse-dawn sleigh. Remember? Then,
you sat with your feet on the crosspiece, steering, tracing a soft
calligraphy in the snow. Now Flexible Flyers have become scarce,
and may soon be extinct (a dozen local calls produced nary a one).
Meanwhile, the inelegant "fiberglass toboggan" has taken its
place. This abominable petrochemical creature requires wellpacked snow to get itself moving. Kids love to pile in at the last
possible instant before takeoff.
The toboggan. The old classic still works as well today as it
did years ago. It'll cost you $69 for a six-footer at Bean's, plus $35
more for a comfy cushion. If that's too pricey, you might luck out
and find a used toboggan for $20-$35 at Play It Again Sports on
Marginal Way.
The inner tube/ spare tire ($0). Maine's mightiest contribution to the canon of sledding lore is the recycled tire. Entire
townships have been known to show up at tubing rallies.
Once you've secured the necessary equipage, you'll want a
crash course in "sled etiquette," (Call it "slediquette.") Rule one:
Be able to stop your vehicle before you take off. Rule two: Don't
come screaming up behind a less zippy sled. Rule three: Never
turn a sled over without first consulting the other passengers,
And finally: Always offer half your candy bar to someone wh~'s
just taken a nasty spill.
OK, now you're ready to hit the slopes. Where are they,
anyway? Stay away from ski hills; you'll only get endless grief
from management, plus frequent frights from those guys who
dress and ski like Glen Plake. Anyway, it's a haul from Portland
to the ski hills, on roads clogged with college kids and out-ofstaters.
No, the best places to find primo sledding can be summed up
in two words: golf courses. Riverside, Portland Country Club,
Pleasant Hill, many others. They're everywhere, and some allow
non-members to sled,on the premises. (Ask permission first, of
course.) You can also try sledding in public parks: Portland's
Eastern Promenade offers a near-perfect urban sledding experience - gently sloping hills, great views and proximity to the Old
Port - for hot cocoos after.

*
*
*

Snowboard lessons

Round trip Air from Portland
Accomodations (including tax)
Car with unlimited miles
Bonus Features
Uft TICkets

Room With a VielU
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On1r 45 mil•• from Portl.nd .nd
18 mil •• from North Conw.r.
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SkIIng day trips
Trips are scheduled on
teacher inservice days.
Children signed up for ski
programs will be given
priority. Registration deadline is Feb. 14.
March 11, Shawnee
Peak: for second-graders
through high school seniors.
Cost $22 (ski or snowboard
rentals and lesson extra).
March 20, Shawnee
Peak: for second-graders
through high school seniors.
Cost: $25 (ski or snowboard
rentals and lesson extra).
Apri13, Sunday River:
for sixth graders through
high school seniors. No
lessons offered. Cost $22 (ski
or snowboard rentals extra),

I"'l~~ ~ "I
Arts Editor:
Ellen Liburt

Get started!
*Skating
*Downhill skiing
*Cross-country skiing
*Snowshoeing
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Editor:
Monte Paulsen
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GREATER PORTLAND

Portland Recreation will once again offer downhill ski
lessons and recreational skiing for youth and teens, crosscountry ski lessons for teens and adults, and snowboard
lessons. It will also sponsor three skiing day trips for school-age
children, as well as Shawnee Peak Monday night discounts.
Programs to Lost Valley, Shawnee Peak and Sunday River
include bus transportation unless otherwise noted. Register for
programs through the mail or in person at City Hall. Call 8748793 or 874-8300, ext. 8791, for more information. Registration is
limited and runs from Dec. 2-16, unless otherwise noted. Nonresidents of Portland should add $5 to the cost.
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• Skis:
Kazama
Swallow
Alpina
• Boots:
Vertical Footwear
Crispi
Alpine
Voile bindings &
backcountry accessories
LifeLink poles & accessories
FULL SERVICE ALPINE & BACKCOUNTRY
TELEMARK SKI SHOP
Custom Boot Fitting. Race Quality Tune-ups By Hand. Large
Selection of Bicycles & Accessories. Gift Certificates and
Holiday Layaways
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I Go Ahead... Join Club Fun

I Name _____________________________

I Address _________________________

I
IPhone~~~~~~--~----~-----
I Charter Membenlhlp unt. 12131191 on $35 11992 MembershIp $50.
Save $50 on your 1st Day's Outing on any 2-3 day ~ with this coupon

I Clip It-8end it inl We'll send you the details Join u. for serious fun!

----------------------~
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GETTING STARTED:
1.

CAsco Bay Wukly

tOInInY~S

•

tI. .

cafe no

"or gi.,ts

Whl!re the beat goes on

MASKS,
SNORKELS
& FINS

",

serves

For the
whole

family.
Tot

Sugarloaf and Sunday River are Maine's most popular
resorts. But don't overlook the skiing elsewhere. Here's a short
list of some tall hills:
lues-sal 11;00-9;00
sunday 2:00 - 8:00
closed mondays

,

,
,, ,

"There's no place
like it in Portland"

tommy-s
• J

92 Exchange St.

Portland, ME 04101
Phone 77-LOCOS
Open Every Day

273 Congress St., Portland 772·5357
Open Mon-Sat 8 am-5 pm,
ThUIS. 'til 8 pm • SWl 8-5

***'1

M.E. Curley
Portland Pr.,.. lJerald

20 danforlh sl.• 772-8114

THANKSGIVING WEEKEND SALE
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,,

>
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• Jones NY, Missy & Petite Suits $129.
Selling elsewhere for $280 to $310
• 25% OFF Already discounted selected Fall Collections
• Mention this ad and receive an additional
$10 OFF on New Collections

.,

JONES NEW YORK

J
"~

Ski scene
1991

FACTORY STORES
ALSO FEATURING:
• Jones NY Separates, Petites, Sport • Christain Oior • Jones NY Rainwear

Mon-Thurs 10-7· Fri, Sat 10-8· Sun 10-5
31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building. Freeport, ME· 865-3158

Tinle to clean your gutters
Prevent Ice & Water Da17lage this winter
First 100' $35.00

774-8908
Callfor more details
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Attltash Mountain
Bartlett, New Hampshire
(603) 374-2368
Vertical drop: 1,750'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland:
about 1-3/4 to two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices:
$27 weekdays,
$34 weekends

SWEATERS THAT SIZZLE!
For The Holidays
ON SALE:
ChaUis Sets,
Cashmere & Wool Car Coats,
Irish Hand Woven Jackets,
& Silks

derendipitLJ
fine clothing and craftworlc

•I
~

34

Exchal18C &reeL Dortlnnd M!line 04101 (Jill) 'l?2(J],19 • Darkina &.amp Avru1ablc
Monday· &turday 106 . Thur~y (Sf friday eve 'till 9 .
1'.2-5

Rangeley, Maine
(207) 864-5671
Vertical drop: 1,830'
Number of lifts: five,
including three T-bars
Distance from Portland:
2-1/2 hours to three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices:
$15 weekdays,
$29 weekends

Cannon Mountain
Franamia,
New Hampshire
(603) 823-5563
Vertical drop: 2,146'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland:
2-1/2 to three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices:
$23 weekdays,
$35 weekends

Loon Mountain
Linroln, New Hampshire
(603) 745-8111
Vertical drop: 2,100'
Number of lifts: nine,
plus one beginner
rope tow (free)
Distance from Portland:
about two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices:
$30 weekdays,
$36 weekends

Lost Valley
Auburn, Maine
(207) 784-1561
Vertical drop: 240'
Number of lifts:
three, including one T-bar
Distance from Portland:
45 minutes
Night skiing: until 11
every night
Lift ticket prices:
$15 weekdays,
$22 weekends

Moosehead Resort at
Big Squaw Mountain

UIf It' s Wooden, We Do It!"

Saddleback Mountain

Greenville, Maine
(207) 695-2272
Vertical drop: 2,146'
Number of lifts: three,
including one surface lift
Distance from Portland:
about three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices:
$16 weekdays,
$29 weekends

Shawnee Peak
Bridgton, Maine
(207) 647-8444
Vertical drop: 1,300'
Number of lifts: five,
including one T-bar
Distance from Portland:
less than an hour
Night skiing:
from 5-10 nightly
Lift ticket prices:
$25 weekdays,
$31 weekends

Snowbowl
Camden, Maine
(207) 236-3438
Vertical drop: 950'
Number of lifts: three,
including two T-bars
Distance from Portland:
1-1/2 to two hours
Nigh t skiing: till 9 on
Tuesdays,VVednesdays
& Thursdays'
Lift ticket prices:
$10 weekdays,
$20 weekends

sugarloaf/USA
Carrabassett Valley, Maine
(207) 237-2000
Vertical drop: 2837'
Number of lifts: 14,
including two T-bars and
one gondola
Distance from Portland:
2-1/2 to three hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: peak
season prices not yet
announced

Sunday River Ski Resort
Bethel, Maine
(207) 824-3000
Vertical drop: 2011 '
Number of lifts: 11
Distance from Portland:
1-1/2 to two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: peak
season prices not yet
announced

Mount Abram
Locke Mills, Maine
(207) 875-2601
Vertical drop: 1,070'
Number of lifts: five,
including three T-bars
Distance from Portland:
about 1-1/2 hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices:
$16 weekdays,
$26 weekends

Wildcat Mountain
Jackson, New Hampshire
(603) 466-3326
Vertical drop: 2,100'
Number of lifts: six
Distance from Portland:
about 1-3/4 to two hours
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices:
$27 weekdays,
$34 Saturdays,
$29 Sundays

Skating Portland's
secret ponds
Don't expect us to reveal
the whereabouts of Portland's
secret skating ponds, which
are as rare and treasured as
gold. They tend to be hidden
in a swampy declivity, and
require a bit of bushwhacking
to uncover. But once you're
there, you're in silence and
seclusion in your own perfect
winter enclave. (That is, until
local teenagers show up for
hockey, which you can be
assured they will.) Knowledge of the best skating spots
is passed down from generation to generation, like valued
heirlooms. VVe don't intend to
give away the family jewels.
Before you strike out to
look for your own frozen
world, it's not a bad idea to
hone your skating skills on
groomed ice. You'll then be
better prepared for rougher
conditions in the field. A
good place to start is
Portland's own Ice Arena,
located near the Expo at 225
Park Ave. Stop by for indoor
skating on Sundays between 3
and 4:30. Access to the rink
costs $3 for adults and $2 for
children, wi th an extra $1 for
ska te rentals.
If that modest adventure
leaves you feeling a bit
wobbly, sign up for lessons at
the arena. A session of nine
Saturday lessons begins on
Jan. 4, with each weekly
lesson consisting, of half an
hour of instruction and half
an hour of practice. The cost
is $68. The arena also offers
specialty rourses in
powerskating and ice dancing; call 774-8553 for more
information.
A popular outdoor skating
spot is Deering Oaks Pond,
which the city keeps clear of
snow throughout the winter.
Bring your own skates, or
rent a pair at the Castle in the
Park snack bar for $4 an hour.
VVeather permitting, skate
rentals are available daily
from 10 to 4.
If you're ready to make the
leap and buy your own, a
number of Portland-area
sporting shops will sell you a
pair. Heidi Meader at Joe
Jones Ski and Sports suggests
foam-lined, plastic-shell
skates for novices. These offer
more ankle support than the
traditional leather skates, and
range in price from $40 for
kids to $100 for adults.
In addition to Deering
Oaks Pond, other good public
places for skating around
Portland include Payson Park
near Back Cove, and the manmade pond near Breakwater
School off Brighton A venue.
And then there are the secret
ponds, which are yours for
the exploring.

Wayne Curtis
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8 MILK STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

OF MILK SILVER
___ :,...;:...,: e CORNER
DECEMBER 3rd OPENING
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After Thanksgiving

SALE!

. The Opening of

foof -

on Se1e(ted Patagonia· Gear

in the

-y~

Friday, November 29 Sunday, December 1

OIdPort

w. have

The Area's Largest Selection of:

something
for
everyonel

patag<>niit
Close-outs' Overruns' Seconds
Freeport, ME
Phone: (207) 865-0506
FAX: (207) 865-0716

~.;:

Justla li.e For Christmas ...

50% -70%0££

#9 Bow Street

''1; j .

• SWEATERS
FROIv\ AROUND
THE WORLD
• MEN'S &
WOfv\EN'S
CASUAL
CLOTHING

I Settler's Green
Route 16
North Conway, NH
(603) 356-3363

Friday • 9 a.m . - 9P.m. / Friday -1Oa.m. - Bp.m.
Saturday - 9 a.m. - 9p.m . Saturday· 10a.m. - Bp.m.
Sunday -10 a.m. - 6p.m. I Sunday -10 a.m. - 6p.m .

- ACCESSORIES

&JEWElRY
• CRAZY TIES BY
RALPH tMRUN
• "THE REALLY
COOL l-SHIRT
DEPT.'
• GREAT GIFT
ITEMS

Sales limited to stock on hand.
Pho to: JOHN SHERMAN The Patagoma ' Outlet is a d ivision of
C reat Pacific Iron Works, a California corporation.
I)alagonia • is a regis tered tradema rk of Patagonia Inc.. used under hcense.
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Famous
LD FASHIONED
ICE CREAM
Chocolate Lovers Fling
1991 Winner:

Best Chocolate Dessert
Taking Holiday Orders Now for

Custom Decorated
ICE CREAM PIES

L
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November 27,1991
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ENGRAVED
GLASSWARE

many are

(on in-stock items)

highligJued

Buy One

Get One Free
(comparable price)
with coupon,
expires 12/20/91

Classic Impressions

When you visit one of our stores you enter a
kaleidoscope of wooden color, texture,
shape and shadow.

" ,. ,

:\....

.:

with pearl beads
One size fi tg aU.

NEW ENGLAND'S PREMIER COLLECTION Of
VINTAGE AND CONTEMPORARY COSTUME
JEWELRY, GIfTS AND ACCESSORIES ONLY AT
CONCEITS.
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399 Fore
774-8562

51 Exchange Street
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30% OFF
Any Entree
(Uquor and appetizer not included,
with this coupon, expires 12/5/91)

jlutfientic

CooR!a % Order
T.l-ff4J :rOOf}) 'E;u:{usive{y

Everything you could Imagin~ is .here from
the functlonal .. .to the whimsical, the
fantastic to the practical.
Discover a special place for a special
Christamas gift.
Lunch Specials Served Daily
Dine In or Take Out

01 SALE THIS CHRISTMAS
TV TRAYS· MARQUETRY· CUISINE CARTS
. HARDWOOD STOOLS -$34.50 .
OCCASIONAL TABLES· WINE TREES· CD
RACKS. BEVELED MIRRORS AND MORE•

. .-
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Call Ahead!

775-7141

,

37 Exchange SI. Portland 871-1484
Christmas Hours: Open Everyday
Man-Sat 10-9· Sun 11-5

. •• f

danielglbbligJ

.Jewei'P
Featuring the works of
Daniel Gibbings
as well as designers
Stephani Briggs
Jayne Redman
VemerReed

,.

SUNRISE
SPECTACULAR!
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Delicious. Homemade
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• SCALP MASSAGE
'AROMATHERAPY FACIALS
• AV'ED/.\ HAIR & SKlNCARE GIFf BASKETS
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• GIFf CERTIFICATES ALWAYS AVAlLABLE

* •VIDEO IMAGING

rr
9 DANA ST.

We're an AV'EDA- concept salon.
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The Casco

Entertainment

Bay Weekly

Calendar:
10 days and

zydeco. Pay just $8 at the
door of 31 Forest Ave. to see
this dancing squeezebox
wild man. Ca1l773-8187 for
details.
• "My Children! My
Africa!" opens tonight at
Portland Stage Company,
presenting another work by
South African playwright
Athol Fugard, whose
"Sizwe Banzi Is Dead" and
''The Island" were enthusiastically received by Greater
Portland audiences two
seasons ago. "My Children!
My Africa!" probes the
devastating lE;gacy of
apartheid and its effect on
young lives in a story about
an idealistic high school
teacher who brings two
students, a DI",k and a
whHe, together r
interschoo debate. The teacher's
"tm t to

Lichtenstein &: David
Hockney. "A fascinating
portrait," said Janet Maslin
of The New York
Times. "Superstar" plays
tonight at 7. Call 772-9600
for matinee times.

more ways
to be
Informed,
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly
sections must be received In writing on the
Thursday prior to publication. Send your
Calendar and Listings Information to Ellen
L1burt, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

get Involved
and stay
amused.
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• Eighty-seven minutes of
fame: Happy Thanksgiving!
Now that you've ~shed
eating 87 pou s turkey,
work off
't ose

• Say yes to the no tonight
and you won't bereeve your
ears. The Scott Reeves
Quartet, featuring Janet
Reeves on piano & vocals
and Les Harris Jr. on drums,
will perform at 9 & 11 at
cafe no (20 Danforth St.).
Scott is the directQr.ofthe
jazz studies program at
USM; Janet, his wife, is al
a faculty men\ber there. es
Harris Jr. is viSI
prafes-

UNUM's economic spokesman, will discuss the role of
state government in our
economic future at Eggs 'N
Issues today in the Sonesta
Hotel ballroom. Breakfast
will be served at 7:35 a.m.,
the program will begin
promptly at 8:05 and will
conclude with a question
and answer period at 8:35.
Admission is $11 for
chamber of commerce
members, $15 for nonmembers. Call 772-2811 for
reservations.
• The role of Portland
School of Art in the city?
Enormous. View the
evidence in a Holiday
Champagne Art Show
exhibiting the works of PSA
students, tonight from 5-7 at
the Seamen's Club, 1
Exchange St, Portland.
Talent by the truckload.
Hors d'oeuvres & champagne by the glass. Call 7727311 for more info.

ordering lunch. Free
yourself up; call 761-3930.
• Hallelujah! It's time once
again for the Oratorio
Chorale to present Handel's
"Messiah." Tonight at 8 at
the State Street Congregational Church in Portland,
Peter Frewen will conduct
the chorale, the Maine
Chamber Ensemble and
soloists Jane Parker, Jennifer
Hansen, Jan Berlin &
Michael Eberhard in a
performance of the complete oratorio. Frewen says
he approaches the work as a
dramatic whole, not as a
series of popular favorites
everyone has heard.
"What's so incredible is
'Messiah's' dramatic
integrity," says Frewen,
"the unity of spiritual force
that develops over two-anda-half hours." Amen. Tix are
$10, $5 for children &
students. Call 725-7103 for
reservations.

Cheap thrill: Is there Wonder In that bread7
With the light failing earlier and winter's chili creeping
Into the air, now Is the time to establish a regular breadbaking routine. If you've never done It, don't be Intlml·
dated. Just the thought of the yeast process sends many
would-be bakers scurrying In abject fear to Port Bake House,
according to one veteran. NBut I never let my yeast proofl"
she confesses merrily. NI trust my yeast - and It always
ks" •
WOf·
.
"
~n!J Is a sl"1Ple ritual, I)ut Itre$Olla~ )'\11th 6,O()O yearS
of hlJ.,~ experle.,lexp,e benefits, tq
and SoUl! ar~
w~o;s (never to be cohfused wl~h WOOder). Thf1 .
mun~..e proces~ - ~$I",bl"lng biI~ ,ngre~lents, -rafd1!n9
them .swel \0 lif~ 11'1 a, boWl, then $hfPI~ u,at life ~yOtlr
own hClfld~ .... wilt YI!e!d 1II0re thaI" II. fr~"ant, ~ldenl l. Oaf.
n{rq"9~ the 11i~ m)ltl1ms 0f;tii;IIcl1l9, yo~ ma,"'Ie1Y
gaff! itrai)sc~$~of p~ an prIIn,al-satMactlor1.
And II It,)vII ~t~ls three ~ r'$-o c ~Jn.,r,
halt.tIOUr or s9,~)he' ''~woik"9f CIlggl!i9YQl,l
ifsfnto
the t~ of 11f"e"~ pu,"\mell'ng ft' (~~s\S , vetfrfj,:
"The mqre,y,u ~tJe the ~ er tHe~. JU t on't
abus~~ ~~')~\fiwy04'v'w~d ~.JI ur
angst~~h and ~ ~It to th~,~
can
waft ar
d .th'e;J'>buse I'l.~a"" I S'5Oul-satl~~ma.
When YQ,u bring forth tnT't-steamlng emblem ofdomestk·
ity, fi:lends all
. d falJ1l1y will exdalm~ ·Oooh, YOUpl.d this
yourself? it's l--yoo-tlfulr ~ you heft the glutenous proof
of youiIibon In hand and offerlt around, )'OU'II1inOw..that's
the yeast of It.
" For lucid, lyrical explanations of the mechanics and
mind-set of baking, find a copy of "The laurel's Kitchen
Bread Book: A Guide to Whole-Grain Breadmaklng" by
laurel Robertson, with Carol Flinders and Bronwen Godfrey.
It's published by Random House, and costs $16.95.

palette
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• Free angels: Today is
Saturday, and on Saturdays
admission to Portland
Museum of Art is waived

reserva tions.

includes interviews with
celebs including Fran
Leibowitz, Liza
Minelli, Grace
Jones, Roy

• Reggae dance party: Ja,
mono Rockin' Vibration will
be playin' at 9 tonight at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.
Admission is $4 at
the door. Call
773-6886 for
the rasta
the details.

• Don't monkey around;
swing by Zootz tonight at 8
and you'll hear Terrance
Simien and the Mallet
Playboys. Though he's only
25, Simien has already
assumed leadership of the
"zydeco pack," with
performances including a
show-stealing scene in "The
Big Easy" and his nouveau

.
~f.
~,~
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• Opera fans, rejoice!
Tonight at 8, USM Music
Department presents its
Opera Workshop performing excerpts from the works
of Mozart, Puccini, Bowman & Mollicone. Hear 'em
at Corthell Concert Hall,
USM Gorham campus. Tix
are only $3, $1 for students
and seniors. Beats the hell
out of the Met. Call 7805555 for more info.

This guy's simien, but you'll go ape over his music anyway. Hear

see
to have accumulated
On the few squ
inches t
he base of yout"neCk d
shoulders. If you can')' ask
-workersfor a hand., dra
your ten~-up self down to
Raffles (555 Con~ S9,
where therapist Ellibt
Cherry will be giving 10-

• "The Long-Term Role of
Maine State Government:
Well-Intentioned, But
Destined for Still More
Pullback": Keith Forrest,

minute, seated minimassages from 11-1 today
(and Dec. 4 & 5). The
massages (arranged to
highlight the arrival new
books on massage therapy
& body work) are free and
all participants will receive
a coupon for a free drink by

Don't let these Cajun croonen slip bayou Thursday, Dec. 5.

RELAX at
RAFFLES
with afne

t

I
-

I

tI
, I

Put some soul into the season
with a candlelight celebration
with Special Guest
lOSHI REAGON
Winter Solstice
Saturday, December 21
Two Shows, 7:00 &9:30
1sf Parish Church
425 Congress St., Portland
Tickets $15 Call 774-0465
Abo 0Y0iI0bIe at The Whole Grocer
and Ben &Jeny's
Sponsored by Shop 'n Save, Ben &Jeny's,
The Maine Times

SOUNDS FROM ALL

~ll

10 MINUTE MASSAGE

·great

People hesitant to call a
d ating service-u ntil they
learned abo ut the

• great music
.
• great beer & wine

NEW WAY TO

• Nov 27

Vintage Repertory Com)Xlny

MEET IN THE 90s.

presen~

Peter Schaffer s
"PUBLIC EYE"
• Nov 28
Happy Tbanksgl>ing (closed)
• Nov 29 &30
SCOTI REEVES QUARTET
featuring Janet Reeves-plano .
John Turner-bass, Lee HarrL!i-drums

(frO, Matt Wilson-drums (sat)

• Dec 3 Open Poetry Reading

• Dec 5 from Boston FRINGE!!

open jazz jam sunday 4:30-8pm
reservation. welcome
closed mondays
20 danforth .t .• 772-8114

BUY YOUR CHEESECAKE
DIRECny FROM USI

...

AWARD WINNER AT THE
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING:
1987.1989. 1990.1991

...
FEATURING OVER

We 11'J..4y knew so,,,eone Jpecilf.l
wQ.iting to know you.

Portland

20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES

...
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

ONE INDUSWIAL WAY
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103

...

207-797-WW

... Where you can go
wild enjoying great
flavors and tastes.

THE

883-1066
783-1500
Lewiston

Compatibles

based artist Leonard Baskin.
While the angels incorporate
a full range of themes .
common to Baskin's workreligion, mythological
symbolism &: the mystery of
the human spirit - the artist
himself doesn't quite know
what to make of his own
creations: "Do they bear
responsibility for the Jews'
condition?" he asks. "Or are
they supernal messengers?
Why do some seem collapsed in grief and others
wrapped in indifferent
hauteur?" Decide for yourself. Call 775-6148 and a
PMA angel will answer your
questions.

MAINE WOMEN'S FUND
BENEFIT

8-S0NG CASSETTE

c.~

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

7:30 pm (doors open at 7:00 pm)

Shroeder

trTit CfwnlfolB !Faa 0£. tIie !F1I!"iJy:
Implications jor'llS. Mlic PoIiiy'
Sunday Dec. 15, 1991
USM Gymnasium
Falmouth St, Portland
General Admi>sioo $tI.OO ($10 at the door)
Srudenll with ID

NOW AVAILABLE ON

~ti~~S 10 Exchange St.

Iyd "";[1)&.1, Maine ~', FWId,
P.O. Box 7«S, Padond, Maine <K1I2
(muoc include ownpod ..If~ ....dope)

PM WED & THUIlS

.BaSin 'BrotherS> . ....
.:@l

~'pat

_
'I"~.sW '" AmadeuI Mulic, PMIand
lWIles, Pordand, 1(, Aad<mic, Bru....a

I

...~,\:.
:~t. ':'t~.
~ :~\I. ~:

.........

y.

SenionlLow·lncome $MO ($S at <loot)

QEOTAUQANT

breakfast.
lunch. dinner t!5 /lUnda! brunch
58 Pine Street 773-8223

,,---

Dec. 4, 5, 6 & 11, 12, 13
11 R-m to 1 pm
complimentary beverR-ge

,~ WltQT
~IDE
serving

from 10 a.m.-noon. Take
this opportunity to view
"Angels to the Jews," a
group of spectacularly
colored, larger-than-life
angels by Massachusetts-

MON-FRI 6-5 . SAT 9:30-5 . SUN 12-5

eo......,.....4""TIoo - ' . -.........

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND·761-3930

o University oCSootbem Maine
Sign language inrapretcd • Flee Packing

IIUfi

~

~

HOT Cajun Dance M
direct from Louisiana.
1991 Grammy finalists.
$5. at the door. 8pm.

Opening Act llngD langD

Upcoming> %W
~

$P
.'W

:-~:.:.:~

David Neufeld
comic theater.
Dec. 11 @7:30pm (@
0,,:....

"*:~:~:::

Cheryl Wheeler

4.

A

Dec.13@9pm ...
Clossd Thanksgiving

I

I

: 161 Ma.1ne St., Brunswick I

.. _---------I
726-1289

November 27,1991
24

Casco &y Wakly

Entertainment
I

=~=~~IIJ,:::~,,",

NATIVE CLOnDNG &.. CRAfTS
M Lower PlIcesl
Beads from AfrIca,
".,
Greece 8.. Peru
. : most unusual selection

••••

to EXCHANGE. ST

.r

I

PORTLAND

772-4080

Sweater.s from Ecuador
Duffles, Backpacks
from Guatamala
Mexican Blankets
plus Grateful Dead
T-Shirts, Stickers
and all in the
Old Port Exchange

'l~hilclreD'S

,

Center

Resource

Thom£son's Point Building lA (end of Sewall $r.) Portland

Open Monday - Saturday 9:30am - 4:20pm

LOW COST GIFTS & MATERIALS
• Drawing Paper $1. a pound
• Christmas Puzzles 20¢/ea.
• Bags of Beads 75¢/ba9
wi lace for stringing
• Gift Boxes 1o¢ to 15¢ ea
• Envelopes 50¢ Ibundle

• Ribbons. Lace • Fabric
• Dowels. Stationary
• Mat Frames. Morel

LARGES"F SELECTION of HIGH QUALITY
MAINE GROWN CHRISTMAS TREES

•

r
t

;.l

WHAT'S WHERE

BALSAM
CIRCLE
• Balsam Fir, Scotch Pine, White Pine at Low Prices.
• Brightly lit for evening shopping. Open till lO:OOpm
• Located at the corner of Park & Deering Avenues.

(at the entrance of Deering Oaks Park)
)

If

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
714-1022

1 :40, 4:25, 7, 9:40
Flewl Ooes West (G)
1 :20, 3:20, 5:10, 7:10, 9
The Addams Family (PG-13)
12:45, 3:05, 5:30. 7:45, 10
Frankie and Johnny (R)
1:30,4,7:15,9:45
For tlla Boys (R)
12:30,3:50,7,10
All I Want for Chrtstm. . (G)
1,3,5
The Butcher's WHe (PG-13)
7,9:20
CUrty Sue (PG)
1 :45,4, 7:25, 9:35

Dates effective Nov 27-Dec 5
Shows 1-4 Mon-Wed;
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat only
No first shows Thanksgiving
(Call for special
Beauty & the Beast times)
Rambling Rose (R)
12:50,3:40,6:50,9:10,11 :55
My Girl (PG)
1 :30, 4:20, 7:20,9:35, 11:50
Fisher King (R)
12:30. 3:20.6:30, 9:15. 12
Little Man Tate (PG)
1 :20. 4:10, 7:10.9:30. 11 :45
Beauty & the Beast (G)
10:30.11:30,12:30,1:45,2:45,4,5,
6,7,8,9,9:45
Terminator 2 (R)
12:40,3:30,6:40,9:25, 12:05
Billy Bathgate (R)
1:10, 3:50, 7, 9:20, 11:40

10 Exchange St., Portland
7n-9600
Superstar: The Life and nmes
of Andy Warhol
Nov 27-30
Wed-Sat7
Sat 1
The Vanishing
Nov 27-30
Wed-Sat 9
Sat 3
Ooddess Remembered
Dec 1-3
Sun 1,3:15
Sun-Tues 7, 9:15
The Burning TImes
Dec 1-3
Sun 2, 4:15
Sun-Tues 8, 10:15
Chameleon Street

Nickelodeon
"
Southern Maine's

Temple and Middle streets, Portland
7n-97S1
Dates effective Nov 27-Dec 5

Qassic Clothing Store

No weekday matinees

ruut-~~

1I~'~/
• Women's night Dec 17th .• Men's night Dec. 20th
• Unusual gifts • Fashion consultant. Alterations • Gift wrapping

The Commnmants (R)
1 :10, 7:10, 9:25
Prospero'S Books (R)
1 :20,7:15,9:40
My Father's Olory (G)
1:30,7:20
1,000 Places of Oold (NR)

9
City of Hope (R)

Tmditional Olilfitters tor Men and Women
260 Main St.
Saco
283-1400

OPE=-- SU:'\ 12 ;;

Mon-Sat 9-5
Thurs. 9-8

long-lost brother Festa through a seance. The attempt brings on the advances of an unscrupulous woman who
tries to take control ofthe family fortune.
Directed b'f Barry Sannenfeld. starring
Raul Juia. Angelica Huston and Christopher lJoyd.

Alii Want for Christmas Two New York

Hoyts Clark's Pond

Wed-Fri 7,9
Sat I, 7
Sun 1

'rI

The Addams Family ChaI1es Addams'
bIzarro family tries to locate Gomoz's

Dates effective Nov 27-Dec 5
Cape Faar (R)

Dec 4-8

I

+

General Cinemas

The Movies

()

1,
.
f,

.

333 Clark's Rd., S; Portland
879-1511

773,3045

i

,

SILVER
SCREEN

1 :40,7.9:30
uranus (R)
1 :45, 7:25, 9:20
An Angel at My Table (R)
1,6:50

Fear and loathesome movies
• "Cape Fear," directed by Martin Scorsese,
with Robert De Nlro, Nick Nolte k Jessica Lange
General Cinemas, Maine Mall Road, S. portland
This is an epic movie about white men dueling each other,
mana a mana. No rules. It's a story of guilt and redemption. It's

played out in an area where the lines betvveen right and wrong
blur like heat waves, where heroes and villains alike are
flawed and righteous. It's also utterly terrible.
Psychotic ex-con Max Cady (Robert De Niro) stalks the
defense lawyer Sam Bowden (Nick Nolte) who sabotaged his
rape case 14 long years ago. (Have we seen this "psycho" plot
before? Only three times this summer.) While Cad y stewed in
jail, thinking over the case, he hardened his mind, body and
spirit. Now, out on parole, he oozes single-minded hatred as
he begins methodically killing, raping and torturing everyone
who is close to Bowden. To defeat him, Nolte must enlist the
help of strong-arm white male buddies Robert Mitchum and
Joe Don Baker.
We soon learn that Bowden is cheating on his wife, and that
his professional ethics are, well, sticky (but righteous!) at best.
Scorsese hits us over the head with his Cro-Magnon message:
The rules of law and religion aren't ironclad, he pleads.
Everyone, and no one, is a criminal.
. ..
Instead, it's the movie's treatment of women that IS enmlna!. Scorsese and screenwriter Wesley Strick (who penned the
lame, whi te male lawyer fantasy "I'rue Believer") have tossed
the thinnest crumbs out to
the movie's three women.
You will see one woman
very brutally raped, after
inviting ex-con De Niro home. You will see two other women
constantly threatened with rape. You will see a dead woman.
You will see Bowden's teenage daughter Danny (Juliette
Lewis) seduced by the demonic De Niro. Jessica lange is
reduced to a mostly simpering weak wife. (There is exactly one
intelligent act by a female character: when Lewis squirts
lighter fluid on De Niro, setting him aflame. He survives, of
course, and torments everyone anew.)
Scorsese doesn't stop there. Painting with a broad brush, he
also savages Christians, criminals, lawyers and the Southseeming to forget his own message about the danger in labels.
This is what we've come to: a movie like "Cape Fear" will
undoubtedly be a huge hit. Critics will gush. Cash registers
will jingle. Why? The picture fits the American formula ~or
success: It shoots for the adrenal glands (and connects); It
contains nothing genuinely intellectual, emotional or spiritual;
and it leaves you feeling as jittery and empty as though you'd
come crashing down from a heroin high.
The only "bright" spot here is De Niro, who perfectly
restrains his manic intensity. Watching the dark Max Cady
progressively gnaw away at Bowden's world is a chilling
exercise in controlled evil. He's invulnerable; when he hangs
beneath the family car as the family flees to the climactic
houseboat scene, you realize he is evil incarnate.
And so is this movie. It is cliched, violent, and - worst of
all- inauthentic. Send the 12 bucks to a rape crisis center
instead.

screen

Paul Karr

Flavel Goes W.st Fievel. an Immigrant
mouse, leaves New York City to find
new friends and adventure In the Wild
West. Iv!imated, with the voices of
James Stewart, Jom Cleese and Dom
Deluise.
Fisher King Jeff BrIdges plays a cynical
deejay attempting to redeem himself
with the help of Peny (Robin Williams), a
charismatic, visionarystreet person and
foonerpmfessorofmedievalhlstorywho
believes, says director Teny Gilliam
f'Brazi\,), that his own salvation lies In
claiming the Holy Grall from the upper
East Side town house of a Tn.mp-type
Manhattan developer - whh the help of
the deejay.
Fortha Boys Belle Miderstars as a USO
singer whose 50-year career spans
World War II through the Vietnam War.
Actor James Caan is the other half of her
rambunctious singing team.
FFlinkia .. Johnny AI Pacino and Michelle Pfeiffer star in this film by Garry
Marshall ("Pretty Womanj about a fry
cook and a waitress who find love In
New York City. Based on the celebrated
1987 play "Frankie and Johnny in the
Clair de Luna," b'f Terrence McNally.
Godd... Remembered Speakers explore 35.000 year.; of goddess worship
and how a new interpretation of ancient
cMllz.ations Is one of the forces behind
the current spirituaVeco-feminist movement. Directed by Donna Read.
Little Man Tate Jody Foster stars as a
working-class single mom with a genius
son. Diane Weist runs a school lorgifted
children where she wants to enroll the
boy. The two women struggle with each
other ovet: what kind of life the boy
should have. Foster also directed.
My Girl A young girl whose mother died,
and whose falher is a funeral director, is
obsessed w~h death until she and her
best friend learn about life and she can
accept her father's new woman friend.
Starring Macauey Culkin, Dan Akroyd
and Jamie Lee Curtis.

City children want to bring together their
estra'lged parents for the holiday season. Starring Leslie Nielsen, Lauren
Bacall. Ethan Randall and Thora Birch.
An Angel at My Table Excerpted from
the autobiography of New Zealand poet
and writer Janet Frame, who was mistakenlydiagnosed as schizophrenic and
was on the point of being lobotomized
when public notice of her writings saved
her. Directed by JaneCampion. starring
~
Keny Fox.
Beauty and the Bea.t Disney's new
animated extravaganza based on the
fairy tale.
Billy Bethgate In the poverty-stricken
Bronx, under the dark cloud of the Depression. gangster Dutch Schultz (Dustin
Hoffman) spies a young boy jugglin9 in
the street and gives him a 1 O-spol. From
that moment on. brash Billy Bathgate
(Loren Dean) flies under Schultz's
crooked wing. becoming a flunky forthe
notorious gangster.
The Burning Time.. The persecution of
witches swept through Europe from the
.,.,/
14th through the 18th centuries. eventually reaching America. Director Donna My Father'. Glory The first part of French
director Marcel Pagnol's ("Manon 01 the
Read draws upon witch-hunting manuSpring ..... Jean de Florelle") reminisals and trial records to explore times
cences of his childhood in Provence.
which saw an historic collision of two
cultural forces: church and state against 1,000 PleeH of Gold The true story 01 a
young ChinesewomansoldtoanAmeriwomen, who had held pomical power
can marriage broker in the late 1800s
for millenia.
who ends up in an Idaho Gold Rush
The Butcher's Wlf. Apsychlatrist thinks
town and overcomes local pr9/udice In a
the psychic next door is tampering with
rough society. Directed b'f Nancy Kelly,
the patients. StarnJefI Daniels and Demi
starring
Rosalind Chao and Chris CooMoore.
per.
Cap. F.ar Iv! ex -<:On terrorizes the familyof a lawy&r who failed to keep him out Prosp.ro's Booka Peter Greenaway's
adaptation of Shakespeare's ''The Temof jail years earlier. Stars Robert De Niro,
pest" features exotic, high-tech special
Jessica Lange, Nick Nolte and Robert
effects and stars John Gielgud. You
M~chum.
have
never seen the like.
Chameleon Street Wendell B. Harris Jr.
wrote. directed and acted in this film Rambling Rosa A southem family hires
an irrepressi ble young woman from the
debutthal follows WUlam Douglas Street
other side of the tracks and then must
Jr. through "scam" careers Including
deal with her sexual precocity. Directed
reporter for Time magazine, surgeon.
by Martha Coolidge, stars Laura Oem
Yale student, prison Inhabitant and atand Robert Duvall.
torney.
Supe"lar.TheLIf.andTimHofAndy
Warhol Clnema-collage olthe pop-culture scene from the '50s to the '80s
including interviews wnh celebs F~
Leibowitz. Uza Minelli, Grace Jones,
Roy Uchtenstein. David Hockney & others.
Terminator 2 A bigger, more eXplosive
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold
Schwarzenegger st(JCS as a kindhearted
cyborg from the Mure who does bailie
this time with another, not-so-kindhearted terminator. Splendid special
effects.
Uranus Hypocrisy and ruplicity abound
as a small French town unearths Nazi
collaborators atter the war. Directed by
Claude Barri, starring Gerard Depardieu.
City of Hopa Follows the Intertwined lives
Philippe Noiret and Michel Blanc.
of some urban characters through sev- Th. Vanishing A young Dutch couple are
eral days of moral and ethical compromomentarily separated on vacation in
mise to show how the conuption of city
southem France, and the womandisaplife forces them to sell flttle pieces of
pears. Her partner's search forher conthemselYes.JohnSayleswrote,directed •
tirues for years, until a man who knows
producedandstaned, aJongw~hVincent
what happened takes his psychopathic
Spano and Joe Morton.
experiments further by luring the
The Commitments Director Alan Parker's
searcher back to France and deeper
f'Misslssippi Burning," "Midnight Exinto nightmare. Dutch, subtitled.
press'1 tale of an Irish rock band devoted to black American soul music.
Curly Sua A 7 -yeN-01d girl and a reluctant guardian make a tiving on the street
as con artists until the day they try to
swindle a career woman and the three
become a reluctant family. Starring Jim
Belushi. Kelly Lynch and Allison Porter.

• Continued on page 26

SENIOR CITIZENS
10% OFF ALL PURCHASES NOW THROUGH
DECEMBER 31, 1991.

--

FULL SERVICE GLASS COMPANY
FREE ESTIMATES

One Industrial Way • Portland • 797-0801

Our Poinsettias

125. L.:1lct

are fure!
:Fine :Ffowers
in fantasy coCors
:Mauve • Lemon
!J{at Pin/( • Pure t'Wfiite
Salmon Pin/( & 'Briglit ~a.

4681'oreStreet, pqrtfarui, Maine ·1-207-772-3881

WE
BRING
DULL
HAIR
TO
LIFE
color techniques from

With
Matrixl WIth Matrix halr color,
you'll experience rich, radiant
color and healthy, Silky, and shiny hair.
can our salon today for a lTee consultation

IHAIR-EXCHANGEI
.. and Jacial salon
8 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

775-2555

8:30 - 7:00 M-F
8:30 - 5:00 SAT

HEAVYMOAL
WON'T HURT

YOUR KIDS
UNLESS

THEY'RE EATING IT
£onn~ ch.";n~ broa",~g Iood painl is 0 .... ious problom. CDI UL

LEAD DETECTION SERVICES
I<",rol.· Affordoble • fosl' Non·Doslructi"
TOll FREE \-800-788-689\
1'.OmAND, ItU.INE

From all
of us here
at

25
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Gasco Bay ~kly

Entertainment
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Headquarters for Natural History Books, Birdfeedel'8, Binoculars and other unique gifts.

I

(jift Certificates .9LvaifabCe

I

• Conlinutti from page 2S

$1.00 OFF All Recycled Wrapping Paper (wtth this ad)
THE ORATORIO CHORALE

Find out how CIDROPRACTIC can help you!

Peter Frewen, Director
presents

MESSIAH

Call
797-8776

Dr. Stephen D. Wmkler
980 Forest Avenue

Portland, Maine 04103

by George Frederic Handel

Most InsuranCe! Accepted

with the MAINE CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
Portland - Friday, Dec. 6th 8 p.m.
State Street Con~egationa1 Church

Brunswick - Saturday, Dec. 7th 8 p.m.

GET FRESH

Please coli 92&3338

• Gourmet Catering
• Ethnic Cuisines
• luscious Desserts
It's not too lale 10 pion your Chrislmos
Porty with GET FRESH. Moke II
speciol wilh tempting selecHons ond
personal service.
Holidoy Cokes &. Pies Avoilable.

St. John the Baptist Church, Pleasant SI.

At Macbtans Music, Brunswick,
Harbour Books, Yarmouth
from members or Ilt the door.

Tickets, $10, 21 and under $5
For more informa tion,

Call n5-7103
Sponsored by Brunswick Coalllnd Lum~ Company

BUSINESS
LUNCHEONS
OR DINNERS?
FAMILY
GATHERINGS?
CHRISTMAS
PARTIES?
Need a Private Dini Room
with Creat Food &A~nce?

Call for menu information.

THE ROMA

Q).'

ca.sual dress. comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Su-t, Intown Portland 773-9873
EsL 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm· Sat 5-9:30 pm· Sun 5-8 pm

-
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Doing Strange Things
in the Name of Art
in Cooperation with
Bookland, Presents:
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Directed by Kathleen Mary
Starring Tma Young

207-774-6741
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"Ain't No Such Thing _ a BogI."
SchoolhouseArts Center's KIds Curtain
Call presents Its musical medieval melodrama Nov 30 at 10 am at Portland High
School audHortlJ11. TIx $5; call 642-3743
for reservations.
"A Chrf.tma. Carol" MaIne State Music
Theater presents a concert ver.llon of
the holldayclasslcslMYlg Richard KIley,
·written" by Sheldon Hamlck. with music by Michel LeGrand. Performances:
Dec7at8pm.Dec8at2&7pm.Plckard
Theater Is located on the campus of
BoWdoin College. Bl.I1Swlck. TIx: $15$18; $1 0 for children under age 12. For
IIlS9rvatlons call 725-8769 or 800-6988769.
Com.dl.n. Tim F.rrell, Joanne
Che..l. and KevIn Shon. love: bad
TV. political coups, poeby. exlremeerTlOtiona! displays. big hair. religious eptcs.
tabloid journalism. contorted bodies.
phony foreign tongue. obscure hlstortcal references, grotesque celebrities,
and small children with puppies. They
transform these passions and any passions you might suggest Into a two-l1ol6
comedy bonanza Just Uke snownakes,
no two shows are alike. This comedy
miracle untolds at 8 pm every Thursday
at the Cave (29 Forest Ave. rIglt next to
Zootz). Just bring $3 and TIm. Joanne
and Kevin will take you from there. For
more Info call 879-0070.
"Han. .1 and Gret.l" The Bennington
Marionettes will perform Nov 30 at 3 pm
In the Center for the Arts at the Chocolate Church. 804 Washington St. Balh.
Twenty-nine hand-crafted marionettes
will brlngthe fableofThe Brothers Grimm
to younger audiences and adults. TIx
$10 aduns. $5 children. For reservations
call 442-8455.
"A Uf. In the Theat..,.. Mad Horse
Theatre Company presents this spoof
by David Mamat through Dec 15 wHh
performances Thurs·Sat at 8, Sun at 9.
The theater's located at 955 Forest Ave.
Tix $15. $13 for students and seniors;
call 797-3338 for reservatiOns.
"Murder lit the c.r. Nol,. A 1940s
mystery moviecomestolifeat Portland's
only dimer theater. Journey to the Istand of Mustique In the wastem Caribbean for a detective thriller in the classic
Bogart tradition. Doors open every Salurdayat 7:30 pm. the show begins at 8.
Cos!: $29 .95. includes fun-length show
and four-course dinner. The Baker's
Table banquet room. 434 Fore St in the
Old Port. Call 693-3063 or 1 -000-8343063 for reservations.
"My Chlldrenl My AfrfCIII" Portland
Stage Company presents South African
playwright Athol Fugard's play about an
idealistic teacher and two high school
students, one black and one white. that
probes the devastating legacy of apartheid on young lives. Fugard Is also the
author of ·Slzwe Bansi is Dead," Performances times Dec 3-22: Tues-Thurs.
7:30 pm; Fri, 8 pm; Sat. 5 & 9 pm; Sun.
2 pm. Tlx: $18.50-$24. with discounts all
nights for students & seniors. Tix for
previews Dec 3-4: $12. Call 774-0465
for reservations.
"Th. NutcnICu" American Ballet East
presents Tchalkovsky's dassic with the
American Ballet East Orchestra Nov 29
at2&8 pm. Nov 30 at2 &8.and Dec 1
at 2. Portland CIty HaJI AudltorilJ11. 30
Myrtle St. Portland. Tix: $8-$16. Open
dress preview Nov ZT at 7 pm; tix $6 at
the door. Call 878-3032 for reservations.
"The Nutcrecker" Portland Ballet Co's
prilclpal dancers Soott Potter and Karan
HII1I-Montanaro will dance The CavalIerandSugarPlum Fay and local mime
John Saccone wi. rvprise his rote of
0r0eseImeyer. CtvistopherMaltox.lorma1ya soIoIstwlth AmerIcan Ballet Th&atre. wll appear as The Prince. Showing
Dec 5-22, with matinees at 2. eves at 8.
youth concerts all 0 am Dec 12 & 19.
open dnIss rehearSal at 6 pm Dec 5. TIx:
$14 adulls. S10 chlidnln ages 12 and
1rdIr. Call 772-9671 lor rIIS8IV~.
"The PubHc Eye" VIntage RepertOfY Co.
pre.m this one-act by Peter Shaffer.
8Ithor of' Amadeus.' Nov ZT at 8 pm at
cafe no. 20 Danforth St. TIx: $5. For
more Info call 772-8114.

• Continud 01\ page 28
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HEADACHES. AUTO INJURIES. NECK PAIN •
SPORTS INJURIES. BACK PAIN. WORK INJURIES
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Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

Best Steak • Best Late Night
"'" GREAT STEAK • FRESH SEAFOOD

~•• COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
~ Why go anywhere else?

Gift Certificates A~ailable for the Holidays.
~ 83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTlAND, ME • 773-4731 ..J

Don Jell.non and Tony Owen d.llv.r two smoldn' performanc.s at Mad Horse.

"A Life in the Theater"
• Written by David Marnet, directed by Robin Tate,
starring Tony Owen and Donald Jellerson
Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., Portland
Through Dec. 15

I had just finished copping an attitude
about ensembles as theahical entities. I
copped it because 1 had just seen American
Renaissance Theater's production of "Henry
N, Part 1," and was all energized by the new
life that production entailed -life drawn
from the people of Portland. I was all set to
say I was becoming bored with the same old
cast over and over again.
But I wasn't bored by "A Life in the
Theater." Not in the least. Tony Owen and
Don Jellerson are fine actors and, if it's any
comfort to Robert, Owen is especially fine.
Extraordinary, in fact, conSidering that he was
quite ill on opening night. His portrayal of
Robert, the seasoned actor whose star is
dimming somewhat as that of the novice
actor, John, rises, is keen.
To be successful such a portrayal needs to
be keen, for there are many subtly thorny
edges to
Robert.
He's quite a
poignant
fellow. He has the soul and intelligence of the
bard and the ego of someone who spends half
his psychic life on center stage and the other
half obsessing about it. His ego is both big and
fragile -like a balloon. Wherever Robert is
psychically, it's not in any personal life of his
own. His existence is the theater. When the
curtain comes down and it's street clothes and
cigarette time he has nowhere to go, and no
one to go there with.
Enter the new kid on the block. Jellerson
plays John, the greenhorn who is deferential
toward Robert. His deference is endearing
because it's born not of servility, but of real
decency. There's nothing scummy or selfserving about him. At the beginning he's
deferential because he honestly respects the
older actor, and has at the same time some
attractive humility about his own critical
theatrical judgments. Jellerson portrays this
tentativeness with enormous senSitivity.
In one scene John hesitantly proffers to
Robert his observations about a performance
they have just completed that contain some
criticism of him. He then quickly and apologetically retracts them as he observes the
wobbles in the older man's fragile ego.
Jellerson performs this psychic ballet with
skill and empathy.

stage

Inevitably, of course, the master-apprentice
relationship shifts and the capable student
reluctantly and apologetically shoulders his
master out of posi tion. Jellerson does this
shouldering with a continued fount of decency
and relentless inevitability, and Owen shows
Robert's loss of groundeclness and teetering
sense of balance with delicacy and piercingly
wry humor. Before one performance Robert
fidgets. John tries to ignore the fidgeting. Finally,
with a lot of throat-clearing, Robert comes out
with it. '1n this performance," he laboriously
asks John, "do you think you could do ... less?"
"Less?" asks John, nonplussed.
"Yes ... 1ess ... " Robert trails off. So on they go
and John tries to comply, with hilarious results.
Both as scripted and as performed, the interaction between these two men is an exquisite pas de
deux.
This play has a kind of Japanese sensibility.
like a haiku poem it is spare. It suggests. It is
never obvious, and it never overwhelms. It's
comprised of about 20 small vignettes drawn
from the lives of the two actors, and it depicts
their relationship to each other, their respective
senses of self, and their worship of their common
master, the theatre. There exists between them
rivalry, mutual irritation, pettiness, companionship, and the feeling of brotherhood that binds
actors in a common family.
.
The Vignettes, with stage settings that are as
spare as the dialogue, are brief and understated
verses of a subtle poem. They maintain levity
and balance by dancing from humor to irony to
sadness to jealousy to despair and back to humor
with a litheness that prevents the play from ever
lapsing into pathos or becoming anything other
than it is - an intensely" realistic depiction of life
in the theatre and of the unglamorous and
ephemeral quality inherent in that life.
Just to appease my prepared attitude-copping,
this production actually does have a new
personality present; it is directed by Robin Tate
of New York, who is doing a guest directorial
stint with Mad Horse. Tate does Mamet's writing
proud, with spare props that show the tedium
and drudgery involved in backstage life, and
inference from both the sound track and lighting,
he has understood and captured perfectly the
tale's haiku nature.

Margot McWilliJlms

Ask About
100% FinanCing

BUILDINGS' SPAS

POOL&SPA
C·E·N·T·E·R
480 RIVERSIDE ST. PORTI.AND
878-3000 • M-F 9-5, Sat. 10-3. Eves. byappt.
1-800-244-0858
1975 USBON RD. LEWISTON
783-{)858 • M-F 9-5, Sat. 9-3 • Eves_ by appt.
·Savings OtT Factory Price Monthly payments based on 10% down,
18% A.P.R. and 60 equal
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Entertainment

Christopher Robin (rock) Old Port Tav- Acou.tlc connection with Deejay
em, 11 Mou~on St, Portland. 774-0444.
Landry (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett $1, S. Portland. 767-4627.

~

FRIDAY 11 29

_

Scott R. ._Qu.rt.t(qumet)cafe no,
20 Danforth $1, Portland. 772-8114.
J.nny .nd the Woodm.n (rock) Father
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth $1,
Portland. 871-1579.
Wild Heart. (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St,
Portiand. 772-7891 .
Scott Oakl.y Trio Oazz) UtIle Willie's, 36
Market $1, Portland. 773-4500.
Hot Cherry PI. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market $1, Portland. 774-5246.
Chrlatoph.r Robin (rock) Old Port Tav·
em, 11 MoultonS1, Portland. 774-0444.
SavoyTrutII. (rock blues) Raoul's Road·
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8886.
Hat Trick (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett S1, S. Portland. 767-4627 .
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~Buy one box, get the second box, of
equal or lesser value at 50% om
Hours: Mon-5at 10-5· Sun 11-4
9 Main St. yarmouth, ME 04096 • 846-3607
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OS DOT

FREE .MEALI

GET A

with this ad, expires December 31

Buy an entree from 5 p.m. till close any night of the
week and get an equal or lesser fare entree for FREE!

!l=~--'"

Sunday - Wednesday 5-10 p.m.
Thursday - Saturday 5-11 p,m.

WOLFIE'

·Shlrl.y Val.ntln." Doing Strange
Things In the Name of Art (the company
that brought you last summer's
"Gertrude $1ein & A Compallon' ~, presents!lis comedy aboUt Shirley Valentine: She's 42, her kids are grown, she
talks to the wall, and then, suddenly,
Mrs. Joe Bradshaw swizes a moment of
life, there to discover that Inside Mrs.
Joe Bradshaw wails the fonnar Shl~ey
VaJenline longing to get out. Through
Dec 29, wHh an 8 pm curlaln Wed, Thu, Marc Br.n (acoustic) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775Fri & Sat, and Sat & Sun matinees at 2,
at the $1orefront Theatre at BookIand,
6161 .
MaIne Savings Plaza (cornar of Brown & Big BIImbu (rock) The Wrong Brothers
Congress). Tix $15. Call 774-8741 for
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
reservations.
Portland. 775-1944.
"The Sun.hlne Bop. The Portland Play- Freeatyl. (soukous) Zootz.31 ForestAve,
ers present Nell Simon's play about the
Portland. 773-8187.
reunion of two elderly ex-vaudevillians
wHh a natural antipathy for each other.
Shows Nov 29 & 30, and Dec 1 , 6, 7, 8,
13 & 14. Thaxter Theatre Is located at
420 Cottage Road, S. Portland. can
799-7337 or 799-7338 for times and
prices.
Th,... One-AGt Playa by USM St....
d.nt. Dec 5·7 at 7:30 pm at The Lab
Theater, Russell Hall, USM Gorham.
TICkets: $4. Formore info call 780-5483.
"Wher.'. Charl.y?" Portland Lyric Theater presents the musical version of
Brandon Thomas' "Ch~ey 's Aunt,"
George Abbott and Frank Loesser's hi·
larious parody of VICtorian social lunacy . Nov 29-30 and Dec 1 at176 Sawyer St, S. Portland. Call 799-1421 or
799-6509 for tix and times.

...

1and.773~ .

Steel Cow wtth Hollander BIIah (rock)

i

Spring Point Gafe, 175 Pickell St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Tha Sen. . (pop rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd $1, Portland. 773-8040.
Bill Cam.ron and J.remy Le.t.r
(acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf $1,
Portland. 773-0093.
Open MIc Night wtth the Cool WhIp.(blues & rock jam) The Wrong Brothers
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 FOOISt Ave,
Portland. 775·1944.

}
)

1

It's Football
Season
atJ'.s
Watch the Game
and enjoy

1

Maine's 'f.~
/\
Authentic
Oyster Bar

FREE

MUNClDES..t0~~

8040.
Op.n Mlc Night wtth Ken Grlm.l.y
(b.y .o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf $1,
Portland. 773-0093.

TUESDAY 12.3
Op.n Poetry (reading) cafe no, 20
Danforth $1, Portland. 772-8114.
KaYln Mldgley(folk rock) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore $1, Portland. 772-2739.
Troubadour Tueaday wHh Dan Tonini
(acoustic) Raoul's Roadside Attraction,
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8886.
Op.n Mlc Night with Pet.r GI• • on
(b.y.o.)am)SpringPointCafe, 175Picket1
$1, S. Portland. 767-4627.
Will Turner (acoustic) Wharf's End, 52
Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093.
Terranc. Slml.n and the Mallet PlaYboya (zydeco) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave,
Portland. 773-8187.

WEDNESDAY 12.4

Brown st,...t Beatnik Baah with the
Dr•• m .... of Oblivion (acoustic)
Geno's, 13 Brown $1, Portland. 7727891 .
Bachelora' Night (xxx) Moose Alley. 46
Market St , Portland . 774-5246 .
New Riders ofthe Purple Sage (Grateful Dead covers) Raoul 's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 7736866 .
SouthsldeJohnnyAtheAsburyJukes
(rock) T -Birds, 126 N. Boyd St , Portland.
773-6040.
Bill Cameron .nd Jeremy Lester
(acoustic) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St,
Portland. 773-0093.
Open Mlc Night with the Cool Whips
(blues & rock jam) The Wrong Brothers
Deejay Landry (acoustic) BramhaJl Pub,
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
769 Congress $1, Portland. 773-9873.
Portland. 775-1944.
Scott Reev. . Quartet (qumet) cafe no,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
J.nny and the Woodm.n (rock) Father
O'Hara's Public House. 45 Danforth $1,
Portland. 871 -1579.
NY
Prlvat. Toya (rock) Geno's, 13 Gotta Dane., Inc., Thompson's Point,
Brown $1, Portland. 772-7891.
second floor Bldg 1A. Portland. Smoke
and chern-free dances with swing, Latin
Sean Sh. .rina (Irish) Gritty McDuff's,
& ballroom music Fridays from 9·12 pm
396 Fore $1, Portland. 772-2739.
& Sundays from 3-8 pm. $5. 773-3558.
Scott Oakley Trio Oazz) Lillie Willie's, 36
Tha Moon, 425 Fore $1, Portland. Open
Market $1, Portland. 773-4500.
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat untO 3 am.
Hot Cherry PI. (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Cover. $2. Thursday's are college alter·
Market $1, Portland. 774·5248.
na1lve night. No cover wHh college 10,
Christopher Robin (rock) Old Port Tav$1 without. 871-0663.
em , 11 Mouiton St, Portland. 7744444.
Rockln'Vlbrallon(reggae)RaouI'sRoad- SaJut. ., 20 Milk $1, Portland. Opennlghtly
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, PortT-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd SI. Portland. Sun:
land . 773~ .
football afternoon, comedy night; Mon,
Hat Trick (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
chern-free; Wed, local bands; Thurs,
Picken St, S. Portland. 767-4627.
college night; Fri & Sat, bands and/or
Comentone (top 40) T -Birds. 126 N.
deejay, all contBfTllOOUY dance music.
Boyd $1, PoItIand. 773-6040.
773-8040.
Tom Dyhrb.... (top 40) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775- Wh.rehouaaCh.m-F,... Danc. Club,
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive
6161.
music. Fri. Groove Acadamy wHh deejay
Big BIImbu (rock) The Wrong Brothers
duo Spence & AI; Sat, Woman's Night
Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
from 9-1 wHh deejay Deb. 874·9770.
Portland. 775·1944.
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed:
chem-free; Thu: visual vibe ; Frt: deejayl
live music; Sat cutting edge dance;
Sun: request night. 773-8187.

CLUBS
SATURDAY 11.30
WEDNESDAY 11.27
Vlnt.g. Rep.rtory Co.'. ·Publlc Ey."
(Peter Shaffer one·act) cafe no, 20
Danforth $1, Portland. 772-8114.
J.nnyand the Woodm.n (rock) Father
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Danforth St,
Portland. 871-1579.
KaYln Mldgley(folk rock) Gritty McDuff's,
396 Fore $1, Portland. 772-2739.
Bachelors' Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 48
Market 51, Portland. 774-5246.
Th. BonehHda (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton $1, Portland. 7744444.
Red Light Revue (swing) Rao\A's Road·
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave. Port-

~

6886.
Monday Night Football (testosterone)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S.
Portland. 767-4627.
Monday Night Football (testosterone)
T -Birds, 126 N. Boyd $1, Portland. 773-

B:;~~(~~~~126N. Boyd

Restaurant & Bar
193 Middle Street
Old Port • 773-3501

Monday Night Football (testosterone)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Portland.
774·5248.
Op.n Mlc Night wtth Randy Mor.bRo
(b.y .o. iam) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-

DANCING

a.

Super
a.h wtth BIIrb..aAnn
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. Open J.m ....Ion Oazz) cafe no, 20
Danlorth $1, Portland. 772-8114.
772-7891 .
Hot Cherry PI. (rock) Moose Alley, 48 Tatl Richard (blues) Gritty McDuff's, 396
Market $1, Portland. 774-5246.
Fore $1, Portland. 772-2739.

CON
CERTS
C ..tlebay (Celtic) 8 pm, the Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. Tix:
$7 advance, $9 at the door. 729-3185.

WILDERNESS
&
MARINE MEDICAL
TRAINING
SINCE 1976
MEDICINE FOR MARINERSTN
A comprehensive 16-hour first aid training program for
both recreational boaters and professional sailors.
Topics include:
• Assessment and stabilization of life-threatening injuries
• Management of environmental emergencies
• Care of fractures, dislocations, wounds, and burns
AND MOREl

FRIDAY 11.29
C ..tlebay (Cellic) 8 pm, the Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington St, Bath. Tix:
$7 advance, $9 at the door. 729-3185.

MONDAY 12.2

In Portland
Mon.& Thurs. eve., Jan. 20, 23, 27 & 30
Sat. & Sun., Jan. 25-26, 1992

Op.ra Workshop (classical) 8 pm,
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
Excerpts from the works of Mozart,
Puccini, Bowman and Mollicone. Tix:
$3, $1 students and seniors. For more
information, call 780-5555.

For info call Capt. Dick McGoldrick, EMT
207-772-1132

TUESDAY 12.3
PSO Klnderkonzert (classical) Oec 3 &
4, 9 :30 am, 10:30 am & 1 pm, italian
Heritage Center, 40 Westland Ave, Port·
land. 773-8128.

WEDNESDAY 12.4
Portland Symphony Youth Ensembl.
Fall Concert (classical) 7:30 pm, Portland City Hall Auditorium. Works of
Mozart, Berlioz, Beethoven, others. Tix:
$3 adults; $2 seniors & students. 7736128.

UPCOMING
Oratorio Chorale 11/6191 (chorale) 6 pm,
State Street Congregational Church,
Portland . Handel's · Messiah," con ducted by Peter Frewen, accompanied
by the Maine Chamber Ensemble. Also
playing 8 pm, 1117, at SI. John the
Baptist Church, Brunswick. Tix: $10, $5
students & seniors. 725-7130.
Glenn Yarbrough and the New Christy
Mln.trels11 /6191 (folk) 6 pm, City Hall
Auditorium, 30 Myrtle SI. Tix: $10· $22;
child ren age 13 & under half price. 7728630.
Her Majesty's Coldstream Guards A
the Queen's Own Highlandera 1117/
91 (regimental British band of 90) 2 pm,
Cumberland County Civic Center.
Marching music of Britain. Tix: $10.50$14.50. 775-3458.
Paul Winter Consort 1117191 Oazz) 8
pm, Pater and Paul Church, Lewiston.
Tix: $16. For more information, call 7827228.
Johnny Morris Trio 11/8191 (jazz) 3 pm,
New Meadows Inn, W. Bath. With bassist Marty Ballou & drummer Las Hams
Jr. Music charge: $6, $2.50 students
age 21 or under. 985-2378.

THURSDAY 11.28 SUNDAY 12.1
'eo.

FRIDAY 11.29
....'1.__--

CON
CERTS

GETTING STARTED:
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ART

Welcome to the bunny slope

OPENING

Tues Dec CHh • Opm
Dle Wildman at zydeco &star at 'The Big ~
TERRANCE SIMION & THE MAIJElT PLAY BOYS

CDr
.-\y-SIe-'
I5

A~~~:~re
APub

complete:

lHAPPY HOURS:
MONDAY-mOAY
7-10 AM f1 4-7 PM

Breakfast
Lunch f1 Dinner!
starting at $2.95

..FULL MENU SER.VED ..
Monday - Thursday: 7AM-IIPM
Friday & Saturday 7AM-Midnight
Sunday: Noon-llPM

..SATURDAYS ARE LADIES NIGHTS ..
Well Drinks 1.75 8:ooPM.last call!

2.u. DANFORTH S'l.PORTLAND, ME

"Where Good Friend.!, FitV Foods, (I Spirits Bknd Togethu."

Wayne Curtis

•

AREA Gall.ry, USM Campus Center,
Portland. Opening recaption Oec 5 at 5

COUPON

a -

r-

COUPON I B~ anyone of our

! lroal : ~FiEaEke= !

pm for "Donald Dubose Duncan: Photographs 1980-1991 ," showing through
Jan 17. Hours: Mon-Fri, 7 am·10 pm;
Sat-Sun, 10 am-10 pm . 760-5460.
The Artists studios, 536 Congress SI.
Open house Dec 7 from 10 am-4 pm.
Come in, visit w~h artists, see creative
work. 772-2639 or 772-4026 .

• Cont inued on pi1ge 30

Thanksgiving Thursday • CD-.
No cover before CIDpm
Eat Moderately - No Wayf
Dance It ot/ that night - Absolutely. Yes!

A special kind of courage is required to take up downhill
skiing after you're out of your teens. There's nothing more
woeful than watching a fully grown adult - say, a hard-edged,
middle-aged manager who can reduce his employees to tears
with a sharp look - executing a feeble wedge tum down the
bunny slope while eight-year-olds whiz by and yell at him to
get the hell out of the way. No wonder so many non-skiing
adults dismiss the sport as not worth the effort.
But forget about that, If you've never been skiing, screw up
your courage and vow to hit the slopes this year, Because skiing
isn't just a sport. It's a remarkable psychological tool that
enables you to shorten winter. Spending the season huddled
indoors near the heating vent ensures that February will seem
longer than the Pleistocene era. Get out and hit the slopes and
you'll be cursing May's arrival before you know it.
Of course, a barrier to skiing even more formidable than fear
of humiliation is the prohibitive cost. A decent downhill ski set
costs about as much these days as a used car. And lift ticket
prices keep creeping skywards as ski resorts continue to test the
theory that skiers will pay any price, the recession be damned.
A weekend ski ticket at the larger ski areas this year will likely
hit $38 (Sugarloaf and Sunday River are playing a silly game of
cat and mouse and haven't announced their peak season prices
yet). After you finish adding in the extras -like $17 for rentals,
$10 for lunch - the toll really mounts. Just investigating
whether you enjoy the sport could be financially ruinous.
But there are cheaper ways to test the waters. Uke, for free.
Maine's Learn to Ski Free Week is scheduled for Dec. 16-22.
More than 1,700 beginners participated last year, and the Ski
Maine Association, which sponsors the event, anticipates an
even stronger turnout this year.
Here's what you do: Stop by your local ski shop and ask for
the "USIA Guide Book" and the ski-free coupon. This is good at
most Maine ski areas. During that week, visit one of the areas
with your coupon and they'll lend you skis, give you a lift pass
good for the beginners' slopes, and throw in some lessons. And
none of this will cost you a dime. There's only one catch: If you
start skiing in earnest, it's an expensive habit to feed.
If you miss the free week, many ski areas offer discount
beginner packages. At both Shawnee Peak and Sunday River,
for instance, $35 will get you skis, a limited lift pass and
instruction on such basic principles as riding a chairlift. Both
also promise you a refund if you haven't learned to ski by the
end of the day.
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BREAKFAST:
Expires Nov. 31,1991
Must p...,.ent coupon!

I
I
Cup of Soup
I
I
or Chowder
I
Expi... Doc.JI,I99I,MIIJC_tccupon! I
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GIsco &y Wukly

Proud Recipients of the
Gourmet Diner's Club of
America's Silver Spoon
Award two years running
Dinner seroed daily 5 - lOpm
OPEN YEAR ROUND

[

Entertainment
• Continued from page 29

BEST CHRISTMAS SHOPPING IN MAINE
r

i

and Complimentary Gift Wrapping tool

I,

A

I'
,'
MARY ALICE REILLEY

t

., ,

ANTIQUES

new
shipment of
Engllsh Country
Pine furniture has
arrived in time for the
Holidays!

773-8815
,
,

~

,
SPECIAL GIFTS
FOR EVERYONE.
MINlATIJRES,
MIRRORS, JEWELRY,
PICTURES, CLOTHING.

Mulberry Street
Both Located at

83 India Street Portland ME 04101 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

CYl2(YL o/YL9{ fJ3f£Yl1JS, J9{C
'Do-it-yourself aesign stuaio
& beaa suppfg center

THE BEST SELECTION OF
BEADS IN MAINE!
Located in Portland at 891 Brighton
Ave, Suite 5 (2nd floor)
For more information call 76J ·2503

YOUR
STOCKING
STUFFER
HEADQUARTERS

ART

The Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth 51,
Portland. Opening reception Dec 5 from
5-7:30 pm for group show of ceramics,
painting & other media by artists in the
Old Molasses Building: Fred Lynch,
Connie Hayes, Libby Lyman, Laurie
Twitchell, KaIhi White, Jeffrey Haste,
Grace DeGennaro, Lori Axelson, Brad
Wiseman, Fran Shanley, Chuck Feil,
Salazar, David Snow, Terry Norton
Mattison & Elizabeth Prior. Showing Dec
3-17. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, t t -5. 7756245. .
Seamen'. Club, 1 ExchMge 51, Portland. Opening reception Dec 4 from 5-7
pm for Holiday Champagne Art Show,
co-sponsored by Portland School of
Art. Hors d'olNms & champagne by the
glass. 772-7311.
Sun Gallery,496 Congress St, Portland.
Opening reception Dec 5 from 5-7 pm
for Rhonda Wilson-Ervin 's abstractions
of still IIfes and interior spaces in oil.
Showing through Jan 25, 1992. Gallery
hours: Wed-Sat, 11 am~ pm or by appointment. 828-4760 or 773-8816.

AROUND TOWN
African Import. and New England Art.,
1 Union 51, Portland. African crafts, jewelry and sculpture as well as New England crafts, artifacts and arts. Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat, 10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-9.
772-9505.
AREA Gallery, University of Southem
Maine's Portland Campus Center.
Salazar's "Expressions of Spirttuality,"
water media, mixed media, acrylic and
oil on canvas, paperandwood. Salazar's
work expresses and reflects his personal spirituality. Through Nov 30. 7804090/5460.
The Baxter Gallery, 619 Congress St,
Portland. Exhibition of recent works by
Portland School of Art faculty members,
showing through Dec 19. Gallery hours:
Tues-Sun, t t -4; Thurs 11-9. 775-5152.
Congre.s Square Gallery,42 Exchange
51, Portland. Group show of oils by Gina
Werfel, Hearne Pardee, Jill Hoy, Ellen
Gutekunst, watercolors by Marsha
Donahue & pastels by Henry Issacs,
showing through Dec 1. Holiday group
show through December, Ganery hours:
Mon-Sat, 10:30-5; Thurs-SaI eves till 9;
Sun n00n-5. 774-3369.
Dean Velentgas Gallery,60 Hampshire
St, Portland. "Outsider Art," an exhibition of contemporary American art by
artists working outside the academic
tradition: Howard Finster, MaryT.Smith,
Jimmy Lee Sudduth, Mose Tolliver and
others. Showing through Dec 1. Gallery
hours: Thurs t 2-8, Fri & Sat 12-5, Sun
12-4, and by appointment-772-2042.
Frost Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St,
Portland. A group exhibition featuring
the works of all gallery artists, Including
oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculpture
in a wide range of styles and subjects by
Dalav lpear, DeWitt Hardy, Eric Green,
Laurenze Sisson, Alfred Chadbourne,
Martha Groome, Sharon Yates, Cabot
Lyford and John Laurent. Gallery hours:
Mon-FrI, t2~ pm, or by appointment.
773-2555.
GreenhutGallerl. .,146Middle51,Port·
land. Works by Connie Hayes, Alison
Goodwin, Doug Frati, Peyton Higgison,
Leo Brooks, Jeffrey Vollers, George
Uoyd, Jane Dahmen and others through
December. Gallery hours: Mon-FrI, 95:3O;SaI,10·5:3O;Sun, 11-4. 772-2693.
Katahdin Restaurant, comer of Spring
& High streets, Portland. "Mostly Maine,"
an exhibit of 32 Cibachrome color ph0tographs by Bob Gross. Through Jan 4,
1992.774-8069.

The Lewis Gallery, Portland Public Library, 5 Monument Square. "Bangor or
Bust," juried visual art exhibition ofwO/l(
by Maine residents ages 59 and older.
The wO/l(s In the show will share the
theme of "home." Sponsored by
Portland's DanforthGallery,through Nov
29.Dec4-3O:Photographsbymembers
of the Portland Camera Club. Library
hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 9~; Tues& Thurs
ooon-9; Sat 9-5. 87t -17t O.
Portland Mu.eum of Art, Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues,
Wed, Fri & Sat. 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10
am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission:
adults $3.50, senior citizens and students w~h 10 $2.50, children under 18
$1, group rate $3. Museum admission is
free 10 am-ooon Saturday. 773-2787.
"Angels to the Jews Series of works by
Leonard Baskin, a Massachusettsbased artist whose works includesculpture, prints and works on paper, the
latter fealured in this exhibit. A group of
spectacularly colored, larger-than·life
angels incorporates a full range of
themes common to Baskin's work: religion, mythological symbolism, and the
grace and mystery of the human spirit.
Showing through Feb 9, 1992.
"Berenice Abbott, Photographer: A
Modem Vision celebrates a woman
who began as an apprentice to Man
Rayand is now retired and living in
Monson, Maine. This retrospective of
120 photographs encompasses five
major themes in Abbott's work, including a selection of images from "Portrait
of Maine," a photographic study she
began upon moving tothe state in 1959.
The show also includes Abbott's portra~s of artists such as James Joyce,
AndreGide&DjunaBarnes; herstartling
images of New York City in the 1930s;
seminal work of scientific photography
from the 1940s and mages from her
travels along U.S. Highway t in 1954.
Showing through Jan t2, 1992.
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Portland School of Art'. student Gallery, 97 Spring St, Portland. Works by
Dan Gillotte, Joe Klevitt & Todd Noel,
showing through Dec 3. Hours: Mon-Fri
8-5. 775-3052.
Richard Parks Gallery, 288 Fore St,
Portland. "The ArtofTibet," an exhibit of
Tibetan meditative paintings, showing
through Dec t9. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri,
10-5:30; Thursl 0-7; Sat 10-5. 774-t 322.
The Spirited Gourmet, 142 St. John St,
Portland. Suzanne McCloud's mixed
media works through December. Hours:
Mon-Fri, 10~; Sat, 10-2. 773·2919.
The stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, Portland.
"The Holiday Show: The Gift of Glass,"
with smaller works in decoralive and
functional glass, including glass jewelry
by six different glass artists. Showing
through Dec31. Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri,
11 am-6 pm; Sal t 2-5 pm, Sun 11-4.
772-9072.
Th .... Views Arte, 112 High St, Portland.
"Fall into Winter: A Maine Landscape,"
in which the intense colors of the fall, as
well as the beautifU black and white
palette of winter are represented in an
open show of Maine artists. Showing
through Jan 5, t 992. Gallery hours: Fri
9-5, Sat 9-8:30, Sun 12-5, or by appointment: 772-1961.

OUT OF TOWN

"Rembrandt and HI. Contemporarl. .
Exhibit focusing on Rembrandt'scontrtbution to the art of the print. His works
are dispJayed in thecontext ofthe graphic
prodJction of his Dutch contemporaries
such as Claes Comelisz, Moeyaert and
Jan Lievens. Works exhibited include
portraits, Biblical themes and images
drawn from daily me in 17th-century
Ho!and. in the John A& Helen P. Becker
Galery. Through Jan 5.
"TWentieth-Century Art: Selections
from the Permanent Collection A
showing that provides an opportunity to
study works daling from World War 110
the present day Including artists as various as 51ephen Etnier, Marsden Hartley,
Alex Katz, Andrew Wyeth & William
Zorach, showing through Feb 9.
Cry ofthe Loon Art Gallery, Route 302,
S. Casco. "Affordable Art for the HolIdays," works by Miijon Christianson,
DaveHall,DavidCedrone,BobStaffieri,
Charlene Lee, Cissy Buchanan, Evelyn
Winter et aI. Showing through Decembar. Hours: daily 9:30-5:30. 655-5060.
Drawing Room Gallery, t53 Park Row,
Brunswick. Holiday show and sale: oils,
pastels, watercolors, batiks and inks,
sculpture, handmade paper and cut paper designs by Mary Alice Treworgy,
Chartes Goodhue, Middy Thomas, Ellen
Brown, C.G. Baily, Jane Dorr, Pat
McHold, Ruth Ferrara, Georgeann Klill
&ParneIaMoore.ThroughDec3t.Hours:
Mon-Thurs, 10-5; Fri 10-8. 833~992.
Elemente Gallery, 56 Maine St,
BnIlswick. "Toymakers: For the Child
Within," an exhibit of handmade toys for
adults and children, showing thruDec
28. Hours: M-Sat, 10-5; Sun 12-5. 72911OS.
Gleason Fine Art, 27 McKown St,
Boothbay Harbor. ·CanG. Nelson(18981988): The Sage of Cranberry Island"
through Dec 28. Nelson was one of a
scant handful of Maine artists who successfully applied cubist tenets to the
traditional elements of the Maine seascape. Also: "Mitch Billis: New Work,"
oils on paper, showing Dec 7-28. GaIlery hoUrs: Tues-Sat, 10-5; Sun 12-4;
othertimes by appt by calling 633-6849
or 633-2336.
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason
Street, Brunswick. Groupexhibitionfeaturing Robert Hamilton, Dean
Richardson, Martha Miller, Peter
McGlamery,JohnnieRoss,PattFrankiin,
Noriko Sakanishi, Ron Cross & Toby
Atlas. Showing through Dec 25. Gallery
hours: weekdays 1-5, weekends by
chance or appointment. 725-8157.
Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland Fann,
118Route1 ,Falmouth. EdithTuckerwill
exhibit her whimsical wooden animal
sculptures during the month of Novembar. The art of Guatemala has greatly
influenced Tucker's work, which incorperates the use of clear, bright colors.
Hours: M-Sat, 9-5; Sun noon-5. 78t2330.
Mast Cove Gallerle. II, Schooners
Wharf, Ocean Ave, Kennebunkport.
Works of 20 artists on continuous display. Hours: 10-5 and 6:30-8:30 daily.
967-3453.
O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Maine St,
Brunswick. Annual Invitation Show with
wO/l( of Marguerite Robichaux, Tom
Paiement, FrosVSlade, Elena Jahn &
others, showing through Dec . 2t. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 7298228.
Olin Art. Center, Bates College Museum of Art, Lewiston. Two exhibits:
"Robert Indiana: The Hartley Elegies,"
an exhibition in the upper gallery of
Indiana's 10 most recent silkscreen
prints cmated as an homage to artist
Marsden Hartley, a Lewiston·native. In
the lower gallery, the Marsden Hartley
oil painting "Morgenrot, Mexico" and
selected drawings and photographs
from Bates' Hartley collection will be on
display. Both through Dec 20. 7866330.
York Institute Museum, 37t Main 51,
Saco. "Forgotten Connections: Maine's
Role in the Navajo Textile Trade, 18801930," an exhibIT that explores the fascinating but little-known contact between Mainers and Navajo craftspeople
at the tum 01 the century, and features
blankets, saddle blankets, rugs, pillow
coversandothertextlles-ail owned by
Maine families 50 to one hundred years
ago. On view through Jan 26. Hours:
Tues & Wed, 1-4; Thurs 1-8. 282-3031.

Bowdoin College Mueeum of Art,
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
BnIlwick. The museum Is open to the
pltlIic free of charge. Hours: TuesdaySaturday, 10am-5 pm; Sunday, 2-5 pm.
For further information, call 725-3275.
"'The Here and the Hereafter: Imag"
of Paradl. . In lelamlc Art A major Annual Holiday Art Bazaar, sponsored
by the Union of Maine Visual Artists, will
exhibition that examines the subtlety
and richness of Islamic concepts of the
of One City Center with
fill two
afterlife as a paradisiacal garden through
photography, sculpture, studio sketches
the presentation of some olthe finest art
and finished framed pieces by 100 artproduced by this cu~ure. Consisting of
ists from all over the state. UMVA mem50 objects lent them from museums
bers will show affordable works selling
across the country, the works include
for $15 to $1 00 Nov 30 from 10-5. For
illustrated manuscripts, tiles and other
further Info, call 775-0712.
ceramics, textiles, metal and enamel
work which are represented in an installation incorporating aspects of Islamic
architecture created by Charles W.
• Continued 011 page 32
Moore. On view through Dec 15.
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Stocking stuffers like EARTHWISE and natural
skin care products
Tom's Natural Outlet
5 Depot st. (off Rt #35) • Kennebunk. ME
(207) 985-3874 • open Man-Sat 9 to 4:30
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OPEN 6 DAYS - 781-5500
Casco Bay ProfeSSional Park. 367 U,S. Rt. 1, Falmouth

BAKED JUICY TURKEY
with stvffing

SOUTHERN COOKED HAM
With sweet potato, pineapple rings
& raisin sauce

SUPER VEGETABLE PLATE
FAMOUS GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
r .... y.ur ~ party.....
Order 100 or more piece.5 of OUT
FatJ1lJW Golden Frie.d Chicken
BBQ Spareibs o r d
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Monday. Saturday 5-9pm
We serve small parties.

can for take oat 773-8884
14 Vl!m.Aln)A ST•• POBTLAmD
Marlon L Baker: "Summer Te.. H porcelain tea set, 1991.

A Baxter Gallery sampler
• Portland School of Art Faculty Show
The Baxter Gallery, 619 Congress St., Portland
Showing through Dec. 19

The Faculty Show at the Baxter Gallery is
exactly that - which, because there is no
internal coherence, makes it broad-reaching
and a lot to discuss. It's an art sampler, and
except for an evocative oil by Connie Hayes
that had the light and simple lines of a
Hopper, not one that I found to be greatly
inspired. It's nicely presented and for the
most part what hangs on the walls is
competent, if not highly original art.
Perhaps it was the full moon, but I
couldn't shake the sense that the show was
a collection of teaching illustrations: This is
a watercolor, this an abstract oil done with
a palette knife (as one did a few years ago
in response to the abstract expressionists),
Back then everybody was doing abstract oil
paintings with a palette knife. This is how
you do it, But don't do it today; it's no
longer in vogue. This is photography, and
this is
multimedia
iconography (it's supposed to take you into the
collective unconscious, and you're supposed to guess what it means - make sure
it's deep). This is a wooden installationit's conceptual- it's a staircase caving in
on itself and half of it's going backwards,
We've leaned it against the wall,
I experienced this feeling of ennui
looking. for example, at the large oil-oncanvas triptych of Edwin Douglas. Perhaps
I felt it because I had that very morning
seen two small oils of his at the Greenhut
Gallery that were really eXciting. coherent
and intellectual. I had stood in front of
those works for a full 10 minutes, enjoying
and admiring them, and wishing for the
umpteenth time that I could "acquire" art,
But this triptych looks as though it had
been done with rollers. The idea is nice
enough: interior-exterior-interior spaces,
but there's just not much to it. My conclusion: In largeness lies not, necessarily, the
answer to coherent painting, Good painting
should be tight, like good music,
But there is a lot in this show that I think
is wonderful- imaginative, and created
with obvious skill, Most of what I admired
was in the category of crafts. The ceramic
pieces by Marian L. Baker, for example,
especially her "Summer Tea Set," have not

only beautiful, variegated but complimentarydesigns, butalsoa wonderfully rounded, fullbellied shape that is visually and emotionally
very pleaSing. Similarly, Mark Johnson's "Tea
for Two" and "Pouring Vessel" are also
sensually satisfying, He's created two huge,
deep, leafy cups, the contours of which follow
the design of the leaves painted on the outside.
The teapot that goes with them is reassuring
and friendly, and the pouring vessel seems
ancient and majestic.
Gary Ambrose has two wooden burls, one
of which isn't very interesting, but the other of
which, "Sleepless Night," has been polished
into a smooth, rounded, flowing. earth-source
shape which suggests fecundity and plenitude. The shape of the piece follows the
Swirling grain of the wood, and it begs for
concentrated amounts of stroking. Everyone
with a stressful life should be required to carry
one of these sculpted wooden burls around,
Joel Eckhaus and Jamie Johnston are both
superb craftsmen, as well as designers.
Johnston's pair of clean-lined, fabric-covered
wooden benches are sleek, smooth and
visually extremely satisfying. They're also,
with their sunken-in middles, wonderfully
comfortable to sit on while looking at the rest
of the art. Eckhaus' two instruments, a sansa (a
tiny wooden and brass instrument with what
look like polished mahogany popsicle sticks
you presumably pluck), and a slim, stately
xylophone, are beautifully crafted works of
symmetry and grace. The "please do not
touch" sign was difficult to obey,
And to add a final touch to the sleek-andgleaming deparbnent, it was impossible not to
find Alan Perry's shiny bronze futuristic
watering can compelling. Its extra-long.
elegant, arcing lines juxtaposed with its stiff,
straight back and decolletage front make her a
stately and imposing lady indeed. - a veritable dispenser of life-giving water. A goddess, in other words.
So the life of this exhibition seems to lie
primarily in the three-dimensional realm,
specifically in its music and containment of
precious fluids. Thus it's well recommended,
Go and stroke a burl, get comfy on a scooptopped bench, hear the xylophone play, and
have a good, deep cup of bacchanalian tea,

Margot Me Williams
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GERALDINE
ANTIQUEWOLF
&

ESTATE JEWELRY

Lovely mtiques. Wonderful prices. Browsers welcome.
We are located under the peach awning at Twenty·six Milk Street,
Monday - Saturday 10:30 . 5, or by appointment, closed Sunday

26 Milk Street, in Portland's Old Port (207) 774-8994
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HOLIDAY PARTY
Reservations are still available
for large or small groups
-luncheon or dinneryour place or ours.
Join us for dinner before
December 22 and you could
win dinner for two
on New Year's Eve.

The
osprey

• Omtimud from

Thur•. 10 Sun.
5 :30-9:00
10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood
Marine Center. Just off Rte 127 So .•
Robinhood, Maine 04530
(207) 371-2530
Reseroations accepted.
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LARGEST SELECTION of TABLE Top
& APARTMENT SIZE TREES
Custom Wreaths: All Shapes & Sizes.
Garland in assorted lengths.
OPEN: 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. 7 DaysM. Starting NOllember 30.
Located at the corner Park Alle. & State St. extension
Park

GRAND OPENING
- 10% OFF THROUGH DECEMBER
(FIRST TIME SERVICE ONLYI

I~POI1EDQC5'iTI;N I

.. . .. 'N ' A' I L . 'S A 'L O· N .... '.
• Nail Extensions - Various methods available •
• Manicures • Pedicures •
OPENING DATE
DEC. 2

Call for an
appointment todayl

121-0109
&POlLED QarrEN
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Entertainment

98 Maine Street
Brunswick

TRAIN
c
DOORS

ComrnunltyPhatographyShowlng Celebrating Portland and photography. area
residents are Invited to submit slides of
their favorite people and places In the
city for "My Favorite Portland" slide
showing Jan 25, 1992. All slides r&celved will be shown In a free public
presentation at Portland Museum of Art.
Slides should be of outdoor scenes.
with a maximum of two slides submitted
per person. They should be sent with a
self -addressed, stamped envelope to
Thee HoItwijk, SMRT, PO Box 618, Portland 041 04. Entrantsshould include their
name, address and phone number, the
location when! the slide was taken and
an optionai l00-word statement abou1
the view.
F.llowshlp.:Th. N_ England Foundation for the Art. will award up to 10
fellowships In the Wori<s-on-Paper categO!}' and 10 in the Painting category .
All awards will be for $5,000. Artists are
inv~ed to attend a seminar to helpthem
pl'epare proposals Dec 5 at 5 pm,
Dantorth Gallery, 34 Dantorth St, Portland. Six-12 awards will also be made to
emerging and lesser-known artists for
the creation of works exploring new
definitions of cultures, disciplines ortrad~ions. Call 775-6245 for more info.
"A Gift of Art" Free admission to see
Joan Whitney Payson collection Monet, Renoir. Degas, Picasso, Wyeth
-at Portland Museum of Art. Principals
from Portland Ballet will perform selections from "The Nutcracker" throughout
the moming of Dec 7, Santa Claus arrives at noon, Mayor Tom Alen and
other dignitaries will follow at 1 pm. The
museum's located at Seven Congress
Square. For more information. call 7756148.
Hitchcock Gallery is accepting three
works by artists from which the exhibition schedule for the upcoming years
will be planned. Call the gallery first. at
773-0976, before bringing work over to
602 Congress SI.
HowTo Hanclcolor Photograph. Wori<shop presented by Women's Art Works
Dec 7 from 12:30-3:30 pm at 64 Codman
St,Portland. Createauniqueholiday gift
through this intriguing art form. For more
Information, call 775-2442.
Maine Women In the Arts invite you to
an Old-Fashioned Christmas Prelude
Party Dec 6 from 4-6 pm at the Priscilla
Hartley Gallery, Wharf Lane,
Kennebunkport. Call 985-1473 for more
info.
Portland School of Art Annual Holiday
Sal. Dec 6-8 from 9-5 at the Baxter
Building. Free admission. For more information, call 775-3052.
"Strang. BacIf.llows? Art HI.tory and
AIDS Activism, Politics and PostMocIamlsm" Lecture by Christopher
Reed, assistant professor of art histO!}',
USM Gorham. Dec 1 at 7:30 pm in Beam
Classroom, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Call 725-3275 for
more info.
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SENSE

333 ForestAve., Portland, ME 773-6906
Open M-F 10-6, Sat 10-5, Sun 1 1-4

Agnes Bushell, Alfred DePew and
Claude Caswell Celebrated PSA aca·
demic faculty members will read from
their works on Dec 5 at 7 pm at Baxter
Auditorium. 619 congress SI. It 's free.
For more info call 775·5152.

Exploring the Tao Ongoing group con- Portland West, a non·profit neighborsiders how to live in alignment with The
hood organization. needs a cler1<ltypist
for typing, data entry and preparing
Way as described by Lao Tzu and other
mailings. Computer literacy is preferred.
Taoists. We meet Wednesdays at 7:30
pm at Maybe Someday... Bookstore,
but they wiU train in Word 5.5 and PC
File. Two hours a day, or evenings. Call
195CongressSt, Portland. It's free. and
all are welcome. Call Jim at 774-9217 or
874-1000.
Bonnie at 773-3275 for more info.
Wayside Evening Soup Kitchen needs
"Global Ethic. for the 21st C.ntury"
meal preparers and servers from 4-5:30
Chrlstisn Science Monitor Columnist
pm and serving/clean·up volunteers
Rushworth Kidder will talk on Dec 5 at
from 5:30-7:30 pm. This is an opportu7:30 pm at Peoples Heritage Bank, One
nity to gain commercial kitchen experiPortland Square. Call 7804551 .
ence and to work with the homeless and
poor. Call 874-1000.
Harriet Beecher Stow. and Fanny
Fern: Two Views of Domesticity Fi·
naI lecture in Uterary Women in Maine
II '
series takes place Dec 4 at 7 pm at
, 0 /\
Westbrook College Abplanalp Ubrary,
\
off Stevens Ave in Portland. Lecturer:
Karin Woodruff Jackson. Cost: $10. For
more Information call 797-7261 ex 263.
Non-hunt.,.. RIghts Allianc. (NhRA)
All property owners who want their pr&mises off limits to hunting should con..... -....
tact NhRA immediately. NhRA's "Project
Safety Zone" program will register private land in the appropriate municipal
offices and with the state Fish and Wild·
life service. To have your land included
or to helpwith the project, write POBox
8182, Bangor 04402, tel. 236-6328.
Portland School of Art Faculty Membe,.. will discuss their research projects
In conjunction with the annual faculty
exhibit Dec 5 at 7 pm in Baxter Audito·
rium, 619 Congress St, Portland. Elly
Haney: feminist ethics; Dana Sawyer:
Religion in modem India; & Susan Waller: Anorexia-Bulimia Anonymou. is a fel·
lowship of individuals who share their
Women artists, 1750-1950. For more
experience, strength and hope with each
information, call 775-5152 .
other. that they may solve their common
Proprloc.ptlv. Writing basic intensive
problems and help themselves and othwori<shop Dec 6-8. Fee based on sliding
ers to recover from eating disorders. It is
scale from $100-$400. For registration
our philosophy to find altemate coping
or further info contact Proprioceptive
mechanisms. other than food , as well as
Writing Center, 39 Deering St, Portland
to find our true identities, other than
04104, tel. n2-1847.
through our eating disorders. By sharing
with N3A members, we explore moving
towards becoming active participants
in life. Anonymity is the foundation of
this support group. ABA is facilitated by
recovered people. Meets {Wery Friday
from 6·7:30 pm at Westbrook Community HOSpital, 40 Pari< Road, Westbrook .
Call 854-8464 for further info.
A.R. T .S. Anonymous is a group of local
artists recovering through the 12 Steps,
who have come together to form a support group that meets every Monday at
7 pm at Sl Luke's Cathedral, State
Street. Portland.
A Brain Tumor Support Group meeting
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital
of Portland (NERH·Portland), 13 Chal1es
SI. This group has been designed by
NERH-Portland and the American Cancer Society to meet the special needs of
adults with brain tumors and their families. The group meets the second and
fourth Thursdays of the month. Inter·
ested participants should contact Rev.
Wish prior to theirfirst meeting for a brief
preliminary interview. People are encouraged to join any time by calling
Wish at 775-4000, ext. 542.
Cllncer Support Group The Visiting
Nurse Service of Southem Maine hold
this monthly support and education
group enabling those affected by cancerto help others, providing information
about resources and helping to decrease
the anxieties felt by those diagnosed
The Aida ProJect Needs Hotlln. Workand their families. Info and support is
.,.. willing to work a four-hour shift one
facilitated by social wori<ers, nurses,
or more times per week. Training will be
oncologists, nutritionists and cancer
provided on how to answer calls on
sUIVlvors. All meetings are held at the
statewide hotllne about AIds and HN
VNS Saco Office at 15 Industrial Park
transmission, and how to provide supRd, at no cost. Call 284-4566 or 1-800port and peer counseling for callers'
660-4VNS for more Info.
concerns. If you are good at listening.
haveacompassionatenature, and would Chronic Fatlgu. Syndrome 'upport
Group meets the first and third Sunday
like to give to a community in desperate
of every month from 4-5:30 pm at Mercy
need of support and education, call the
Hospital in the small auditorium on B-2.
United Way Volunteer Center at 874·
For more Info call 775·2219 .
1000.
Danc./AeroblclMov.m.nt Instructor Dlabet.s Support Group Sponsored by
the Visiting Nurse Service of Southem
needed by Sweetser Children's Services
Maine, this monthly support and educafor a group d; special needs adolescent
tion group for diabetics and other intergirls in a residential treatment program.
ested persons provides a place for sharThe volunteer should have the ability to
ingand problem solving aroundthemany
lead such a class. be patient and flexfacets of diabetes. Information and eduible, and be interested in making a posication is provided by a registered nurse
tlvelmpact on children whose lives have
and a variety of guest speakers. All meetbeen marked by vIoIeroe, abuse & n&ings are held althe VNS' Saco Office. 15
glect. Training will be given. Call 874Industrial Road. Free. For more informa1000.
lion. call 284-4566 or1-800-660-4VNS.
Get Acquainted wtth Llt.racy Volunt_,.. Papa Gino's (Mallside Plaza. S. DlvorcedPerspecttves lsaweeklymeeling held Wednesdays at 7 pm, at
Portland) will donate a percentage of the
Woodfords Congregational Church. 202
profits from meals sold Dec 2 from 5-10
Woodford St . Portland. Forfurtherinforpm to Uteracy Volunteers, an organizamation. call 774-HELP.
tion that trains tutors to provide free,
confidential help with reading and writ- DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Porting to adults and others. For more inforland Confidential support group meetmation, call 878-2655.
Ing Monday nights in room H2 at the
Dana Health Center. Maine Medical
"Magic of Chrls1m." Volunteer HolICenter. Portland. For more info. call
day Ushers for 11 Portland Symphony
774-4357.
performances Dec 13·22 (12:30-3:30 or
6-9) will enjoy the concert free. You H.lp for Fea,.., Anxl.ty " Depre. .lon
need to be friendly, energetic and have
Recovery • Inc. offers a method for people
some knowledge of Portland City Hall
whose symptoms are nervous In origin.
Auditorium. Cali 874-1 000 for more info.
Meetings are held every week in Portland at 10 am Saturdays at the Father
New Year's Portland Need. Volun·
Hayes C enter, 699 Stevens Ave .
teers to hang posters, build stages and
Windham meetings are held at 7 pm
staff performance sites. Wori< days or
Mondays at N. Windham Union Church
evenings, weekends or weekdays. Eam
Parish House, Route 302. No charge.
free admission to all shows. Call Bob
Contact Diane at 892-9529 for more
Curtlsat Maine Arts, 772-9012, for more
information.
information.
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HELP

OFF THE
CLOCK

Hom.I. . ..,... To help. contactthe shelter closest to you. Or if you need assistance in finding a home. call Hospitality
House Inc at 453-2986, or write P.O.
Box Hinckley. Me 04944.
H.O.P.E. self-support g~ with facilitator meet weekly to help heal the emotional pain associated with chronic or
serious diseases, irjury, life, death and
childhood issues. Group meets at Mercy
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30
pm,andattheUnityChurch,16Co1umbla Rd, Portland, on Trursdays from 1012 noon. There's also a support group
for the family and friends of the III that
meets every other Thursday from 7-9
pm; and a Next Step Group for 12Steppers who want to go deeper Into
feelings, that meets every Monday at
Unity from 7-9 pm. For more information. calI1-800-339-H0PE.
Inent .urvlvor Group forwomen survivors of sexuai abuselincest held weekly
at Womenspace COlrISeling Center in
Portland. All groups are facilitated and
strictly confidential. For more Info, call
VIVian Wadas, M .A., at 87t -0377.
Ingrah.m Volunt_,.. Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP.
InJured Work.,.. Meeting for workers
having difficulty with workers' comp system. 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall
next to Sanford Unitarian Chl6Ch, corner of Lebanon and Maine slreets,
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Leaning and gliding cross-country

Wayne Curtis

~

797.3338

HOLLANDER BASH

• Continued on page 34
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STEEL COW

Many believe that if God had meant for humans to crosscountry ski, She wouldn't have invented the high-speed
detachable quad chairlift. This is a perfectly reasonable belief.
Cross-country skiing can be exhausting, frustrating and
damaging to the psyche. In short, great winter fun.
Several things distinguish cross-country from downhill.
First off, the equipment can be purchased far cheaper. Entrylevel skis, boots and poles can be had for between $125 (1.1.
Bean) and $160 (EMS), a fraction of what you'd pay for alpine
gear. Second of all, you can walk on cross-country skis without
looking like Frankenstein with a bowel disorder. This is
because the heels aren't attached, allowing you to lean and
glide with each step. In other words, you provide your own
forward momentum rather than rely on gravity.
Gliding down hills doesn't require much explication, but
newcomers are often perplexed about skiing uphill. Why don't
the skis slide backwards? And how do you keep moving
forward?
FlISt, the skis. There are basically two kinds of skis, waxed
and waxless. The traditional waxed skis have smooth bottoms,
which serve as a base for a variety of waxes. Softer waxes are
used on soft snow, harder waxes on hard. snow. When pressure is exerted on the wax, it grips the snow. When pressure is
released., the skis glide. Understanding this principal is about
as easy as understanding Eurodollars. It just works. Take our
word for it.
Waxless skis are far simpler to grasp in theory. The base is
incised. with a pattern, often resembling fish scales, that arrests
backwards motion but allows you to glide forward. Not only
are waxless skis Simpler to understand, they're simpler to use.
Self-serious skiers scoff at them in part because they generate
quite a racket when passing over ice or hard-packed snow.
A whole menu of techniques is used. to maintain momentum. Among the basic moves are kick and glide, and skate
skiing. In the former, skiers push off on the forward ski, then
glide a moment before pushing off again. This is also called
the diagonal stride. In skate skiing, skiers act much as if they
were skating, using the edges of skis like skate blades. Skate
skiers use shorter skis and require wider tracks to keep up
their speed..
Although any snowy area is perfect for cross-country skiing
after a snowfall, the most enjoyable tend to feature rolling
hills. In Portland, Riverside Golf Course is a popular place for
an afternoon excursion. lf you're willing to head farther afield,
dozens of options present themselves. Request a brochure on
cross-country skiing at state parks by writing to the Bureau of
Parks and Recreation, State House Station 22, AugUsta, ME
04333. Check out the White Mountains, particularly the
groomed trails around Jackson (a trail fee is charged). And try
Carter's Farm Market Cross Country Ski Center, with 13 miles
of gentle, woodland trails, off Route 26 in Oxford.

Pe.r .upervlslon and SUpport Group
This group Is for counselors working in
the field of addictions, with all its related
Issues, and meets every three weeks on
a Monday from 4-5:30 pm. No facilita·
tor. No fees. For more Info call Sara
Cheney MS, LSAC at 871-7458; Jean
Bryenton AN, LSAC. at 727-5740; or
Elaine Goodrich LCSW, LSAC. at 9341212.
Portland Parent .upport Group sponsored by Malnely Families Is now mootIng weekly at the Portland W .I.C . office,
222 st. John St (rear) fNary Wed eve
from 7-9 pm. Parents meet to get support and guidance from other parents
who share similar experiences in raising
pre-teens and adolescents, while they
learn new skills to help prevent pr0blems before they occur. Open to all
parents at no charge. Forfurtherlnfo call
Mainely Families at PROP, 874-1140.
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: "A Life in the Theatre"
IA delightful, award·winning comedy
playing Nov. 21 - Dec. 15
I 2 for 1 Thursdays Nov. 21 & Dec. 5

Sanford.
It's P.O••••,I.B.L.E. (partners of Survivors Stop Incest by Learning and Educating)offersphone5t4JPorl, workshops
and self-help support groups. Portland
group meets bimonthly. For more info,
call 1-547 -3532.
Need to Tal k? Dial Kids hotline Is for teens who have a problem or need to
talk. The hotllne Is open from 2:30-5 pm
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk to other
teens who are well trained to listen and
help. Calls are kept confidential, except
when the caller is in danger. Topics
discussed on the hotllne range from
family and school to sexuality and relationships, peer relations, birth control,
loneliness, substance abuse & suicide.
If you need to talk, call 774-TALK.
O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on
Fridays at 6·7:30 pm, Mercy Hospital,
Upper Auditorium. Portland. Free. For
more information, call 773-0976.
Out for Good A lesbian discussion/support group meets each Thursday from
7-9 pm in Saco. Topics vary weekly. $1
weekly donation. Non· smoking, chemfree meeting. For info. call 247-3461 .
Outright, the Portland Alliance of Gay
and Lesbian. Bisexual and Questioning
Youth, offers support and information
for young people 22 and under. in a safe
environment, {Wery Friday from 7 :309:30 pm at the Preble Street Chapel,
comer of Preble and Cumberland avenues. For Info. write or call: Outright,
P.O. Box 5028, Station A. Portland
04101, tel . 774-HELP.
Parent Support Group sponsored by
Parents Anonymous and the Family Resource Center is held weekly at the
Family Resource Centeron Fridays from
10-11 :30 am . Parents are given an 0pportunity to meet with others and discuss parenting issues and concems. No
fees, no waiting lists. For more Info. call
871-7445.
Th. Path of "-covary Portland Sufi
otder offers a series of small meetings
involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
Into our lives. Meetings are modeled
after 12-step groups and welcome any.
one with a desire to racoverfrom addic·
tions or codependency. Meetings are
Tuesdays. 7:30-8:45 pm, at Woodfords
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
St, Portland. Open to the public. Donations are welcome. For more Information. call Jan at 878-2263 or Ell at 774-
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Wann your feet in
Birkenstock clogs and
shoes! With the original
contoured footbed. our
winter styles provide
warm, natural comfort.

walkabout
IPlRY liT R6~lIlfl

SIP"IRlfS
GREAT GIFT IDEAS!
USED AND NEW
FIGURE AND HOCKEY SKATES
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
X-C AND DOWNHILL SKIS, BOOTS, POLES
AND ACCESSORIES
~ift.t,eS SNOWBOARDS
ce(tt~\.el IN-LINE SKATES
},."o,
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

USED AND NEW EVERYTHING!
TENNIS
FOOTBALL
BASEBALL

GOLF
LAWN GAMES
BASKETBALL ROLLERSKATES
WETSUITS
BICYCLES
WE BUY, Sill TRADE AND CONSIGN USED &NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT

311 MARGINAL WAY • PORTLAND

e

773.6063
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A general boobtore featuring a fine selection in
our women's studies department, including:
Biography
History Ie Politics
Poetry, Uterature Ie Essays
Health &< Sexuality
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Falmouth Shopping Center

Entertainment
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Holiday Hours: Mon~t 9-8. Sun % . 781-4808

HELP

The 8colloale Support Group ofM.lne

We are Just-Baked MUFFINS and BAGELS
We are Fresh AVOCADO, Lean Roast Beef
We are Lunch all day & Breakfast Take-Out
A cheery Wake up between Horne and Work
We're Fast, We're Friendly. We're the
BOX LUNCH, the Sandwich Specialists!

"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide
A sensible, direct and
easy-to-read parenting guide.
Designed to provide direction for
parents, to furnish them with
understanding of their child's
behavior and to instill confidence.
Issues and behaviors are
common in childhood and
adolescence. Tells parents what
to do and what not to do. Indexed
and alphabetized. Written by Carl
Metzger, M.D., who tias a private
psychotherapy practice in
Portland, and hosts "Health line,"
a weekly radio talk show. Send
$10.95 check or money order to:

:," ,
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Good Parenting Guide
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101

lsanon-medcalorganizatlonthatoffllfS
educational as well as moral support to
anyone suffering from sooilosis, regardlese of age or S8Yerity of the curve. We
meet every other month alternately between Brunswick and Portland. Extra
meetings are held when & where needed.
We have informal gatherings as well as
professionals In the field address our
group. Forrnonllnfo call Deborah Davis
at 655-5242 In Portland or Diane
Burroughs at 725-5900 In Bn.lSwick.
Or write the group at 172 MaIn St.

Topsham 04086.
Senior OutrHCh 8erv\c.. In response
to the needs of older people, Southern
MaIne Area Agerv;:y on Aging Is providing Senior Outreach Services to the following locations: Agency's offices at
237 Oxford St, Portland, every Friday
from 10 am-1 pm; Pride's Comer Congregational Church, 235 Pride St,
Westbrook, firstTtusdayofeachmonth,
for residents of Westbrook and Gorham,
from 10 am-1; Ross Center, 38 Washington St, Biddeford, second Tuesday
ofeach month, forresldents of Biddeford,
Seco&OOB,from10am-l pm.AnElder
Advocate will be available to assist residents with their aging-related Issues and
concerns, such as Medicare, insurance,
housing, social security, etc. This service is provided free of charge. 7756503 or HI00-427-7411.
Special Interest AAMeetlng for People
Living With AIDS meets weekly on
Tuesdaysat8 pm at the PWA Coalition,
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting designed to provide a safe space in
which to discuss HIV Issues, while living
positively sober. This meeting is open
only to those who have tested HIVI
Positive or have been diagnosed with
AIDS. For more information, call 6719211.
Transplant Support Group H.O.P.E.
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a
statewide system of support for persons with illness or iniury that prevents
them from living life in the manner to
which1hey had been accustomed. ~you
are waiting or have had a transplant of
any kind, we would like you to join us
every Wednesday from 6-8 pm, at United
MethodistChurch, 618 Washington Ave,
Portland. Handicapped accessible. For
fur1herinformatlon, call 1-800-339-4673.
Tr.nuupport A peer support group for
transsexuals, cross-dressers, their
friends and families who desire a better
understanding of gender-related issues.
We currently meet on the second Sunday of each month at 6 pm. For more
Info, write to Transsupport, PO Box
17622, Portland 04101 .
WINGS A non-profit organization that
serves single parents. New support
groups for 1991-92 will meet Thursdays
from 7-9 pm. For info, call 767-2010.
Younger WIdo_rwIWIdo_ Support
Group Men and women 50 or younger
who have experienced the death of a
spouse wnhin the last three years are
invned to attend a support group to help
and encourage each other through the
normal grief process. Eight rooetlngs
will be held in yarmouth on Tues eves
begimlng n September, Forfurther info,
call 846-5285 or 846-9480.
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Cerebrating
rrfte :Year of rribet
AN EXHIBIT OF TIBETAN MEDITATIVE PAINTINGS
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RICHARD, PARKS, GALLERY
288 Fore Street, Portland, ME 04101 (207) 774-1322

WELL
NESS

Buddhlet-Orlented MedHatlon Group
now meeting every Sunday, from 10-11
am, at 1040 Broadway, S. Portland.
SmaD donation. For information, call 7742174 ,
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Small Is beautiful

-

• Sampling local small-press poetry

Small press magazines, it has been argued, are the heartbeat
of poetry. They keep poetry of the people and for the people,
and they give talented local poets exposure they'd never stand
a chance of receiving in Poetry, the New Yorker or the Kenyon

Review.
We just so happen to have half a dozen quality poetry
magazines here in Maine. Here's a sampler of two that are
published annuaJly:
• The Blade Ry R"'ew (1112), Unlvenlty of MaIne at Fort
Kent
Though its name might put you off a minute, the Black Fly
Review deserves a look. The poems contained within its pages
are surprisingly mature, fresh and variegated. Listen to Nancy
Devine describing trees in "When Trees Are Like Birds":

At dawn, with steam rising
from their needles, they clutch
their long-toed feet
into the earth.
Or hear Nancy Taylor writing about "The Year Men Loved
Me":

They sowed tangles
01 wildflowers
in my cultivated heart....
My bones hummed.
Their vibrato
shattered my china blues,
powdered my sugar tongue.
This is a serious journal of poetry that will probably only
improve. Find it.
• Chants (0), Northern Lights Press
CJumts focuses more on classical themes and forms than
small presses usually do these days. It's off to a good start, but
the work still needs more seasoning.
This issue begins with work from four Soviet poets, two of
whom are emigres to the United States. Half the poems are
translated from the Russian
into metered rhyme by an
American, which presents its
own potential problems.
Some of the material works, some doesn't.
Instead, the highlight of this issue turns out to be Terry
Plunkett's five poems and part of an explanatory letter from
his time in India. In "Reverence," he writes:

An old man weaves up and down the street,
mumbling. People step around him.
He has driven himself insane by curiosity.
Last year he prayed to trees ....
He speoks to stones, prays to them,
and trIes to find the same ones every day....
Last week, trees began to speak.
From inside, he heard a child cry out.

Medltatlon-ln·Motlon Free meditation
every Tuesday from 12-1 pm; come as
you are. Kripalu yoga noon-time class
every Thursday from 12-1 pm - $10.
Ongoing schedule of Kripalu yoga
classes and Phoenix Rising yoga therapy
sessions. All upstalrsatl 0 Exchange St,
Studio 202. Call Kim Chandler at 8742341 for more info.
Motivation lind Self-Eeteem Dr. Steve
Sobel, author of "The Good Times Handbook - Your Guide to Positive LMng
and an Exc~ing Lne" will present two
seminars Dec 7 from 1 0-12 and 1-3 pm
in the aud~orium of Southem Maine
Technical College, S. Portland. Cost Is
$24, group rates also offered. Pre-registration required. Caill-800-874-7189.
Non-Verbal CommunlClltion Therapist
Jackie Riche will pt'9sentthe fourth workshop of the second annual Men's Forum
series on Dec 4 from 7-9:30 pm In Mercy
Hospital's Medical Staff Memorial Auditorium, Portland. Call 679-3486 for Info.
Pop Ego'e Balloon and Enjoy Your
True Self Sahajayogameditation Tuesdays, from 7-8:15 pm, in the Faculty
Lounge, Student Center, USM Portland.
Call 767-4619 for more info.
Self-Eeteem .nd Creativity Graham
Reaves,authorof ·AStrangertoMyse~:
Art Aduh Guide to Higher Self-Esteem
and Creative Living," wiil conduct an aIday intensive Dec 7 from 9-3 pm. Registration is $50 (no book included); call
773-3000.
Stretching the Spirit A yoga class of
gentle breathing and stretching ending
in deep r~axation. All are welcome to
this creative approach to body, mind
and spiritual well-being. Please bring a
mat. Wednesdays from 5:30-6:30 pm,
Saturdays from 9-10 am at the
Swedenborgian Church, 302 Stevens
Ave, Portland. $3 donation. For more
info, call 772-8277.
sun Meditation Join the Portland Sufi
Order for meditation sessions based on
the works of Hazrat lnayat Khan and Plr
Vilayat lnayat Khan. Experienced teachers will offer sessions working with creative visualization, breath, sound, light
and divine qualities. Open to all; no
experience necessary, Bring a meditation pillow or bench n desired. No fee,
but donations are gratefully accepted.
Sessions held at 232 St John St (Union
Station), Room 132. For more info, call
Hayat Ricki Schechter at 657-2605 or
Rosanne at 646-6039. For newsletter
with activities list, call Eli at 774-1203.
T'al Chi Ch'ua" is an ancient Taoist
Chinese martial arts system based on
mental and physical balance, unity and
harmony. Excellent for spiritual growth,
radiant physical health and unequaled
In reducing the effects of stress and
tension In one's I~e. Also an effective
method of developing fluidity, awareness, focus and peace w~hin oneself.
Beginners' through advanced classes,
including Push-Hands. Visitors welcome. Forfurther Info, call Gene Golden
at 772-9039.
The T. .nlYoung Adult Clinic is a place
to go ~ you have a health concem or
medical problem, need a sports/school
physical done, or have birth control issues to deal with. Open to anyone 132t, every Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. Call 871-2763 for an appointment.
Walk·ins seen nthey arrive by 7 pm.
YMCA Young F.thers' Program Advocacyand support for fathers ages 14-24
wtth individual casemanagement,counseilng and an ongoing support gro~
Monday from 6:30-8 pm at the Portland
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave. For more info, call
Steve Ives at 874-1111.
YWCA Multl-Cultul'8l F.mlly Group
M . .tlnge Dec 4 at 6:30 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. Facilnator: Diane Kindler, LCSW. For more information, call 874-0022.

OUT
SIDE

Casco Bay Bike Club meets the third
Tuesday of every month at 7 pm in the
Portland Safety Building (police station)
on Middle street. The public is welcome. Call the 24-hour hotlins at 7741116, Bob Murray at 892-7029 or Gary
Davis at 892-8257 for more info.
Ice Fishing Made Easy L.L. Bean staffer
and Maine Guide Dave Kelley provides
an Intro to ice fishing: what gear, clothing and accessories you need for a successfti outing. Dec 5 from 7:30-9 pm,
Casco Street Conference Center,
Freeport. Free. For info call 865-4761
ext 7800, or 800-341-4341 ext 7800.
Maine &lerr. Club will hold ns monthly
meeting Dec 6 at 7:30 pm at the Barron
Center Audnorium, Brigtrton Ave, Portland. Program includes video ent~led
·We Are the Sierra Club" and holiday
celebration of the environment. Free.
Refreshments. Call 865-3648 for more
info.
Maine Women Outdoore sponsors hiking, biking and camping trips for women
16 years of age and older. For info, call
Sandy at 657-5134 or Karen at 7973006.
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
(MOAC) brings together people who
enioy the outdoors. MOAC offers trips
and events to people of all skill levels,
beginner to expert. All are welcome to
altendthemonthly meetingll, highligtrted
by a slide presentation. Upcoming activities: Dec 4, monthly meeting with
program of canoeing in Labrador& northem Quebec, at North Deering CongregationaiChurch, 1364 WaShington Ave;
Dec 7, Christmas tree trip, call Mike
Morrison at 772-8465; Dec 8, planning
meeting for cross-country ski season
trips, call 655-4645; Dec 14, third annual
MOAC Christmas party, call Carey at
772-9831 for more info. Every Tues &
Thur, after work leg stretch around Baxter
Blvd, leave at 6:30 pm from Payson
Park. For updated trip info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118. For club and
membership info, call Carey at 7729831.

FOR
KIDS
Basketball Portland YMCA is now accepting registrations for its Youth Basketball Program for children in grades
one to seven. For more information call
Michael LeGage at 674-1111 .
Chrletmae Vac.tlon C.mp South Portland Recreation will be offering a camp
for children in elementary school Dec
3O-Jan3. Thefour-day campwill feature
field trips, inside sports, arts & crafts
and outside play. Cost: $60 (each additional child from same family Is $50). Call
767-7650 to register.

Plunkett's "Taking the Waters" also fascinates:
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THOUGHT I HAD LOST EUROPEAN

,.... STYLE SKIN CARE WHEN I LEFT
See what your sl~in has
CANADA. BUT AT L'ESTHETIQUES
been missing. L'Esthetiques IT'S AS CLOSE AS PORTLAND."
home of the two-hour faCial.
DR M F BRUNSWICK

ilLa

Gift Certificates Available.

L' Esthetiques
Skin Care Clinic
4 Kelly Road, just off Route 1
Falmouth, Maine
781-5100
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Need Help for Your Favorite
Indoor Sport?
We offer all you could possibly want!

•

Charles and Samuella Shain
~ BOOK SIGNING ~
Saturday, December 7
Noon to 2 p.m.
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Landing, Route 88, Yarmouth ~ 846· 6306
Mon. - ThUTS. & Sat. 9.{i; Fri. 9-8; Sun. 12-5

Lower Falls

Appearing in November

CURT BESSETTE

Pearls, Pearls,
Pearls
&

24 Karat Gold
Who could ask for
anything more? '

Singer/songwriter
featuring songs
from hiS new
releose "Harbo('
Beginning 11/6

Wed 8-11pm
Thurs. 8-midnighl
Fn. & Sat B:30pm-12:30am
Free Parking

TOP

~

call now
for your customjewelry
appointment.
, 775-2468

OF THE EAST

SOnesla Hotel Portland
nS-5411

CARL NELSON

I visit Varanasi
and look at the dead cows floating,
at lepers splashing their sores.
But I am a beli"er.
I cup out a handful
and dribble It on my tongue.
Soon I have classic Delhi-Belly
that lasts two weeks
and almost kills me.

(1898-1988):
The Middle Decades
November 20 - December 28

gleason
FIN

But these waters work: I live.
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ART

19th and 20th Ceniu"I American Art;
Select Contempora"l Art

So does Chants. Poems like these demonstrate the promise
this magazine holds,

Open Year ROWld •

Paul KiJ"
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• Continued on page 36
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FOR

KIDS

Short stories sought for Casco Bay Weekly's

Zen and the gentle art of snowshoeing

Relevant Fiction
Competition
Casco Bay Weekly is accepting original,
unpublished short stories on topics relevant to
modern life in the Casco Bay region. A panel of
three judges will choose the most compelling,
well-written short stories for inclusion in Casco
Bay Weekly's Relevant Fiction Issue, Feb. 20,
1992.

We seek stories that raise questions about
some facet of everyday life here in the Casco
Bay region. We are looking for stories that
demand to be told; fiction that is evocative and
finely tuned to the author's intention. (Please
do not submit stories in the" genre" traditions
of erotica, fantasy, mystery, science fiction, the
supernatural, reminiscence or romance.)
The judges are Alfred DePew, teacher at
Portland School of Art and winner of the 1990
Flannery O'Connor Award for Short Fiction for
''The Melancholy of Departure"; Tim Follo,
owner of Raffles Cafe Bookstore and downtown Portland resident; and Linda TrichterMetcalf, former professor of English and humanities at Pratt Institute, and originator and
co-director of Portland's Proprioceptive Writing Center.
Double-spaced manuscripts of 3,000 words
or less will be accepted until 5 p.m., Jan. 10.
(Longer stories will be disqualified.) The
author's name,
address and phone
number must
appear only on the
cover page of the
manuscript.
Subsequent pages
should be identified by story titles and page
numbers only. Do not submit unfinished
stories. Proofread your stories carefully.
Chosen authors will be notified within one
month. Only manuscripts accompanied by a
self-addressed, stamped envelope will be
returned.
Selected authors will each receive $50, and
their stories will be presented in the Feb. 20
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Around that time,
judges, authors and CBW editors will dine
together for the literary and gustatory benefit of
all concerned.
Send your manuscript by Friday, Jan. 10 to;
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101

What could be more peaceful in these hectic times than
walking through the winter woods on three feet of snow, quiet
as the few straggling leaves drifting along the white surface of
the earth? Snowshoeing may be the ultimate winter sport:
mildly exerting, contemplative, and always in pace with the
forest's own rhythms.
To get started, you don't even need to be in perfect shape.
But you will need a few bucks and - even more important - a
willingness to slow down and enjoy what's out there.
There are several kinds of snowshoes from which to choose.
Old-fashioned "fishtail" Maine snowshoes are long and teardrop shaped; older wooden models were quite heavy, with
thick, long tails, but the modern-day incarnations are lighter,
less cumbersome, and tail-less - best for hilly terrain. Fishtail
shoes will run you $115 at LL Bean, $70 if you already own
bindings - but who does?
"Bear paws" - a personal favorite - are oval, nearly
circular shoes without tails. They're quicker and more maneuverable on level ground than fishtails, and much better in thick
vegetation; I've climbed through many an alder swamp without
a scratch in bear paws. These wooden shoes will cost you SS8 at
Bean's, plus $25 for synthetic bindings.
Sherpa shoes are the newest technological wrinkle in the
snowshoeing world: expensive aluminum shoes with turned-up
noses that can really fly in open country. Keep a pair on hand
for deep-woods rescues, maybe, or for winter carnival racing.
Sherpas will set you back $140, plus $54 more for "bear claw"
bindings (which are something like ice crampons). An even
more recent development is the cheaper Tubbs snowshoe ($150
including bindings), essentially identical to Sherpa shoes but
with a choice of two types of bindings: bear claws for walking,
or grips for more serious climbing.
A moment's digreSSion on wooden shoes: They taste mighty
fine to porcupines, especially right after a walk. Don't leave
wooden snowshoes outside overnight, or you'll likely find tooth
marks on the frame and bindings.
No special boots are needed for snowshoes. Wear any
comfortable, highly insulated pair of boots. Sorels are among
the most popular.
Don't worry about lessons. Snowshoeing is about as simple
as putting one foot in front of the other. But be aware that
different kinds of snow require different steps. Wet, mushy
snow will stick to your shoes and weigh them down no matter
what you do; cleaning the shoes with a pole or glove every few
steps is the only way to keep moving, but it takes time.
Thick, drifting powder is a snowshoer's idea of heaven: Just
go with the flow, kicking the toe of your shoe with each step to
clean off excess snow. That's why there's a hole in the middle in
front of your toes - to let your boot slip through when you
step. Then, as you kick, the boot whomps against the wood,
knocking off snow.
Special situations calls for special steps. When walking up a
steep incline, use "herringbone" steps, or - if the going's reall y
slick - walk sideways, parallel to the hill.
H you'd rather not invest the money just yet, L.L Bean will
rent you a pair of Sherpa snowshoes (sorry, purists, no wooden
rentals) for $7 a day, or $18 a weekend. They'll also rent you a
pair of ski poles for $3 a day - very handy if you're hiking in
steep terrain.
Your best bests for snowshoeing in the greater Portland area
are at three local Maine Audubon sanctuaries: the Fore River
Sanctuary off outer Congress Street, Gilsland Farm on Route 1
in Falmouth, and Mast Landing Sanctuary in Freeport. All offer
a variety of grades, views and wildlife habitats. As you walk,
you might contemplate the blinding white tableau, decipher
animal tracks, or silently observe nuthatches feeding on a
slantwise birch tree.
Don't forget to listen to your own breathing.

Paul Karr

The Portland Publlo Library'.
Children'. Room Schedule for the
week ct Nov 27: Nov 27, 9:30am, Finger
FlXIforBables; Noy 28, Portland Ubrary
closed; Nov 29, 10:30 am, story Tlme;
Noy 30, 10:30 am, Story Time; Dec 2,
10:30am, Preschool Story Time; Dec 4,
9:30 am, Finger Fun for Babies; Dec 4,
10:30am, Preschool Story Time; Dec 6,
10:30 am, Tales for Twos; Dec 7,10:30
am, StoryTlme. Five Monlm9f'1t Square,
Portland. For more Info, call 871-1700.
Ihturday Child Ca,.. is being offered by
the YWCA of Portland, In conjunction
with Woodfords, Inc. Hours are 8:30
am-4:3O pm for Idds ages 3-6. Drop-In
care Is available. Pr&-registration Is required . For more Info call 874-1130.
Trolley Chrl.tma. Santa and Mrs Claus
will arrive at the Seashore Trolley Museum (Route 1, Kennebunkport) on Dec
7 at 7 pm. and will relum on Dec 8 from
12-4 pm. Take a ride on "The North Pole
Electric Express," an as-year old open
trolley illuminated with hundreds of lights.
(There are also heated. closed trolleys.)
Museum hours: Dec 6,6-8 pm; Dec 7,
14 & 21, 12-7 pm; Dec 8, 15,22, 12-4
pm. Formore information, call 967 -2800.
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Aqua FIt_and Aqu.Aeroblcs USM
Lifeline begins its next 10-week sessions Dec 2. Aquatic Fitness Incorporates lap swimming and will be held at
the Riverton Pool at 6 am and the Portland Municipal Pool at 6 pm Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridays. Aqua-Aerobics
Includes stretching, calisthenics &
aerobics to music. Classes are led by a
certified instructor at the Riverton Pool
at 6:45 am on Mondays. Wednesdays &
Fridays. Non-swimmers welcome. These
are a perfect exercisesolution for people
with arthritis or for anyone who finds
other types of aerobics activities too
stresslul on joints. Pr&-registration Is
required. Cal 780-4170.
Cro•• -Country SkIIng P..... The
American Lung Assoc & Maine Nordic
Sid Council are offering the Gold Card,
which allows the holder five visits at
each of 12 participating areas. It costs
$50. Such a deal. For more Info call 800462-5864.
Love Your BlIck USM Lifeline will begin
its next session Dec 2 at 5 pm In the
Multipurpose Room, Portland campus
gym. The program will runforfourweeks
and is designed for individuals with a
history of back problems. With low-level
exercises and updated educational components, emphasis is placed on improvement in strength and flexibility.
Medical clearance is necessary. Call
780-4170 for more info.

Maine Table Tennis Club at Tennis of
Maine, Route 1. Falmouth. Moneves59 pm. Thurs eves 7-11. Cost: $5. Balls
provided. Open play, plenty of room and
tables. Players of all abilities & ages are
welcome, beginners and "basement"
players encouraged. Call Greg at 8238231 or Howard at 772-5496.
Men's and Women's Open Gym South
Portland Recreation offers gym basketball for adults 18 and older at Memorial
Middle School. Women's night Is Monday and men's is Tuesday, both from 79 pm. The cost Is $l/nlght. Both programs run through April. Call 767-7650
for more info.
PIne T .... SwIm Club Portland YMCA
offers swim team for all levels, ages 617. Experienced coaching staff. Car
pooling with othermemberparents available. For more info call Vicld at 8741111 .
Portland Recreation's Adult Indoor
Volleyball consists of pick-up games
every Tues & Thurs from 7:30-9:30 pm.
Reiche Comm.nity Center, 166 Brackett
St. Portland. Cost is $2 for residents, $3
for non-residents. Call 874-8793 tor more
info.
Portland Reerelltlons' Adult Soccer
Pick-up games every Friday ranging in
ski11level from intennediate to advanced
every Friday from 6-8 pm at Reiche
Community Center, 166 Brackett St.
Portland. Cost is $2 for residents, $3 for
non-residents. Call 874-8873 for more
info.
Portland Reer. .tlon'. Adult M.n'.
B_ketball consists of pick-up games
every Mon & Wed. from 5:15-7 pm; and
Sat from 2-4. Fee is $2 for residents. $3
for non-residents. Reiche Community
Center. 166 Brackett St. Portland.
Portland Reerelltlon Co-ed T"n Basketball through March 26, King gym
Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm. Jack gym Tues &
Thurs 6-8 pm . Cost: 5Ocentseachnight.
Call 874-8793 for more info.
Portland Reerelltton'. Winter SwImming Schedule Reiche Pool (166
Brackett St, 874-8874): 7:30-8:30 am
Mon, Wed&Fri; 12:15-1 :15Tues&Thurs;
4:30-6:30 pm Mon, Wed & Fri; 4:30-5:30
Tues & Thurs. Open swim: 6:30·8 pm
Thurs. Riverton Pool (1600 Forest Ave.
874-8456): adult swims 12:15-1 :15 pm
Mon-Fri. 12-1 pm Sat. 6:15-7:30 pm
Mon, Wed & Fri; open swims 6:15-8
Tues. 7:30-9 Mon & Wed.
Senior Fitness for Men & Women 55
and Over USM Lifeline offers classes
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland
campus gym on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive exercises.
Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170
for more info.
Ski Fit USM Lifeline is offering this ski
conditioning program for the coming
season. This three-month program is
designed to help individuals wor!< on
cardiovascular conditioning. muscle
strength and endurance. Individually
tailored forthedownhill or cross country
skier. Ski Fit Is conducted in the Lifeline
Bodyshop at the USM Portland gym on
Falmouth street. ParticlPMtsmaketheir
own schedules. Flexible hOUrs. Registration Is ongolng. Call 780-4170 for
more info.
SwImming Lessons Portland Recreation
will begin accepting registration for the
winter session of Sat morning lessons
(held at the Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest
Ave, Portland) on Dec 4 at 12:15 pm.
Classes start Dec 21 . For more Info call
874-8456.
thirtysomething Soccer A group of individuals from the Portland area, ages
30 and over. meet to play soccer Sunday eves at 6 pm on the lower field
behind the high school in Cape Elizabeth. Events include pick-up games,
challenge matches with other area clubs
and occasional tournaments. For more
info, call 799-8764.
W.lk/Jog/Aeroblcs USM Lifeline is offering a 1O-week session with choices in
walking, jogging, multi-level aerobics,
r.tationary cycling & rowing starting Dec
2. Walk/Jog only classes are on Tues &
Thurs at 6 am and Sat at 7 am in Portland. Walk/Job/Aerobics classes take
place Mon, Wed & Fri at a variety of
times & locations. which include USM
Portland & Gorham gyms & Cape
Eliabeth High School. Pr&-registration
required. Call 780-4170.
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Tired of Credit Companies Calling You?
Interested in a Fresh Start?

\
1

CELEBRATE the HOUDA:
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STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESa.

Attorney at law
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Christmas Party Reservations

50 EXCHANGE STREET. PORTLAND MAINE
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Gift Certificates Available
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Colorfully Decorated Terra Cotta

Stop inDanytim;!or R4olidaYIC2'h3eOer
• Complete inner menu pm - " am.·
Lunch Mon - Sat from 11:30 am.

i
Corner of
Ample Parking
I
l._~~::~.~~.~~::~~: ..- .. - .. -~~:::~.-j

$1

OHair
Cuts

All hair cuts startmg at 510.

JjYi~/(w.c/
_,~
~Mljv
~.
Popcorn Bowls by Nancy Carroll

I

780 Bridgton Rd. (Rt 302) Westbrook • 854-0160

1~--&vi~iPomzfol
Come to

ire-kvirtJ<boo&J 'l?!staurant

aruf enjoy our fWmemaae 'BreadS:
'Wfiite,
'Dart. 'lqfe &

".

Cinnamon

CompCe.te !Jfair & Tanning Services
• lowest Prices
on all hair selVices
• FREE Birthday Haircut
after 6 lDonlhs selVice

• Tanning
• $4/ visit
• $25/10 visits
e $4OImonth unlimited

~ Sfwwer On '1ft.t

Premises!

Open: Sat S:3Oam-7pm • Mon-Frt 8am-Spm

SKiers Special:'$100

O:r:r

an!} meal witli an oU or new [ift ticR.!-t.

?{PI to 6. com6ind willi oilier specials.

Dally Specials & More

NEW HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 6-2
Sunday 6-1 (breakfast only)
~ fwmeflllUk footi witli atmosphere to matcli!

7 Main Street

e

Gray

e

657-4848
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Don't you think it's time you tried the personals?

'

To place a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 775-6601.

To respond to a Casco Bay Weekly
personal ad, call 1-900-370-2041.
Call costs $1,49 a minute.

• Continued on /XI8e 38
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Entertainment

The Big Deal
• Conlin""d from p"g~ 37

Free 2nd set of prints pJus
Free film every day of the week!

ETC

Pictures bring it home.

Ar:r UP(AJDSCoaI~ion To Unleash PowGlj
Is a diverse groupofvolLfltoors united In
anger and convnitted to nonviolent, di-

T ....o cOIll'enil!1J1 locatioll.\ :

30 Cil\' C('/II(,I, PO"'/I/"d • 7T.'.-T.'.Y6

71 US

ROlliI' /, Smlholl'lIgh

• 883-7363

GIVE A
"PERSONAL GIFT"
THIS YEAR
Send a friend a
::..

Gift Certificate for
a 2 week Personal

WORLD AIDS DAY:

December 1

~

Special Live
National Call-In
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oThiversity of Southern Maine

CHRISTMAS
~\ SHOP }\
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k~OWOPEN~

DEADLINE
for completing spring semester
admission applications

has been extended to

NOVEMBER

ad with FREE
Personal Call~.
Use MC or Visa,
by calling
775-6601, or send
us a check for $10
with your name &
address and we'll
send you the Gift
Certificate!

rect action to end the AIDS crisis. N:.T
UP meets every Monday from 7-9 pm at
72 Pine St, Portland (Andrews Square
BLilding). New members l1l'1I always
welcome. Wheelchair accessible. For
more Infonnation, write to N:.T UPI
Maine, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101,
tel. 774-7224 or 774-5082.
Ar:r UPlPortland Adiverse, grassroots,
direct action organization dedicated to
creating positive changes around AIDS
In federal and local govemman1s, the
media, and the medical, pharmaceutical and Insurance Industries through
nonviolent public protests. Meetings:
Sundaysat7pmattheYWCA,87Spnng
St, Portland.The meeting space is whee1chair accessible. For more info call 8748095 or 774--8475. ·We will ACT UP as
long as people continua to die of AIDS.·
Adrienne Hawkl .. JIIZZ Dance Cia..
Casco Bay Movers present special class
with director of Boston's Impulse Jazz
Company, Dec 7 at 3 pm. caM studio.
151 SI. John St, Portland. Open to all
levels. For more Info call 871 -1013.
Annual Toy Orin The Children's Museum of Maine, In conjunction with
WMGX-FM and WGAN-AM, will conduct Hs Sixth Annual Toy Drive Nov 29Dec 18. Toys, games, dolls, stuffed animals etc. can be dropped off at the
museum (746 Stevens Ave, Portland)
Mon--Sunfrom 9:3Oam-4:3O pm. Please
rememberthattoysshould be clean and
in good worl<ing order. Toys will be
distributed Dec 19-20. For more information, call 797·5483 .
Book Sale at the SWedenborglan
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. All
kinds of books! Wow! Dec 7, 10 am·3
pm. For more info call 772·8277.

29

If you are interested in attending USM
this spring please contact:
Office of Admissions
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103

or call (207) 780-4970

FiniJ Handcrafts

~

18 Exchange Street
Portland, ME

WHO ARE YOU?

.62% of you are between the ages of 25 and 44,
and at least 30% are over 45.

Recently many of you responded to
a Casco Bay Weekly Reader Survey.
The survey was designed to help us
better understand our readers, better
direct our news coverage, better
serve our advertisers - anrl just
make Casco Bay Weekly a better
paper! We'd like to thank the
readers who participated - and
share a little of what we learned:

• You are an educated bunch - 92% of you have at
least some college under your belts, and 33% have
done post-graduate work.
• Even though times are tough you're doing wellyour average household income is $43,380.
• Most of you spend half an hour or more each
week reading CBW, refer back to it at least once,
and share It with at least one friend.
• Your favorite hobbles are reading, gardening,
swimming, bicyCling, exceIdsing to keep fit, home
decorating and remodeling and taking continuing
education classes.
• 66% of you visited an establishment you saw
advertised In Casco Bay Wee~
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We are proud co
present the work of one
hundred talented artists
and craftspeople.
Exquisite gifts for
discriminating tastes.

",

Call1nll Down Spirit A new drumming
medHalion group will meet regularly on
the first and third Thursdays of the month
from 7:30-9:30 pmattheSwadenborgian
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. The
group will remain open to new mambars
Lntllthe and of the year. WHh the drum
as our primary focus, we will use
shamanlc journeying and other meditation techniques to explore the usa of
sound as a vehicle for saIf-discovBry
and trms/onnalion. Bring a mat, a bIanket, dn.ms and rattles, songs to share.
Cost: $5 par meeting. barter can be
accomodated. Call 772-8277 or 7972688 for more info.
ContradancewithEllanandthaSaaSlugs
with caller Reggie Osborne Dec 7 at
7:30 pm at Saco Grange Hal, Bar Mills.
Admission: $5. For more Info call 9296472 or 773-9549.
Dance of Unl_1 PNc. Madtation
through saaed walks and dances. In
the tradition of the Sufis, these dances
celebrate the Lnity of religious ideals.
They l1l'1I based on sacred songs and
chants from the WO!1d's spiritualtraditlons. Dances l1l'1I held the second Sattroay of each month from 7-9 pm attha
Swedanborgian ChLlCh, 302 Stevens
Ave. For more Info call Greg at 8466039.
Dlvenlty In the Cla..room: Teachlnll

lei• • and TechnlqUft Panel discussion moderated by Prof. Kathleen
Winiger Dec 4 at 7:30 pm in Hastings
Formal LotXlQe, USM Gorham campus.
For more infonnation call 780-4586.
An Ellzab.than Chrl.tm.. Dlnn.r
Sponsored by the USM Music Dept and
featuring the USM Chamber Singers,
various instrumertalistsand jasterRandy
Judkins. Guests are encouragedtowear
Elizabethan dress. Dec 6-7 at 7:30 pm at
the Gorham Dining Center.Tix: $22. Call
780-5256 for more info.

The Enrfc:hecl Golden Ag. Center invites men and women 60 and over to
Wednesday luncheons. There is a donation of $2 !!rod programs l1l'1I as follows:
Dec 4, Seniors Hobby Show; Dec 12,
Everybody's Birthday; Dec 18. Christmas Organ Recital. The canter Is located on the ground level of the Salvation Ivrrrt building, 297 Cumber1andAve,
Portland. Reservations must be made In
advance by calling 774--8974.
Frlend.hlp Hou •• Servlc. SI. Nicholas
Episcopal and Blue Point Congregational churches will present a spacial
service at which Louise Montgomery,
founder of Portland's slx-year-old
Friendship House shelter for the homelass, will speak. Coffee and dessert will
followtheservlca. Nov 27 at7 pm at 236
Pine Point Road, Scarborough. Call
Caroline Hill at nrr -2800 for more Info.
Handcraft. 8111. To a.n.nt Sri Lanka
Handcrafted doannats, wooden toys
and lacquer ornaments from Sri Lanka.
Dec 7 from 9 am-3 pm at Church of the
Servant, 35 Lafayette St. Portland. For
more Infonnation call 774-8578.
Holiday Fair Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church will hold its fair Dec 7
from 10 am-3 pm at 524 Allen Avenue,
Portland. Among the offerings: qLiH
raffle, recycled items, antiques, knit
goods, wreaths, books, CD's & tapas.
Call Meredith at 773-6672 for details.
L1l1ht1ng of the Copper Beech T....
C.lebratlon Performances by Bellamy
Jazz Band, Casco Bay Tummlers,
Windham High School choir, Boy Singers of Maine Dec 5 from 3:30·5 pm at
Portland Museum of M. Free admission & refreshments. For mora infonnation, call n5·t)148.
Monum.nt Squa ... T.... Lighting C.r.mony will take place Nov 29 between
5:30 and 8 pm. Call Intown Portland
Exchange at n2-6828 for mora Info.
Plllgy Bank Shop For Children Dec 7
from lOam-noon at YWCA. 87 Spring
St, Portland. Holiday shopping fair for
children, most gifts priced under $2.
Gifts l1l'1I made by the Y's Time Craft
Group. Mrs. Claus & elves will be on
hand to help. For more Information. call
874-1130.
Seuon'....t Fashion Show Dec 5 at
6:30 pm at Crickets in Freeport. Buffet
followed by look at fashions from Anne
Klein, Brooks Bros, Calvin Klein, Carroll
Reed and others. Tickets: $20. For more
info call 865-4005.
Society of Southern Maine Craft...
men will hold a craft show Nov 30 from
10-5 at the Elks Club Lodge, 1945 Congress St, Portland. Free par1<ing and
admission.
South Portland Recreation is calling
for South Portland students and adults
to design a new logo for 4S8 on Slnlm&r
T-shirts and program brochures. yo....
design must include the words "South
Portland Recreation" and must be submitted on or before Dec 2. Name, age,
grade and school nama must be on the
design, if you are a student. Call 7677650 for Info.
Southworth Planetarium Astronomy
shows take placeat7 pm Fri & Sat; laser
light shows, 8:30 pm Fri & Sal. The
planetarium is located in the Science
Building, USM Portland. $3 adults, $2.50
children/seniors;for reservations & special presentations call 780-4249.
Toy Exchange Dec 8 from 10 am-4 pm at
S. Portland Boys and Girls Club, 169
Broadway. To sail children's loys and
furniture, register items at the club on
Dec 7 noon-5 pm. 50 cants peritem. For
more Info call 874-1070.
Unflnillhed Stori": Sha... the ChalI.ng. Public Cabl. Company'a
BRAVO (Channel 9) will broadcast a
Wood AIDS Day telethon on Dec 1.
Films, doct.mentaries and Interviews will
pay tribute to the taIerlt of artists lost to
AIDS and spotlight top actors and performers worftlng hard to fight the disease. For more info call 775-6422.
U.ect Sid Equlpm.nt .... Nov 30 from
9 am~ pm at the YMCA. USM Portland
gym, Falmouth. Used equipment will be
received on Nov 29 from 4-8 pm at the
gym. For more Info call 799-2416.
World AIel. Day National Radio Call-In
Program Dec 1 from 4-5:30 pm on
WMPG, 90.9 FM. Ustoners from around
the country will have access to a spacial
toll-free telephone number which will
linkthemtoa panalof AIDS doctors and
researchers. For mora infonnation call
780-4974 . •
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UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

Welcome to
Casco Bay Weekly.

de benetton

These new advertisers
help support us in our
endeavor to provide you
with an alternative to the
daily news.

Real shopping for real people
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus and he'll take care of
every kid this year, even Tiny Tim. If you don't have faith in the
above, keep reading.
This holiday time of year, kids really should make as many
gifts as possible. They're less expensive, more heartfelt, and
ultimately more appreciated by recipients. Inevitably, kids run
out of time or patience or creativity, and get the all-American
impulse to break open the piggy bank and splurge it all.
Wherever do they get the idea of spending every available
penny of their savings until choking debt sets in? Ah, humbug,
the state of kids today!
Anyway, let's assume that at some point the average kid has
the holiday shop-until-drop syndrome. When this condition sets
in, there are basically two options: (1) Enter the high-pressure,
glitzy, sell-your-soul-to-the-devillayaway world of the commercial wizards (Le. Toys R Us, Child World, K-Mart, Maine Mall);
or (2) Slow the pace down a million light years and attend one
of the follOwing: holiday craft show, church fair, high school
holiday fair, or a similar function based on the e ternal premise
tha t in New England people will keep buying each other' s old
and new stuff for a t least 100 years.
Shopping fans, I have tried it both ways and am now firmly
entrenched in the show /fair camp. The reason is that since I was
four years old, could wear pants, stuff real money in them, and
get somebody to take me to the "big store," I have been broke.
This bad habit of mall poverty has followed me right into
parenthood.
But there is still a chance for other kids to avoid the shopping
pitfalls that have cost me college tuition for two sons. (Let the
bums work. Even with work, they'll need to save. So will you.)
Consider these dramatic comparative shopping studies by
subject matter:
• Geography: Here's the mall plan. Buy a Nintendo unit for
$150 and the popular educational v ideo "Where in the World Is
Carmen Sandiego?" for $54.95, so for a 0001 $204.95 a kid can
figure out the relative location
of Peru to Tibet. Meanwhile,
at a large Kennebunk church
fair sits a beautiful wooden
world map with snugly fitting pieces, engraved with capitol
cities and country name. It costs $25. Figure out the savings
difference on your Nintendo math program,
• Mathematics: For $149 Kenner offers an independent
keyboard program that reinforces addition, subtraction, multiplication and division skills. At a craft show in Scarborough, a
classy set of homemade flashcards (for $15) can acoomplish the
same goal. Less glitz, same knowledge, no plug.
• History: A 4O-volume set, oovering ever fact every known
about United States presidents, is available at the local mall for
over $100. No argument, this is a beautiful set. The scary thing is
that at a high school fair, the same model set of books (never
read) is being sold for $30. The crowd at the high school is also a
lot easier to negotiate. And no Musak.
• Sports: Kids have initial trouble picking what sport to
choose. God forbid they should go to the mall and pick out a
tennis racket for $59 when at the Congregation Church around
the oorner, beautiful rackets are available for $5 each. Good
tennis balls run about 10 cents apiece at the church.
• Pop Culture: If you want to drain ooins from your pig in
the fastest possible fashion, get caught up in the latest fad, e.g.
turtle socks, turtle knapsack, turtle sleeping bag, turtle tent,
turtle Corvette. At a high school holiday fair, my kid bought a
near! y life-sized Leonardo (a turtle) for $8. Retail is easily over
$50. Younger brother will receive this gift. Sometimes you have
to wait awhile on this cultural thing, but $42 is worth the wait.
Kids, the moral of the story is: Take advantage of the crafts
shows, school and church fairs when it oomes to holiday
shopping. People are willing to sell to you for a lot less because
they are willing to make a lot less. Forget the packaging oosts,
the rebates, the hoopla. Real shopping for real people .. . where
do you think Santa gets all his great stuff?

for kids

Mike Quinn

• Young's Travel,
Portland
• Sugarloaf,
Carrabassett
Valley
• H20utfltters,
Bailey Island
• Choral Arts
Society, Portland
• Portland
Concert
Association,
Portland
• Swiss nme,
Portland
• Colpltt's Travel,
Portland
• Ski Mt. Abram,
Locke Mills
• Mexlcall Blues,
Old Port
• Walter's, Old
Port
• Children's
Resource Center,
Portland
• Solo,
Wilderness and
Marine Medicine
Workshops,
Portland
• Parker's,
Portland
• Beal's Ice
Cream, Old Port
• Cool Wear, Old
Port
• Westport
Antiques,
Portland
• The Book
Review, Falmouth
• Gleason Fine
Art, Boothbay
Harbor
• The Oratorio
Chorale,
Brunswick
• Patagonia
Outlet, Freeport
• Saco Bay
Classics, Saco
• Shawnee Peak,
Bridgton
• Spoiled Rotten,
Brunswick
• Sugarloaf
Mountain Hotel,
Carrabasett
Valley
• Nancy Margolis
Gallery, Portland
• Sunrise Home
Improvement

Two distinct fragrances
for "him" or "her".
Choose from parium,
eau de tOilette, cologne,
and a complete line of
body products_

56 Main St. Freeport, ME
865-6369 • open daily

FOR <ll .\1.1'1 Y REP .\IR Oi\ YOl lR ""TellES

Reconditioned Vintage
Watches
EXCELLENT SELECTION NOW AVAILABLE

~~~
.~~~, ~
~' .

~
Swiss 7;ime
146 HIGH STREET· INTOWN PORTLAND 773·0997
MON-FRI 8:30 - 5:00 SAT 9:00 - 12:00
.\'\D CLOCKS· \\ ORK DO'\E 0'\ TilE PRE:\lISES

GLENN YARBROUGH
and the

NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS
Friday December 6, 8:00 pm
Portland City hall Auditonum

Share the spirit of the season
with a special Christmas
program in the fmest
American folk music
tradition

Tickets: $10, $14, $18, $22
Children's tickets hair-price
(13 & under)
Group rates available

ISAAC STERN, Violin
ROBERT MCDONALD, Piano
Saturday, January 4,
8:00pm
Portland City Hall
Auditorium
Open the New
Year with

wonder;
experience the
magic of a true
living legend

Tickets: $12, $22,
$32, $40

ON SALE NOW!
PHILHARMONIA HUNGARICA
Yehundi Menuhin, Conductor
Markham & Broadway, duo pianists

Monday, January 27, 7:30 pm

~. Portland Concert Association
~I'-11 262 Cumberland Avenue Ponland , Maine 0410 1

PeA
mQ

(207) 772·8630

•

800-639·2707

(MO number dOfl.n~d b).
1.Dn~ DlsWl«

NoM)

,

39

.r

Noomober 27, 1991

p••m..tes
PART-TIME ROOMMATE WANTED toshare
nice tarve Portland home wiprolessionill M
& F. Perlact lor sales person or airline
personnel. Reduced renl772-7317.

CALL 775-8801 TO PLACI A

TAl CHI CHUAH IIlIIlIICIent Chinese Martial Art, baed on I11III111II1II p/fiSICaI l1liInCl. One INmI
blind with an oppoIIIIItI fon:e to contrail!. TAl CHIli a ~Id
system based on meditation in mCMllllllll
ElIceIIentforspirHualgrowth, radiant physiCII heIftI and IIIIIqUIIed In reducing the
eIfIctI 01 sIIIsa and ....,on In ones if•.
Beglnnell IIraugh Idvanced classes, including PUIh-Handa. VIIIIorawelcome. For
information cal Gene Golden, 172-90311.

»

TIll art of betng yaullllf. TIll art of being
CIIIIIve. Mark NaIrII- Psychotherapist, T73-

WOMEN'S DIVORCE GROUP FORMING.
Learn howto impllrnentthe "EIMn Helplul
S~ • yau proceed Ihrough your
divoRll, Number One Helpful Strategy: Do
nill go Ihrouah your dlYoral alone. This
IUpportgroupcllligned tosmPOMlwomen
moving through their emotional divorte
wli be laciltalld by Diane Paige, M.A.,
psychotherapist speciaNzing in wort with
women, changinglamilies and persons who
have abusive family historys. Greater Portland, 828-0526.

re.mmates
2BR TO SHARE- Female roommate wanted.
Spectacular view, walking distance to Old
Port, partially fumished. NtS. $35OImo. including utilities. n2-2654.

<-

<-

772-6411

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIEf
OF ACUTE 6< CHRONIC PAIN

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
Ucensed Clinical Social 'Mlrker

AI'ITA member

158 Danrorth ST

PorUand
.;

;.:

/

142 High SI.
Suite 318
Portland
Maine 04101

Cmlfl«l NfluroMuKular ThfIroplJr

772·2442

Tl£IW'EUTIC ~_~SAGE: Relax Ired, aching, stiff muscles wlile improving ciraliaIon II1II soothing WIIion. Sliding scale.
Call Pam RIdIaRIs, A.B.M.P. Certified. 775-

207-775-1849

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

DON'T WASTE $$$ IW DIET CENTERS!
WI've got the _ r yau've been waiting
for aI your fill. SIIId $3 with SASE today:
Slimstisllcl, P.O. Box 511, Casco, ME04105.

4413.

caw CLASSIFIED AD
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:;

;.: : .

'Recovery Issues

Individual,

'Women's Issues

Couple,
Group.

'Sexual Abuse

A peacefuL gift for a busy world

Trea1ment

Family
Psychotherapy

Holiday Gilt Certificates Available

6636.

Adulls . Children. Infanls . Pre·natal

DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Alman,
MA., L.M.T., I.IcenIed Musage Therapist

KIM MATTHEWS

AIievIall chronic bIcbdIes, headaches,

neckandahoukierstilfnell,scialica,stl86S,

ATTORNEY AT LAW

ImpIOVl ftexlbllty, muscle tone, circulalion, athletic perfolll1lllCl. By appoinbnen~

-Sexual Hara.merrt/Abulle
-Divorce, Custody, SUpport

AN INVITATION
TO GET TO
TIlE HEART
OF TIlE MA1TER

The Hole in the Soul Gangl
A ther.lpy group for woman.
Openings for the Mon Night Gtoup
beginning Dec 9th.

We all have areas
in our lives
we wish to shed light on.
Channelfng by

INNERLIGHT

-Wills, Probate

865-G672.

- Environmental 1Jlw

ASTROI.OGICALCONSULTATIONSpnMde
Insighls Into the many paths available lor
seII-healng and change on the physical,
mental, and spiriluallevel. catl Jan Moody,
Astrologer at 725-8226.
MAYBE SO~DAY .•• The Pimsieur language Tapes have just arrived, come in and
give a flSten. '92 calendars are going las~
folks, don't waste a minute! We also have
thoughtful children's booles, health & healing, Eastem philosophy, appropriate games
and toys, and alternative magazines. 195
Congress on Munjoy Hill. 773-3275. Hours
Hi.
OVERWEIGHT? IF DIETS DON'T WORK,
what doel? My uniq.. combination 01
simple, powarful changes IIId ~uided Imagery Hypnotherapy !!Des! Sessions starting soon, fillt one free! Cal for de1ds. Dr.
Katherine J. Moody,828-484II.

772-2790

r- ;;o'bl;;';-""h,,"'ia7c ,;",
•Compass;OII & S."s;,M,,1.
I CAli liZ fIlA r!

•

207-772-8256

Kathleen Luke, M.A.
will present a
lecture/demonstration
on Past Life Thef2PY
as developed by

Roger Woolger,

!.~;

REHAB

Portland Yoga Studio
Certlfoed Iyengar Yoga
·When)OW ...... fwJJy in the ~~
)OW _the SOtU. •
-B.x.s. ~

Elaine & Francis

It's hard to believe, but many
people don't. Find your dream
job. Discover the link between
dreams and a C2reer. Par more
information, call now.

McGillicuddy · 797-5684

To raspond to a

PERSONAL CALL*

I':.~il

Cail 799-4927
for more information

RATES

Up to 30 words

$9

$6

31 to 45 words

$12

$8

each additional word ,25$
Vllheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes,
no refunds 20 word limit
DEADLINES

Une ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call n5-6601 for display rates.

o ~ & eouI

o I'OOIIII1WIee
D~

D~~

o '-INnI

D_ntad

o llludiaWrenl
o --vr.nt

0 ~putera
0 rnualcllnetrumanta
0 whee..
0 thMt.. a ...

o rNI e.IUa
DaucIIona
o child __

o help wantad

o job. wantad

o !oat & llluncl!free)

o buaI_ opportunl1lea

0 bulletin board

placetogeth8l0rsplitaJmmt~(603)447-

utilities. 30 minutes Irom Portiand- _t 01
Gorham. Pels welcome. Cal 642-5912.
CAPE ELIZABETH- HIS, 2 BR with cats. 7
minutes to downtown. Quie~ furnished or
not $250 plus phone. Cal 799-5029. Pleass
leave message.
RESPONSIBLE, MATURE NON-8MOKER to
share large pleasant two-bedroom apt. off
Ocean Ave., Portiand. 5262.50 + 112 utilities includes yard, garden space, WID, 14
yr. old dog and occasional ethnic dinner
parties. Avail. now. 761-3855, leave mes-

sage.

________________________________________

Name:: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

TOIIII wordl::___________

Addrea:..
· _____________________

1.~~·

____________

____ aden ~8 81: ____________
TotaJ: ___________

Telephooe::-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

PHONE rr IN: 207-n5-6601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order
ad which do not alIect the value or content, or
8ubotantially change the meanng 01 the ad. COIdh wi
be iaeuad when a viable error has been determined
within one _ k of publication. Tear ~t. available
for $2!cop)!

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - Nonsmoker, responsible and neallo share twobedroom apt in Portiand. $261hno. + 112
heat + utilties. catl evenings at 878-9982.
Avallable immedlal8ly.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 5
bedroom apartment. $145lmo. + utilities.
CltI775-531g.

FAX IT tN: 207-775-1615 VISa or Mastercard
MAiLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St.,

Portland, ME 04101

o Visa

0 Mastercard
Credit Card #: ______________

Exp.date·

FREEPORT-SUNNY, COZY 1 BR apt Ideal
location wlcoootry selling, now avallable- a
must see! $4251mo. Call 865-6800.
CONGRESSST -WESTGATE, 5clean rooms,
2 BA, stove and refrigerator. Immediate
occupancy. No pets. On bus-line. $400 plus
utilities. CltI772-6905.
FALMOUTH- SHARE 2rooms, kitchen, bath.
$450 includes hea~ utifities, parking, laundry. No pell. 781-5205.
BRIGHTON ~DICALAREA- Sunny & spaciOUI, 2 bedrooms, new kitchen, parking,
WID hookups, hardwood lloors, 08 hea~
snow removal, nice yard, ideal lor professional couple. Cal 799-2164. $575 + util.

FRIENDLY, ACTIVE 40 yr. old female wi.
share 2 BR, 1-112 bath townhouse off Allen
Ave. Full basement lor storage, WID and
deck. $63Iwk. + share electric. 797-7496.

CONTEMPORARY APARTMENT in private
VICtorian. Skylights, great closels, garage,
appIianced kitchen, WID hookup, onbusline.
Ideal lor arti~ sbldent, or professional.
Prefer HIS. 5425 + utillies. 854-2716.

SHARE FARMHOUSE, WEST BATH, spacious BR, lois of storage, HIS, $25Ohno.
inelldes uliHties. 442~ .

Spectacular Views

BIG SEBAGO. N.WINDHAM-large IakeIront
home. Roommall, $3OOImo. Quiet area.
catl892-7718.

of
Casco Bay and dty
From decks of spacious
contemporary apts.
Parking • Security - uunclry

PORTLAND-AVAILABLE JANUARY:Sunny,
large kill:hen, high ceiUngs, hardwood floors,
dining area, great bay view, parting, nice
yard. Smoker ok. $35OImo. includes heat
CiIIl871-o151 8Y88.

Two BR Townhouses $585+ utils.
Other apts. from $475

SOUTH PORTLAND- Professional MIf to
share 2 BR condo & guest room. 3 bath,
fully furnished, deck, lois 01 storage, sky1ighIs, off-street parking, convenient Iocalion. $3OOImo. + 112 utNa. 767-0616.

~

SOUTH PORTLAND- WILLARD SQ. AREA.
Large, S\IIny apt HIS female, off-street
parking, storage, busllne, closs to beach.
$275lmo. includes all. A great place to live!
799-0039, Dawn, leave message.
MALE ROOMMATES WANTED- Group
h0US8.- Racamioll addicls 01 alcoholics
willing to work hard in sobriety, pay own
way and share responsibilities. catl 7757Q49.

MORRILL'S CORNER: 2 BR modem
townhouse, quiat COIIItry utUna. wIw carpetiIg, dishwasher, WlD,garbagedisposal,
parking, pets(?), 1IIIrII. $625 + utilities,
sec:. dip., lease. Aval. Jill. 1st. 797-0860.
EAST END: Sunny onl bedroom apartment,
spIciouI will hardwood lIoors, big living
room, dining room IIId ki'=llen. Large yard
and pordl. Quiet one-way street Includes
heat, parking, WID. AvaI Jan. 1st. 15251
mo. Call n3-2191.
NORTH STREET 2 BEDROOM IIIIIny, clean
IPUImIIIl AvaIabIe now.Carpelld oId\llctorllnllyle Ilvingroorn, eat in kiII:hen. Overlooks back bay IIR $550. month heated.
NS, no patI. 172-8085.
FAI.MOUTH- 2-3 8R APT. In beautiful large
two family home. High eelings, WID, DfW,
Jaaml Bathtub, smpon:h. $82Shno. Utilities included. Carelabr responsibilities
Mlllable In axchInge for part of ren~ such

uwaetarilllfoodll/llPlldOll, houseclean-

Free Cable and
utility hook up.
York Cumberland Housing

8~~!~2

G:r

SUMMIT
TERRACE
APARTMENTS
SoUlb Portlafld, ME

• Heat Included
- W/W carpeting, appliances
• Laundry roomfacUU1es
• Patio and walk-In storage
• Close to marina and beach
• Ample parilIng
• No pets, one year 1ease
Modern two bedroom

aparlme1lts
in a quiet vtIIage settl"ll

799-3475

1I.lses/rent
CHARMING 2 BR HOME in COIMIIIientWest
End location, 2-112 bathrooms, mng room,
dining room, modem kill:hen, deck. PLUSbament apt. lor UJiet S7751mo. Call

773-3927_.

PEAKS ISlAND- Enchanted COllage needs
enchInIing, NIS tenanll, yearround. Sunrry,
2 BR, very WIll insdaIId, garden space,
wall to ....rythlng. $485 +utili. & security.
766-5153.

Sladles/rent

BIG AND SUNNY, TOP FLOOR VIEWS in 1
genuine ooalterad 3-fam1y hOUll. Just.
flw stepllCIOSIthe street to lovely .PeppermintPark.· $445hno.Marigold Inc.761-

STUD10-317 CUMBERLAND AVENUE-Join
other artis1sl craft people In building. Just
one left at 1200 sq.ft. lighls included, partIng avaIabIe. No lease required. Cal m-

NEW EFFICiENCY- PAYSIW PARK AREASmall but beautiful. $8Ohwk. includes tNerything.871-9065or172-2427, ratarences.

lease.

6527.

se_nallPint
STORAGE FOR YOUR ANTIQUE carorboat.

SaIl, clean, reasonable. Cal 799-9761.

PORTLAND- NEAR DEERING OAKS. Very
pleasant 2-3 8R apt In quiet 2famitt houss.
S65OImo. includes hea~ hotwallr and offstreet parking. Also, Mtlljoy Hil- quiet studio apt., separall entrlllC8, single family
house. $35(){mo. includes heat and all utili·
ties. Mike, 774-3392.

ID'OND TO IMY •
Jl£RIONAI. M" CWJNQ

REDMAN IS
QUAUTY
and QUALITY AJways costs
less $156 for 180 months,
$14,995,14' wicle3 bdr,
$1,499 down. APR 11 .• 80' 4
'bdr, 2 baths with jacuzzi,
fireplace, diswasher, etc.
$24,995 double wide 3 bdr, 2
baths, $24, 995.
Homes from Champion, Holly
Park too.

.

***

LUVHOMES
Rt 1A Holden, Maine
Daily 9-6 Sunday 10-5

989-7644

r_---------..,
DON'T GO
TONH

****

When you can buy in
Maine and save money.
$156 for 180 months,
$1,499 down, (1992) 70'
3 bdr: $14,995, APR 11.
NEW Double wide
$23,995.

ABSOLUTE
BEST PRICES

on Fleetwood, Henderson,
Mansion and Norris.
539-4759

LUVHOMES
Rt 26 Oxford, Maine

Daily 9-6, Sun 10-5

$600 to $625

lng, carpentry, yardwork.1f you have experience and would" »sharI part oIa great
hOUll, WIt'd love 10 IIIk to yau. Roger and
Usa, 878-8673.

1764.

0 legal nolicn

FINE PRINT
CIaeaitied ado I11U8I be paid lor In advance with caah,
per8OI18I check money Older, VI-. or Maatercard. I..oeI
& Found h"';" l8Iad tree. Cloalified ado are
non-refundable CBW &hal not be lable for 8t'f
typogtaphica/
omiaeione. or changee In the

GM, HIS PROFESSIONAl, looking to share
3-4 bedroom apt./house with one other Nt
Smale. Preler PorUand. can look lor new

__

0 IMming
0 pubIIcdone
0 anima"

o buaI _ _ rvIcea

WESTBROOK- Roommate needed: MIf to
share recenUy built, spacious, 3 BR
townhomein quiet neighborhood. All amenities + Iireplace,lUnroom, deck. $350 + 112
utils. 854-4252 aIIer 5:30.

ORDER FORM

Your~.~

0 d.ti"lll..mc_
0 .tuft tor ....

o oIIIoaaINnI

0IaI1-900-370-2041
24 hours a day $1 .49/min

775-6601

CATEGORIES
1KId1
wHb

ad, All you have to do is ...

207/774-8781)

IFIED INFORMATION

773-5385.

Rrntal Spacr with Spirit - GM, 27, LOOKING FOR GM, 40 oryoglQll,
to share beautiful log cabin horne with
garage on 6 acre property. $300 plus 112

Love your
job?

Sunday, Dec. 8, 2-4 p.m.

2 WIMMIN LOOKING FOR a 3rd to share
apt. HIS, chern-lree lesbian. $240 + dep.
Avallable Dec. 1st. Ask for Pam or Anita.

FEMALE ARTIST LOOKING FOR F R0OMMATE to share sunrry apt by the beach in
AutMntk Movemrnt Groups - South Portillld. HIS, no pels (have 2 cats),
please be creative, quie~ solvent, fun IIId
Tal Chi Ch'uan Classn • traveting fight. $260hno. incl. util. + sec:.
Midday Movement Snail - dip. 7911-2210..

Ph.D., Jungian Analyst

p"-

FREE RENT in axchangelor property managemerrtamd mainl8nanc:e.Musthavesorne
construction! remodeling experience. Spacious mng room wlhardwood floors, 1
bedroom, ki1I:hen & bath. Intown location,
4 unit bu~ding. 883-4997.

EASTERN PROM- MORNING ST.- Roommate, NIS, share 2 BR, newly renovated
condo. Bay windows, hardwood floors,
spacious, secure building, Available 1211.
$350 + low ulilities. 774-0059.

CAROL V. JT171\TTCTNS,
M.A., CR.S.
..... u ...... ,

&

OCEAN FRONT HOUSE, South PortlandHardwood lloors, washer, greatlrontporch,
incredible views. Looking for HIS roommaliwhowanlsalriendly,laId-backhome.
$241 + 113 util. 767-3350.

3050 leave message.

releasing stored memory through touch, movement,
dialogue, imagination and humor.
A gentle integration of body, mind and spltlt.

H A R R A SEEK E T ilEALTH

799·9258

me,

Mediuuion-in-Motion

Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy
Kim Chandler
10 Exchange ST
874·2341
Portland

Emotional Healing through Body & MlndBIOFEEDBACK is Whole Body learning

ilfS.'.

1 week

Kripalu Yoga

'i£!l~'P_~~~

871-81 3 in Portland
363-8939 in York

CUENT-CENTERED MASSAGE THERAPY
& BODYWORK: Open up more options In
yaur body, inc_ and refine body aware1I8SI. Arst session $25. Andrea E. Price,
I.ir:ensed Massage ThaIapist, Portland, 8710121.

G'1IIU. nwi"l. h,.li", ".~ __
AM "'1"i'''(1 of Jup b"limcI
Ann. Fos(Ct Tabbun, ADaT"

46 Spruce SL, Portland 874-0526

MAYA

m. Gag with SessiorJ

SILVAMINDC<M'ROl BLS$425: Nov. 30,
Dec. I, Dec 7 & 8. University of Southern
Maine, Ubrary Room 3Z7. Prepay tuition
$395. SILVA, P.O. Box 11232, Portland,
Maine 04104.

shiatsu
acupressure

•

• ________
Dr. SUIIUII• • 771·2673 .J•
L

lijJl

Brooke Alexander, M. Div.
Pastoral Counse1or

DOWNTOWN PORTLAND- Quiet & responsible wm. to share 2 BR apt w/energy
conscious, recyding 'MIl. Semi-prlvateentrance.$3OO/mo. utill.incl. n3-6781 niles.
Avallable Immediately.

EASTERN PROM APT. overlooking Casco
Bay. large, sunny, plant-filled nurturing
ambience. 2 BR, 2LA, to share with professional woman. HIS, easy~lng, mature
personwanlld. Lolsofroom loryourthings,
too. Parking. $325 + 112 utili. 775-4941,
please leave message.

1 OR 2 VACANCIES IN 4 BR HOUSE WI2
MEN 38 & 40, semi-rural quie~ 15 minute
drive from downtown Portland, $2OOImo. +
114 utifilies + $125 security payable over 5
months. Oil hot air + woodstove. Call
Michael, Marcus or Fred 854-4827.

rill estate
OWN YOUR OWN HOME FOR $1,600 ful
price! Government agencies now Ilqtidating. 1-805-564-6500, ext. H03611 lor immediate assistance.

900-370-2041

elllII caPe
BOSTON- PERSONALIZED NANNY
AGENCf- Positions avalable lor qualified
individuals. Gre.tealaryplus benefits. Nannies Nook, 1"*10-543-43117.

IIlslnessservlces

NEEDIELPDURINGTHEHOUDAYS?CALL
878-5127 for a fres estimate on home or
ollice cleaning! Experienced & effic:ient,
excellent references. Weekly, bi-weeldy &
special oa:asion cleaning also avaHable.
DOES YOUR CHILD NEED extra help with
school? Elementary school teacher to pliv.1I tutor children KlndergarlBn- Grade 5:
Math, Reading, Language, SpeRing, Writing. Cal Nancy • 7911-6979.
INTERIOR PAINTING: Free estimates, last
ssrvice,lowcost, color and lighting consultatiOl'lS, both standard and environmenlaUy
lriendly painls available. Ben 772-7579.

501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland n5-6301

OlD TIME POIrrRAITS
FOR HOUOAY GIFTS

T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS. Custom screen
printing of logos and designs lor business,
organizatiOns, and individuals. Promotional
totes and outenwar available. Cal us at
MAINESCREEN 878-2771.
ASYMPTOMATIC PERSONWITHAIDSlooking lor needed income: graphic design,
landscaping/gardening, planting and maintenance, minor renovations & rebuilding,
stonewall wort, painting, etc. $$ neg. Relerences. 761-2582.
HOUDAY CATERING AND BAKING lor any
size party- private or office- or occasion. A
wide variety 01 menu items offersd lor suggestions, or wHI cook to suit your needs.
Please caU 767-6163.

Philippe LeFevre

Beginning Pri, Nov. 29 • 10 - 4
Scarborough Downs Fica Mark...
NoAdmlssion

_

AMERICAN

srEEL AlIO AWMINUM COlii'.

Leo.ev_

115 Wallace Ave, So. Portland, ME 04108

A HANOYMANS WAREHOUSE

for
DO-IT YOURSELFERS

-QualityPiaster Repair
Taping
Painting

-~

Woodwork
Restoration
References
General
Contractors
Welcome

ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Orscu &y W«kIy has an opportunity for an ener-getIc IIIXOUIIt
executiw to join our sales team.
We are IooIdng for an experienced. dynunlc and highly motivated
sa1es Jepteaentatlve toploaeer and maintain new ao:x:ounlllas well ..
service existing ones. You must be «pnIzed, creative and poeeeee
excel1entlnterpenonal eId1Ia. You will wari: as an Integral pari 01 the
sales team while aggresaIvely developing and Independently manastng
your own territory. PamIlIarIty with the (;realer PoIt1and nwi<et will be
a plus.
This position pays • base ..wy plus conunIsaIon. An IIIIIbltlous
sa1espenon will earn S18K-S24K plus health oovenage and benefitL
H you are enthusiastic about advertising sales aend a resume and
cover lettt!I" outllnlng why you'd like to work for Orscu &y W«kIy to:
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101

:n~~
Advertising Sala. Manager

......els ••s

...aI.servlces

JOIN TI£ 85 YEAR LEGACY III the Fuler
Brush Company. SeH quaIty horne CUI
products, part or ful-mle. No experience
required. Call Ned Dall, Independent
Disbibuterl Fuller Brush Company. 7665028.

U.S. Asian Connection- For free photo brochure and detaill 01 beautiful, faithful, marriage-minded ladles from overseas, write:
P.O.Box 60283, L.u Vegas, NV, 89160, or
cal 702-451-3070, leave maBlng address.

CIII co&tI

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS

POWER FOR THE PEOPLE! For II your
electrical or refrigeration needs, rehab,
rewiring, upgrades, or new construction,
call Marc or Ann'Marie at 998-4835 or7743116. · Uncompromisi!lll quality".

S40,00(){yr! READ BOOKS and TV scripts.
Fill out simple "IiceIdon'llika"lorm. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paychac:k. FREE 24 hour recording. 801-3711-2925. Copyright
1ME114EB.

1.4111 rrinute.

PHOTOGRAPHER

REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Cltl USM
Recycles and lind out more. Casco Bay
Weekly is using our ssrvice and WIt can
wort for you, peliOnaltt or professionally.
Cltl Today!!! Recycling Hodine 780-4998.

HOTELHELP-Housebepers, Maintenance,
Front Desk, Cooks, Helpers lo$12hr. perm.
F-T call 1-800-882-2969.

IW443 rJ

CHARLES B. MELCHER

COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK available to do odd jobs and moving. Very handy
and CIII fix most anything. Experienced
mover who will moye yau lor less. 7742159 anyIillll.

.... wlllted

1If@•• :f1'I
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EBONY IVORY SOCIETY. Meet singles of
different racial groups lor lriendship or
dating. Send address & .52 cents loose
postage: P.0.BoxB628, Metairie, LA.70011.

We have all you need for your
Metal Fabrication Projects,
Both Large & Small.

YOUR
ONE-STOP-METAL-SHOP

772-4641

NASTY~NEAT

COM PU L81VE 1CLEAN rN G
. ..and ether life oupporl MlVicae

If you've ever deaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark

772-8784
residential

commercial

Charge yow cI...1fIecI . .
by phone

stuIIl.....
HAvWOOD WAKEFIELD KING SIZE BEDMattress, box spring; triple dl86Slr, chest
on ches~ rock maple, $600 or B.O. Black
naugahide sofa and swivel rockar, $300 or
B.O. catl6-9pm 829-4653.
EXERCISE EQUIPMENT. Several Steppers,
flywheel cydes and fun cycles to choose
from. RInging from S50 to $150. catl Jim
871-1815,8-6; 879-11010, 7-9.
BABY GRAND PIANO- YOUNG CHANG.
Blackabonyllnlsh. Twoysars old. Beautiful
tone and condition. MustuH. Cost $7200,
uking $3800. Wli deliver. 282-3256.
MOUNTAIN BIKE-GT All TerralnAvaJanche,
21 spd. Sh!rnano Dear, 16". Brand new,
never ridden, asking $750. can 878-3457!
THE BERLIN WALL! Ownagenuine piece of
it! A great Christmas gilt. Same day shipping! $25 plus 54 P& Hto: Deborah Collins,
RFD #5 Box 2646, Brunswick, ME 04011.
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.music
THE PINETONES, Maines premiere Westeml Swingl Ethnic! Novelty band, perfect
for weddings, parties, function~, dances,
concerts . Duet to quintet, acoustic or electric.799-9788.

CHEVY SPRINT '88. Excellent condition,
only 44K miles, warranty, stereo cassette .
$3,000 or best offer. 883-6589 after 6 pm.
OLDS TORONADO- 1987, 65K 2-owner
miles. Loaded,60 day warranty. Westbrook
Auto Sales, Inc. Jeff, 854-4948 or 8543936 (eves.)

VOICEI PIANO STUDIO- Classical, Opera. &
Broadway musicals. Bachelor of MUSIC;
Masters of Music. 772-7208 or 879-2606,
evenings only.

OLDS CUTLASS- 1982, Runs great, excellenl condition, 2 door, air, AmfFm, many
new parts. Only $1200. Call 797 -8546.

Gl JITAR STl;DlO WORKSHOP

on the Western Prom

professional Lessons
All Styles • All Ages

"FUNK STREET DANCE ClASS' Learn all
the "FUNKY" moves, for high times ~t
Portland's dance clubs. Dance to the musIC
of M.C. Hammer, C&C Music Factory, Janet
Jackson, etc ...Meets Saturdays at "Gotta
Dance". Call 773-2293 for info. 6 classes
only $20.

5MB 900- 1980, 4 spd., excellent body,
102K, $2500 or B.O. 767-2324.

bulletin board

FORD ESCORT WAGON 1986- Runs ~ood,
1 owner, powersteering, 5spd. Newsticker.
$1695. 761-2881 days! 874-0733 eves.

ADOPTION: FAMILY OF 3 wishes to become family of 4. If you can help us adopt
ababy, please caU Tilly & John collect: 802235-2312.

Special attention to beginners

........... .......

CHEVY IROC CAMARO 1986- Hops,
loaded, auto., 75,000 miles, good condo
$5500 or B.O. 874-0930 or 7n-4585.

Holiday

Gift Certificates
Available

773-3444

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_"

wheels

MAZDA RX7 GXL 1987- 31,000 miles, excellent condition, AmlFm, sunroof, PIS, PI
B, rustproofed, stored winters. $8,400 or
B.0.797-2221.
HONDA CIVIC SEDAN 1984- 5 spd., NC,
cassette very good condition, runs great.
101 K, $2300 or B.O. Call Jim, 797-4415.

vw JETTA-I9B2, $550. 774-7850.

1988 VW FOX GL. Navy blue, 4~00r, low
mileage. Excellentcondition, $3600 orB.O.
727-5633. Leave message.

, I

learning

CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
:89
Mercedes ... S200; '86 VW ... $50; 87
Mercedes ...$100; '65 Mustang ...$50.
Choose from thousands starting at $~5.
FREE 24 hour recording reveals details.
801-379-2929. Copyright IME114JC.
1985 CAMARO, Hops, A~, auto, ~roc suspension,Z-28 wheels, "SO senestires,AmI
Fm. $2500 or Bo-trades? 871-1368.

theatre arts

/
,

-

......-

MERCURY MARQUIS, 1984, automatiC, new
engine, power everything, reliable transportation. $1800 or best offer. Call n22563, leave message.
BRONCO 114x4- '88, Low mileage, sunroof,
rustproofing, 5 speed STOIOD. 1 yr.left on
warranty. $7500. 797-9068.

775-0414

Figures of speech
Each of the figures below is a word formed from the .
alphabet at the bottom. The letters are strung together m
correct order.
.
See if you can figure them out. Then fill m your answers
below.

EUROPE- ONLY $160! Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet to Europe for $160. CARIBBEAN- Only $189! Round-trip air to somewhere warm & sunny. AIRHITCH(r) 212864-2000.
ADOPTION: OUr baby awaits nature walks,
baking cookies, Grandparents h~gs and a
lifetime of love. Consider adoption. Allan
and Jeanne, call collect: 802-235-2312. (In
accordance with Title 22, Chapter 1153.)
CRAFTSALE- SELFHELP Crafts of the World
are available ONE DAY ONLY on Saturday,
December 7th from 9 am t03 pm. Church of
the Servan~ at 35 Lafayette St, Portland,
becomes an international marketplace of
distinctive, reasonably priced handcrafts
like woven tapestries from South Ame~ca,
handcarved wooden elephants from Afnca,
brass jewelry from Indiaand woven baskets
from the Philippines. Located neolr the Observatory on Munjoy Hill, 1112 blocks from
the Whole Grocer off Congress SI. 7748578.

Mark Ewert
PORTRAI'ffl DRAWN AND l'IDTIlD

THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY ISAPPROACHING. Spending the holidays with someone
extra special would be extra nice. I'm NlS30
year old woman with a warm heart, large
family, great sense of humor + over affectionate cat. Extra bonus points for honesly
and sincerity. CBW Box 868.'5"5892
WELL EDUCATED & TRAVELED woman of
34, from large family with high values seeking male in 30s with same background.
Must like adventurous traveling, mOVies,
dining, danCing, and willing to have a good
time. Also, must value friendships & family.
"5898

~

(~ (207) 856-2135
,-.~-

...(

Santa's Maine ConnectIOn

ttE.:t'iO\.\BLY pRJaU f'ERSO\'-\l. \RTWORI\
l O"" "~5 Il()()

846~578.

1. _ _ _ _ _2. _ _ _ _3. _ _ _- -

by Lynda Barry

4, _ _ _- 5_ _ _ _ _6, _ _ _- -

I GOT SOME NIOWS . ITS INeRElllSLE NEWS.
DID YOu ALREAOY KNOW I WINE A ~\1.0nlER?
FREDDY. ONE '(E/I\t '{OUNGER TI1AN MARlYS .
WHEN MoM wwr lr1RoV611 \-IER CHANGE'S
ME 'ANo MARI.';S CAME HERE A!oID fP-E DDY
WENr 10 AUNT MAY, \HE AUNT I DOI\\'T 1.1~~
Wf\O , 'M Sf.MI-NAM£O AFTEIi.
\..oo~

S~E ALIl€AO'1'flAS TWO KIOS, OVR COVSINS
AP-NA AND A\tNOlD . NOW AvNT MAY IS
GOING "\'\-\~ovG\l. \\ER Cl-\ANG~S AND ONE
Oflt1 E T\l.IN6S $\lE C\-IANGeD IS HE~
MINt> Alloul KH? ING H.EDDY. I'M tJOT
ALKIN G A'OOVT OIAN Gt-OF - L.lFE
l'
NA FJl.tAK·OVT LIKE T\-IE FREAK 'OVI
A
I Mfi: y MOM I TrllNK ITS RVNNING IN WE
M 'i. TrllS MOP.~ING GRANOJM loLl) uS
'1'5 ( OM IN6

,-_-::::==

/'INO We GoT Tile \-IOvSE' AI..L CLEAN AND
'ONG TIME \ COULDI'l' T EVEN 5A..,.
FOR. A ..
M"?TrlE NAME Of FReDDY SECAVSE ,HEN L,{S WOULD \-IA\JE A fREAK-OVT. fOP.
MoUN 0 il-I?,r.E MOl'I1t\S Of uS SEING ilt Vol
SIIE: ASK~D FO~ fIl.f.\lO"". \\\tN Sill'. QVIT. \·\\5
R.oOM IS (,011'1 6 TO Sf. IN THE BASEMENT.
Mf. ANI) MA\l.l,:\ S SPENT ALL DA'( ft(IN6
IT UP MAR.L':\ S BE6GEO OFf A LoAD 01'
A\"F~~D E. NEWMAtJS FI\{)M \\E\<. rRI'i:~~E
KE'JIN TIJIl.N< It. S\\E RH,'ItMIlErtE'D

LovES T1i05E .

MA\l.\.':\S MAOE rlE? LONG SIGN ON A
Rolli Of I'MER ,OWELS " WELCOMe
\-lOME 1'11.'000'<''' I TOlD rI ER 1\1IS ISN'T
ElVI(lL'{ \-\OME so M"..,.SE SHE SrlOlJLO
LEAI/e TrlAT VlO RO Orl" BvT S\\E 5,0.,10
IF 1\-1'<: \-\o v se "AD ME IN IT, AN D \:l..£1<
Ik IT ANO FI<.O I)'{ IN 11 , THEN 11-\E
JUOG'E SSA'{ I\-1AT EQ VALS !-loME . I ..
WIEI> /'IS'KIN6 1-I<R. ··VlilAT Jv.D6ES? BI.I1
\\'\1'. VROl,H DOC\l. o?ENED. IT oPE-NEil

AT cAST.

UNCOMMONLY VIVACIOUS, adventuresome, imaginative 39, 5'1', athletic, down
to earth, professional, pretty blue eyed
blonde seeks physically fit, self-actualized,
centered professional male who appreciates the outdoors, music, movies, ethnic
cooking! dining- for friendship and fubJre
possibilities. Now's your chance! CBW Box
859."5868

48 y.O. WOMAN- Sharp, smart & attractive
with a sense of humor. Looking for someone to create a bit of havoc, to stir a little
pasSion, to share a quiet time, 10 make alot
of laughter and to share a good conversation. CBW Box 866. "5878

*SANTA *4 *HIRE *
l ~· :'

women ~ men

IFYOUAREAMANAROUND40whoenjoys
fine dining, movies, and the company of an
attractive, bright & secure woman, let's get
together and we'll punch a few holes in my
'Dine-Around Card". "5873

THIS SEASON GIVE ASOUND GIFT. Boone
Always looking for
Island studios will produce your song, poem,
Models & Actors
humor, story orgreetings on audio cassette
for
for the most unique gift ever . Insert graphPrint, Television & Film ics also available. Super low holiday ra~es.

visual arts

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

TALL, VERY PRETTY, energetic, stabJesque,
sophisticatedly down to earth, fortyish,
health professional seeks outdoorsy, physicallyactive, centered, cerebral, playful, male
compliment to life for friendship, growth,
play and partnership possibilities. Ukes include excellent mOVies, mUSic, Boston
museums, hiking, bicycling, cross country
skiing, and much more. CBW Box 860.
"5869

Call for free estimate and demonstratIOn.
775-2159.

FORD ESCORT- 1983. Blue book valueS250. Cash or trade- Whathave you got that
I want? 774-6682.
5MB 900S- 1983, red, 3 door, 5 speed.
Good condition. Good winter car. $3000.

Portland Models Group

~

REAL PUZZlEo-_·

7. _ _ _ _8. _ _ _- 9. _ _ _ _-

10. _ _- - 11, _ _ _- 12. _ _ _ _-

span. Only one entry is
Can you solve the Re~l
allowed per person per week,
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
All entries for this week's
certificate from Alberta's for
puzzle must be received by
the first-prize winner. The
VVednesday,~_4,The
second-prize winner
solution to this week's puzzle
receives two free passes to
will appear in the ~. 12
The Movies at Exchange
issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Street, VVinners will receive
Send your best guess to:
their prizes in the mailReal puzzle #99
Drawings are done at
Casco Bay Weekly
random, Contestants are
551A Congress St.
ineligible to win more than
portland, Maine 04101
one prize in a four-week

AnRACTIVE DWF, 42, looking for friendship(I), romance (2). If you're between the
ages of 40-50, maybe we can give each
other pleasure. I'm a considerate smoker
who enjoys a social drink on occasion, long
walks, watching baseball, x-c skiing and
cooking . "5897
SWF, BLONDE, 5'9', very attractive and
slenderw/mostoutgoing personality wishes
to meet tall and attractive professional NIS
man, 30-40. If you enjoy skiing, dining out,
and travel it would be a plus. Creative reply
~ will get you a phone call. "5896
Respond to any personal ad
on this page. Call

900-370-2041
Can coot. $1 .49 • minute.

IFATFIRSTYOU DON'T SUCCEED ... Smart,
single socialist tired of being lonely in these
capitalist climes and times, seeks SM, ea~y
205- mid 30s, with similar politiCS and a
silly side, too. Objective: maybe to change
the world just a bit and live happily ever
after. P.O. Box 9715-980, Portland, ME
04104.

SWM, RUGBY PLAYER 28, seeks SWF 29,
R.N., Masters preferred. Must enjoy J.T. &
Buffetconcerts, Rolling Rocks, Margaritas
& Nachos, rugby tours, beach renrezvous &
watching trains go by.lf you like golden
retrievers, scarves & long phone conversations then I'm your true companion. You'll
never find one like me again. "5883

men .. women

MY MINDS EYE CONCEIVES HER,! With
dark eyes I dream her} The brightest star,

AVAILABLE! THAT SUPPOSEDLY RARE
male, 39, with warmth, wit, intelligence,
honesty, sensuality and easyapproachability. lntrigued by art, nature, and a woman's
eyes and smile. Love movies, theater, hiking, literature, dining, lravelling and spontaneity. You're an attractive, trim, SWF, 2540 with charm, independence and lightness. CBW Box 853. "5848
YOURAD READ- "Petite SWF, 31, Brunette,
seeks somewhat unconventional SM" in
the 10/24 edition ofCBW.1 read your ad too
late to reply, but hopefully not too late to
meet. P.S., I own a well wom pair of hiking
boots, cross country skis, and canoe.
"5875
THERE'S A FIRE in the woodstove in the
kitchen of my old country home on chilly
mornings. Still some fire left to bum within
this 55 year old man, too, if the bright,
attractive, sensual woman (40 to 60, who
knows?) has the match to light it. I'm an old
country boy, not Mr. Slick. Have an appetite
for homelife, long hours of work (like to be
productive, and to contribute), some dining
out, some movies, occasional dancing,
music including countrylwestern, lots of
interestin current.events (come with strong
opinions), reading, indoor and outdoor activities. Have done many things. Wandered
the country when young. Seif.;)mployed
businessman now. Settled in where I want
to be. No guarantees given or expected but
seeking the right woman to live it out with.
No urgency. Life is good. It is a slow and
easy search for the right woman. York
County location, close to Portland area.
CBW Box 861. "5874
HEY YOU! YES, YOU! Are you ti red offacing
Portland's single bar scene in hopes of
finding somebody of substance to spend
time with? Bored with American Gladiators
and SNL re-runs? Sick of being lonely but
not really sure what you want? I am ... SWM,
athletic, shy, attractive, warm, who likes
cooking, the outdoors, mOVies, music, art
and Ben & Jerry's seeks young dame of
similar interests. Take a walk on the wild
side and answer this ad. "5877
GENTLEMAN, EARLY605, NIS, Looking for
female companion, same age. Slender lady
preferred, dancing, dining, and visiting the
mountains and seashore are some of my
interests. Hoping to find the right woman
for a permanent relationship. CBW Box
872. "5907

How to respond to a personal ad

Solution to Real puzzle #97
(Checkmaze!)

How to place a

VVhite
1. QxNch
2_ RxQrnate

This week, portland's Jackie Dwyer ~nd a frie~d ~l d
an a en
.
d me at Alberta's . Scarboroug'R's.Eve ClIrunet
E h ge Street
.
will take in a movie at The MOVies at xc an
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, toIlS recently published by
Harper and Row.)

SEP. WM, 31, QUIET, kind of shy. Like
fishing, baseball, horses, outdoors, seeking F, 18-30, for serious relationship. Looks
unimportant. Children welcome. Write: Box
Holder, P.O. Box 10271, Portland, ME
04104. "5880
GONE WITH THE WINO- Footloose romantic- interested in 25-35 companion for adventure, travel and share T.l.C. Require
bright, sensuous woman/child, good figure. Play at home and warmer climates,
sailing. For talk, lunch, possible eve
rendevous with young, successful, handsome, particular gentleman. "5871
DWM, 57, 5'9', college grad, completing 3
yrs dialog with Inner Child, codependency
issues, looking for attractive NlS F, 50's, for
Quiet evenings, dinner, hiking, canoeing
and more. CBW Box 867. 1t5882

UNPUBLISHED NOVELIST- SWM, 33, seeks
independent-minded women for intelligent
correspondence, possibly romance. Passions include Shakespeare, Mozart, foreign
films, B-52's. 1am good looking, eccentric,
creative, broke, too passionate, and 100
damned honest. Thick-skinned only, please!
P.O. Box 10051, Portland, 04104 (First
draft: 42,255 words).

women .. women
LIONESS SEEKS PUSSYCATS to play with.
This attractive, blonde, 5'9', slim, longlegged, Bi, cat is looking for pedigreed,
female only, kittens for jungle romps. I'll
roar, you'll purr! CBW Box 862. "5867
LOOKING FOR PARTNER IN PLAY- Loves:
the beach, hot tubs, Holly Near, fireplaces,
books, 'CLZ, crystals and people who like to
laugh. Hates: Maine Mall, Andrew Dice Clay,
super markets. Seek same. "5866

person of the week
sw..t, sexy, young

Santa
Claus, seeking seductive,
sensuous, 'emale elt lor
Irolllcklng, Christmas caroling
a. lun tlmesl Must be willing
to ...travel to North Pole,
cuddle up with the Jo Illest
young elt himself & have a
great love Santa Clausl Who
.Ise ca n you trust? "5904

0'

Eecn week, 1ha person INho pieces !he bnnl_1 Of

mo~

ae••ve CUoo 81y WMkIy pwaonal Ja chCl¥"l .. CBW.
·P.1On ct 1M Wee/I(" ....d II awarded bNo tr.. mOYie
Icket&" complmen. 01 M.ne Mall ClnemaL

DIVORCED SINGLE PARENT- 34, builder.
Not interested in becoming rich. Looking
for aspecial person who enjoys lifes simple
pleasures- gardening, walks, dogs, kids,
the outdoors, exercise, church, and friendship. Someone who appreciates old fashioned values and ethics like hard work and
hardplay, hoesty, loyalty, and integrily.
"5903

men

BRIGHT, WITTY, HONEST, attractive, nice
guy in search of a friend with similar qualities. I'm a 3Os0mething NIS who is for the
most part physically fit and emotionally
healthy. If the same above appeals 10 you,
can and we can talk and see... Thanks.
"5900

MAN,32, SEEKS MATURE GWM, or BiWM,
21-35, masculine, no ferns, please. I'm honest, sincere, attractive, college educated. I
enjoy outdoor activities, movies and quiel
times at home. If you're similar and want a
friendship or relationship beyond aphysical
gratification, please leave number. "5884

OUTOOORSY MAN (5'7', FIT 43), likes hiking, camping (in the woods), skiing, travel,
Children, ocean- runs trained snake farm on
the side. Seeks thinl petite partner, 3Os, to
help narrow the pike at Kittery. Free nuclear
reactor with first 5 replies. CBW Box 870.

"5895

BiWM, 38, SEEKS MAN forcompanionship,
excitement & sensual exploration. I'm married and seeking relationship with a man to
help me fulfill the rest of myself. I'm gentle,
tender, open-minded, open to erotic experimentation. Photo would be nice, butall calls
and letters answered. "5885

SWM, 25, Seek an older female, 40+, for
sensual, intimate and fun relationship. I am
healthy, hones~ friendly, trim and NIS. Look,
race, & size not important- just a willingness to be passionate, romantiC and have a
good time. CBW Box 871 . "5906

GWM, 4Oish, Looking for (town to earth
man, 25-45. I'm educated, young al heart,
liberal and open-minded, and tired of being
alone. How about dinner or a drink? Portland to York area. Are you tired, too? Then
write soon with phone I . "5902

~

men

GWM, 30 something, tall, bedroom eyes.
Looking to find my own Rhett Butler. Winter
is approaching, Tara gets cold and so do I.
Varied interests, sincere, attractive. Sense
of humor a must. Write: Box Holder, P.O.
Box6101, Falmouth, ME 04105.

(Galls cost 1.49/min)

BiWM, 305, discreet, trim, seeks same or
GaylBi couples to swap photos, home videos, fantasy letters, cassettes, or? Into body
builders, construction workers, tan lines
and hair. How about you? Instant photo
gets mine in kind.lfsgetting cold out there.
Lers melt some snow. CBW Box 869.

"5899
HANDSOME, EDUCATED, STRESSBALL
(twentysomelhing), seeks politically
charged capitalisl.lnterests should include
xerox machines, CNN, and shopping for
accessories. Trust me ... I'm a romantic.
"5905

others
SWM, 30, SEEKS WOMAN, 4()"55, for intimate, sensual get-togethers. Why be lonely?
I am 5'9', 1551bs., slim build, stable. Call or
write. CBW Box 863. "5876
HOUSEMATEI PLAYMATE- This ad goes
out to women: MITV needs housemate,
preferably inclined to "play·. Nights ofSIMBIO- TN. House is like owner, nice, but not
forme. Rent $300. Signed, Estranged Wife.
CBW Box 864. "5870
WMC, 205, AnRACTIVE, seek BiF, 25-30,
for intimate relations. Must be discreet and
clean. Leave message or send photo and
letter. CBW Box 865. "5879
STUNNING BI-MALE TRANSVESTITE
searching for adventurous male + female
companions to enjoy good times. I'm attractive, open-minded and ready to fulfill
fantasies. P.O. Box 243, Minot, Me. 042580243. "5893
INTERESTED IN SEXY FUN? Non-threatening, tantalizing exhibitionism with lingerie
and/or? Just good clean fun to entertain
and enjoy. We are physically fit and creative
8-5 professionals looking foranother couple
to have laughs and cavort with occasionally. "5901
WM, 30 yrs. old, seeks bi female couple,
ebony woman for fantasy fulfillment and
friendship. Age and weight notas important
as cleanliness. "5894
ARE YOU A BiF looking for a relationship
instead of fulfilling fantasies? Attractive
couple, BiF and M, would like to meelyou!
We're looking for a loving, open, and sincere relationship with no jealousy or hangups. All letters answered- photo not necessary. CBW Box 873. "5908

companions
RICHARD- I miss your voice. The bathing
suit story and business trip to Atlanta one
were greal Can we continue? Please call.
Ed. "5872
_pond to any pe~n.1 ad by calling
900-370-2041
Cal .. cost $1.49 a moote.

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A COW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min)
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone.
When Personal CallI!!> answers, follow the inslnJctions and
enl8r the four-digit" number of the ad that interests you.
You may then leave a response, enl8r another" num ber or
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 1.49 a minUI8.)
To respond to an ad without a " number, wril8tothe P.O.
box or CBWbox indicated. When addressing ma~ to a CBW
box, be sure to print the box numberclearfy on the lower left
hand comer of your envelope.

Black
KxN

she reigns above,!and of thisvision,ll have
fallen in love.! but stars fall, and fonows
mourning} My love,- she has fallen} Days
spent shrouded by this/Of what! have not,
I now miss} Upon the first star/I make my
wish,-Ito hold the dream/caress and kiss.!
1tS881

caw PERSONAL

caw personal ad

You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping
by our office at 551 A Congress Sl in downtown Portland.
Call 77~1 to find out more.
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use
of a Personal CallI!!> " number. When you place your ad,
you" be you'l be given a" number and an easy-to-follow
instruction sheellfs important that you call and leave your
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday
-that way you won' miss any of your responses.
When recording your 9()..second greeting, relax and be
creative. Desaibe yourself - but don~ leave your full
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to

leave their telephone numbers and best times to call.
You can change your" message as often as you like.
And you can start getting responses right away.

Your ad:
Category:
o women ... men
o men or women
o women or women

What does a personal cost?
Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week.
Additional words cost 25e each. All personal ads must be
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.)
Use ofa Personal Call1!!>1t number is free. Use of a CBW
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a
CBWboxw/oa1tnumbercosts$9aweek. Visa, Mastercard,
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All personal ads and box sarvices must be paid in advance.

Rules & deadlnes
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seeking relationships. CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomical language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad.
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send yourao:' to: Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101.
Phone: 77>6601 . FAX: 77&-1615

Omen or men

o others
o companions

Confidential Infonnatlon:
(We cannot print your ad without it.)

, of words: - - - (n mar. than 45)

CostIweeIc - - - Seer. . . . loft

, of w..ks: _ _ __
2_rnnlroom
address

CBWbox:
Add $5 or$9lWeek - - - -

See ratse at lett
diy, stat., zip

Total duo: _ _ __
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Save 5.00 011 a1u" price ticket
each time JOu ski sugarloa1/USA'
----------------------'0
CBW 11 / 24,

Save at Maine's biggest sill mountainI
The sugarloaf Club Card is your ticket to substantial
savings at the #1 ski area in the East*! Besides saving
$5.00 off any full price· adult or junior lift ticket (the lowest
price junior ticket available), you and your family qualify
for a free day of spring skiingt, plus discounts at The
Sugartree Health Club, Seasons Restaurant and 20%
discounts at The sugarloaf Ski Shop! Individual
memberships are only $20.00, and family memberships
are only $50.00 . Cards are non-transferable and
non-replaceable if lost or stolen. Save money at Maine's
only true ski resort ... and Ski What You've
Been MissingTM!
• Snow Country Magazine, 9/ 91

:

Yes! Sign me up for The Sugarloaf Card Club :

: ",kec""" "",bI. too Sugarloaf Mountain Co,poration
,

Olndividual ($20 each)

,, Kame:

,, Name:
,, Name:
,

: Name:
I M,iI \0 :

:

OfamilY ($50 each) ,

'

Age:'

'
Age:'

'
'

Age:'
Age:

I

f.J!!! !u!.a!!.'!! ~u! '!!'!. !o!.5.!!0!' ~'!9f!!l~~ !~!. !
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